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ABSTRACT 
Religiously-affiliated colleges and universities have been a vibrant part of 
American Higher Education since the founding of Harvard in 1636. Despite their unique 
contribution to higher education, an extensive body of literature documents that strong 
trends of secularization have taken place within these institutions over the second half of 
the 2oth century. These trends have caused many colleges and universities to jettison 
their faith-based missions and drop their commitments to having perspectives of faith 
inform various aspects of institutional life. Drawing from several works within higher 
education literature which suggest that trends of secularization are not totally pervasive, 
this qualitative study investigated three institutions of the Council of Christian Colleges 
and Universities (CCCU) which have maintained or reaffirmed their faith-informed 
identity over the course of the past twenty years. Through this investigation, theory was 
developed regarding the institutional dynamics that have allowed these institutions to 
maintain their faith commitments and identity over this period of time. Through a case 
study methodology, site visits were made to Nyack College in Nyack, New York, 
Huntington College in Huntington, Indiana, and Anderson University in Anderson, 
Indiana. Over the course of the study twenty-five interviews were conducted with senior 
administrators and faculty which focused on institutional mission and identity, numerous 
institutional documents were collected, and site observations were recorded. Data from 
these various sources were then compiled and analyzed to reach conclusions regarding 
the sustenance of faith-informed mission and identity at these institutions. 
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CHAPTER I 
THE RESEARCH PROBLEM 
Introduction 
Since the founding of the first institutions of higher education on the American 
landscape, there has been a continued presence of what can be described as religiously- 
affiliated institutions of higher education: "Those institutions where the religion of the 
founding or sponsoring religious group has.. ..a real, observable, clear, and effective.. . 
influence upon the institution itself'( O'Connell, 2002, pp. 63-64). Throughout their 
history such institutions have been seriously committed to distinctive missions and 
educational philosophies which allow for perspectives of faith to have an impact on 
various aspects of institutional life. Within recent decades works by Marsden (1992, 
1997,2002), Dovre (2002a) and Benne (2001) argue that within the higher education 
community it is both necessary and healthy for there to be a strong presence of 
religiously-affiliated colleges and universities. These works note that such institutions 
broaden the search for knowledge by providing academia with philosophical and 
pedagogical perspectives that stand in contrast to those provided by secular colleges and 
universities. Turner (2002) and Carlberg (2002) also assert that such institutions provide 
unique environments where students and scholars alike can explore various relationships 
between the commitments of faith and those of academic inquiry. 
Despite these calls for such distinctive institutions in American higher education, 
many researchers note that continuous and dominant movements of secularization have 
taken place over the course of the past 150 years amidst religiously-affiliated colleges 
and universities. Such trends of secularization have come to challenge the faith 
commitments of many institutions. Within the realm of the religiously-affiliated 
institution, many studies conclude that such dominant pressures of secularization are 
pervasive and have seriously undermined the presence of vibrant faith-informed 
institutions on the higher education landscape. 
Within such works as Burtchaell(1998), Marsden (1994, 1997), Cunninggim 
(1994), Marsden and Longfield (1992), Veysey (1965), and Riesman (1956) one finds 
that a strong movement of institutional secularization and isomorphism has taken place at 
many colleges and universities of varying faith traditions. In recent decades, for various 
reasons and under numerous pressures, many institutions have come to jettison missions 
and identities that were clearly informed by the perspectives of particular faith traditions 
(Catholic, Evangelical, Mainline Protestant, etc.). Seeking to model their institutional 
aims and educational programs after the values put forth by leading public research 
universities, many institutions dropped their commitments to linking perspectives of faith 
to learning, teaching, scholarship, and community life. 
Given that these works portray observable and significantly dominant trends of 
secularization and isomorphism among religiously-affiliated institutions, the question 
may be raised: Is the movement towards secularization an inevitable end or telos for the 
religiously-affiliated institution? That is to say, is it inevitable that these secular trends 
will come to alter religiously-affiliated institutions as a whole, or is it, in fact, possible for 
institutions to sustain a distinctive faith-informed identity despite these trends? 
Looking to a larger body of scholarship, we see that secular trends have been 
pervasive over the course of the last half century. Drifts towards dominant secular 
models of higher education have been caused by a variety of factors and have affected 
religiously-affiliated institutions in a multitude of ways. For those documenting these 
secular trends, their overall impact on religiously-affiliated institutions has been 
significant. Dovre (2002a) notes that: "a crisis of identity [has] struck religious 
institutions across nearly all faith perspectives.. . Whether by neglect or design, the 
relationship of many colleges to their denominational sponsors [has] changed or 
diminished" (p. x, ix). Marsden (1997) adds that "except on the peripheries of American 
Higher Education, institutional support for inquiry concerning faith and learning has 
continued to shrink" (p. 102). Burtchaell(1998) in an exhaustive work purposehlly 
entitled The Dying of the Light documents the secular of drift of many of mainline 
Protestant, Evangelical, and Catholic institutions away from clear, faith-informed 
identities. Benne (2001) notes that across institutions of varying Christian faith traditions 
once robust visions affirming clear Christian creeds, have given way to assurances within 
mission statements of institutions to "honor their heritage" or perform educational tasks 
"in a Christian atmosphere" (p. 16). Beaty (2002) notes: "In the last decade of the 
twentieth century, about a dozen Baptist Colleges or universities significantly altered or 
dissolved their relationship to their sponsoring state Baptist Conventions" (p. 117). A 
crisis of identity has also come to effect Catholic institutions as well. Benne (2001) 
notes that beginning in the 1970s: "In order to receive federal hnds and to gamer the 
recognition of the academic elite, many Catholic colleges and universities rewrote 
charters and laicized boards. In the process they weakened these schools commitment to 
Catholic identityn@. 5). O'Brien (2002) adds: 
Catholic Universities increasingly have appeared to imitate their secular 
counterparts in faculty appointments, the shape of the curriculum, and the 
loosening of regulations governing student conduct and associations. 
Acute observers of Catholic institutions have prophesied that they will go 
the way of the great secular universities, which have long ago cast off their 
denominational roots and founding. (p. 12) 
Morey and Piderit (2006) in summing up this situation conclude: 
A crisis is looming within American Catholic higher education. As 
Catholic colleges and universities analyze their position and set a course 
for the future, they are faced with a structural reality that threatens their 
ability to continue as institutions with vibrant religious cultures. (p. 3) 
In many cases one can also clearly see within the curriculum a similar jettisoning of 
course requirements that once allowed space for students to reflect on the intersections of 
faith and learning, again in an effort to model institutional offerings after those of leading 
secular research institutions. Finally, within the extracumcular life of many institutions 
one can find a movement away from activities and rituals that sought to solidify the 
school's faith commitments. 
While no one contests that drifts towards secularization and isomorphism are 
indeed strong and have in fact taken place and in many institutions, it does not 
necessarily follow that such dominant trends have to be completely inevitable. In a 
recent work entitled The Decline ofthe Secular University Sommerville (2006) asserts 
that the hold the secular university has on American higher education is waning. By 
giving no credence to faith perspectives in the realm of academic scholarship, 
Sommerville (2006) argues that the values of the secular university is losing ground in a 
society in which religious faith is on the rise. Sommerville's (2006) arguments suggest, 
therefore, that the tides of secularization may be waning on the higher education 
landscape. 
Taking Sommerville's conclusions to their logical ends, greater possibilities may 
exist for institutions to maintain or reaffirm strong commitments to their faith-informed 
identity as they head into the future. Moreover, if in an depth study can be provided of 
one or more institutions which have solidified or reaffirmed their commitments to faith- 
informed identity, it would provide a way of documenting the institutional dynamics 
which make such institutional commitments possible in the face of secular trends. Such a 
study would provide examples of institutions embodying what Marsden and Longfield 
(1992) put forth theoretically when they asserted: 
If it is true that religiously held perspectives are on the face of it no less 
responsible intellectually than are non-religious ones, then it should no 
longer be true that religiously oriented institutions should be expected to 
abandon their religious perspectives in order to gain academic 
respectability. Rather, one might expect that a truly pluralistic society 
would encourage faith-oriented higher learning as well as the various 
secular alternatives." (Marsden & Longfield, 1992, p. 7) 
Looking to works such as Hardy (2005), Dome (2002b), Benne (2001), Lambert, 
Truesdale, and Vai1(2002), O'Connell(2002), Roche (2002), Carlberg (2002), and 
Marsden (1997), and Marsden and Longfield (1992) we see that Sommerville's (2006) 
assertions hold a degree of merit. These studies provide evidence that it is possible for 
religious affiliated institutions of higher education to foster, maintain, and even reassert 
their distinctive religious identities despite the trends of secularization that have taken 
place over the last half century. In many cases these works document colleges and 
universities that have rejected the notion of becoming more secular as an avenue to 
growth. As the subsequent review of literature will demonstrate, we find within their 
example religious affiliated institutions that: 
1. Have drawn a cadre of students, not by modeling dominant research university 
values, but rather by putting forth an unique institutional ethos and distinctive educational 
programs that are focused around consideration of perspectives brought by faith in 
learning and research (Hardy, 2005; Dovre ,2002a; Carlberg, 2002; Roche, 2002; Wolfe, 
2002; Benne, 2001). 
2. Have maintained a strong commitment over time to gathering administration 
and faculty that ascribe to an "outrageous idea," as Marsden (1997) puts it, of religious 
informed scholarship, as well as have maintained their dedication to strong missions that 
link perspectives of faith to learning and scholarship within institutional life (Jacobson & 
Jacobson, 2004), Marsden, 2002; Benne, 2001; Marsden,1997). 
3. Have reached out to forge strong relationships between their institution and 
members of their sponsoring religious body or faith tradition (Lambert et al., 2002). 
Given that there appears to be a group of religiously-affiliated institutions that have not 
followed dominant trends of secularization over recent decades, this study will seek to 
investigate the institutional dynamics that allow for institutions to maintain their 
distinctive faith-informed missions. 
The Research Question 
What dynamics of institutional life have allowed certain religiously-affiliated 
college and universities to maintain their distinctive faith-informed mission or vision over 
the past twenty years despite dominant secular trends? 
Subsidiary Questions 
1. What role do senior institutional administrators play in influencing an 
institution's distinctive faith-informed mission? 
2. What role do faculty play in influencing distinctive faith-informed mission? 
3. What impact does the institution's student body have on the sustenance of an 
established faith-informed mission? 
4. What role does institutional architecture, ritual, and symbolism play in 
influencing a distinctive faith-informed mission? 
5. What are the major challenges that institutions face as they seek to fulfill their 
institutional mission? 
6. What impact do challenges have on maintaining a distinctive faith-informed 
mission? 
7. What impact do institutional responses to such challenges, if they exist, have 
on the sustenance an institution's distinctive faith-informed mission? 
Significance and Contribution 
In looking at the institutional dynamics that influence the sustenance of faith- 
informed mission at religiously-affiliated institutions, this study investigates issues that 
strike at the heart of what many identify as growing concern for a large sector of 
American Higher education. With roughly 900 religiously-affiliated institutions of 
higher education making decisions related to maintaining, changing, or dropping their 
faith-informed mission and identity, this study is significant in that it focuses of the 
dynamics of sustaining such mission and institutional identity. For administrators and 
faculty members who are looking to learn from examples of institutions which are 
sustaining distinctive faith-informed identity, this study adds to the existing body of 
research by focusing on the lives of three unique institutions which have not received 
focused attention in previous investigations. For institutions struggling against the trends 
of secularization, the study's findings might give insight as to how they will proceed in 
doing so at a time when many are moving away from such missions. 
In addition to its general contribution, this study is also significant in that it adds 
to the existing literature by looking at the issues at hand through a different investigative 
lens than many previous studies. While works such as Benne (2001) and Dovre (2002), 
Marsden (1997) and Sloan (1994) put forth more theoretical presentations regarding 
elements of sustaining faith-informed identity, very little time within the literature has 
been given to gathering the perceptions of institutional administrators and faculty 
members as to what they feel is essential in sustaining faith-informed mission and 
identity at their respective institutions. Through the analysis of data gathered through site 
visits and qualitative interviews at three institutions, this study puts forth findings and 
theoretical assertions that are based directly on the understandings of administrators and 
faculty members who deal with the issues at hand on a regular basis within their 
institutional work. While this study does not seek to down play or in any way degrade 
the significant findings of previous investigations, the presentation of perspectives 
directly from the words of administrators and faculty members themselves might perhaps 
connect to the reader on a different level than previous studies on the subject. 
Beyond the realm of the religiously-affiliated institution, the proposed study also 
contributes to a body of literature that speaks to the dynamics of distinctive institutional 
culture and identity in general. In describing some of the essential components of 
distinctive institutional identity and culture within the realm of the religiously-affiliated 
institution, the study adds to the body of work which includes Clark's (1970) seminal 
study of selective liberal arts colleges and Butler's (1977) study of distinctive 
Historically Black Colleges and Universities. 
Terms 
Faith-Informed Mission: A collective institutional understanding or vision of the 
purpose of organizational existence which is guided, in whole or in part by clear, explicit 
dogmas, principles, or beliefs of a particular religion or faith tradition. 
Senior Institutional Administrators: Those fulfilling oversight of the major 
components of institutional organization. Senior Institutional Administrators include the 
institution's President, Executive Vice President for Administration, Chief Academic 
Officer (Provost I Academic Dean), Senior Student Affairs officer, Senior Development 
Officer, Chaplain 1 Director of Campus Ministry, Senior Enrollment Officer and college 
deans. 
Secularization: The movement of institutional mission and curricular and 
extracurricular programs away from educational aims and goals informed by 
commitments of a established faith tradition towards goals defined by leading secular 
research universities. 
Isomorphism -- Described most clearly by Riesman (1956), a tendency of 
institutions to closely model leading colleges and universities in their missions, 
curriculum, and extra curricular offerings. Hefferlin (1969) notes that this tendency is 
creating a situation in which "institutions of higher education are becoming more like 
each other" (p. 61). 
Faculty: Those fulfilling duties of research and teaching within the curricular 
program of the institution, or in conjunction with it. Faculty in this study include those 
which have either have considerable experience of the institution itself and its faith- 
informed mission, or are connected in a very clear way to programs or courses that seek 
to link the institution's faith-informed mission to curricular and extra-curricular activities. 
Such faculty members would include faculty department chairs; faculty senate officers, 
and faculty directors of specific programs or institutes that seek to link the institution's 
faith tradition to aspects of teaching, learning, scholarship, or community service. 
Religiously-Affiliated Institution: A private college or university which possesses 
a statutory1 philosophical connection to an established faith body, religious order, or faith 
tradition. O'Connell's (2002) definition seems one of the most succinct: "Those 
institutions where the religion of the founding or sponsoring religious group has. ... a real, 
observable, clear, and effective.. . influence upon the institution itself'(pp. 63-64). 
CHAPTER I1 
REVIEW OF'RELEVANT RESEARCH AND THEORY 
Introduction 
While almost every educational institution displays "unique patterns [of 
institutional culture] that are immensely intriguing to institutional members," Townsend, 
Newell, and Wiese (1992) noted that most higher education institutions "exhibit 
remarkable homogeneity in basic missions and educational agendas" (p. 1). In the body 
of higher education literature, however, several studies have suggested that within 
American higher education there exist colleges and universities which possess truly 
"distinctive" identities. Setting themselves apart, these institutions possess unique 
missions and educational philosophies, as well as strong organizational cultures that 
reflect their deeply held commitments. These institutions foster rich institutional stories 
that inspire their members as they strive to rethink what higher education "can be and 
who it can well serve" (Townsend et a]., 1992, p. 1). 
In the review that follows, a presentation will be made of relevant research that 
focuses on several major topics. This review will include literature which seeks to 
describe (a) what constitutes institutional distinctiveness, (b) what makes certain 
religiously-affiliated institutions distinctive, (c) examples of institutions that have sought 
to set themselves apart as distinctive, and (d) what challenges institutions face in 
maintaining distinctive mission and identity. This review will cover both general 
perspectives related to mission identity as well as those that focus exclusively on 
religiously-affiliated institutions. This will be done to provide the fullest picture possible 
of the issues at hand in regards to sustaining distinctive institutional mission. 
Foundational Perspectives on Distinctive Institutions 
Several works within the higher education literature have sought to describe what 
constitutes institutional distinctiveness. Clark (1970), in a seminal study entitled The 
Distinctive College Antioch, Reed, and Sivarthmore, "deals with three well known liberal 
arts colleges and tries to develop an explanation for their emergence as 'distinctive' 
institutions" (p.8). Through an investigation of these institutions, Clark (1 970) asserted 
that: "a strong organizational saga or legend is the central ingredient in the making of the 
distinctive college" (p. 8). Clark (1970) noted: 
All organizations have a social role, ways of behaving linked in with 
defined positions in the larger society, but only some have seized their role 
in the purposive way that we can call a mission.. .only some are able over 
time to sustain and develop the mission to the point of success and 
acclaim. The mission is then transformed into an embracing saga. We are 
able to speak then of colleges.. .that become legendary, even heroic, 
figures on the social stage. (p. 8) 
Clark (1970) and Clark (2000) asserted that sagas have apowerful effect on the members 
of an institutional community. Clark (2000) noted that a saga gives institutional 
members "a collective understanding of unique accomplishment" and "turns an 
organization into a community" (p. 153). Clark (1970) commented that sagas have the 
capacity "to make strong men cry in the bright glare of the afternoon gathering as well as 
in the darkness of the lonely hours" and help turn "a formal place into a beloved 
institution" (p.235). 
In concluding his study of Antioch, Reed, and Swarthmore, Clark (1970) 
presented five major components that go into building and sustaining enduring sagas. 
Clark (1970) noted that: 
We can observe certain elements common to the building and maintenance 
of an organizational legend. First, believers collect in the faculty and gain 
the power to protect their cherished ideals and practices. Second, features 
of the curriculum, determining everyday behavior, reflect and express the 
saga. Third, a social base of external believers provides resources, 
including moral support, and interests a certain type of student in the 
college. Fourth, students develop a strong subculture that significantly 
incorporates the central idea of the college. Fifth, the saga itself as 
ideology, self image, and public image -has forceful momentum (Clark, 
1970, p. 246). 
In addition to Clark's (1970) study, several other works within the literature 
focused attention onto the dynamics of distinctiveness. Townsend et al. (1992) noted: 
Distinctive institutions are viewed as having value systems that have 
significantly shaped and continue to shape individual and institutional 
behavior. Motivated by a particular educational vision, a distinctive 
college harbors a common set of values, norms, and behaviors which help 
infuse the institutions with a character of its own (p. 4). 
Bimbaum (1983) commented: 
College or university constituencies may have such unusual values that 
they manifest themselves in a campus climate sufficiently different from 
that of other colleges or universities that this difference is noticeable to 
those outside the institution. Such institutions may be said to be 
distinctive. (p. 53) 
Butler (1977) in a study of Talladega, Tuskegee, and Morehouse found that Clark's 
(1970) paradigm was successful in "account[ing] for the important variables which 
interacted to produce distinctive Black Colleges" (Butler, 1977, p. 145). Butler (1977), 
describing the elements that defined Talladega's, Tuskegee's, and Morehouse's 
distinctiveness, commented: 
The colleges were either founded or developed by charismatic 
people.. .These leaders, frequently presidents, gathered around themselves 
a cadre of capable faculty members and trustees who, over time, became 
dedicated to the cause articulated by the institutional leader. A program 
was developed which reflected the ideals to which the leaders and their 
staffs were dedicated.. .The early students were influenced by the higher 
order mission.. .[and] it was the saga that linked successive groups of 
participants and provided motivation for actions in accord with the 
institutional mission. (pp. 144-145). 
Religiously-Affiliated Institutions 
Faith Integration 
Shifting to literature focused on religiously-affiliated institutions, several works 
described distinctive institutions that promote serious faith integration within their 
curricular and extracurricular programs. Before proceeding further, however, something 
must be said as to what is meant by faith integration. For as Marsden (1997) noted: 
Many have often oversimplified the question of the relationship of faith to 
learning, thus inviting the current confusion as to what such [integrative] 
scholarship might mean. Many people assume, for instance, that relating 
Christianity to scholarship must involve practices like interpreting history 
in terms of God's particular providences, celebrating the triumphs of the 
spiritual, favoring hagiography over criticism with respect to one's own 
tradition, or identifying when the Holy Spirit is or is not shaping events. 
(P 8) 
In seeking to clarify what is meant by faith integration, Marsden (1997) asserted 
that integrative scholarship is realized when scholars who have religious faith reflect on 
"the implications of that faith and bring those reflections into the mainstream of 
intellectual life" (Marsden, 1997, pp. 3-4). Describing how faith can inform scholarship, 
Marsden (2002) asserted that: 
Religious commitments and traditions are likely to influence the 
evaluative dimension of doing the craft [of scholarship] in at least five 
pervasive ways.. .(l) What do I think impottant enough to study? (2) What 
questions do I ask about it [the subject of study]? (3) What currently 
fashionable interpretive strategies are compatible with my religious 
outlook? (4) How do I, implicitly or explicitly, evaluate various 
developments as positive, negative, or something in between7 (5) How do 
these evaluations shape my narrative? (pp. 45-46) 
Marsden (1997) asserted that such scholarship does not create a "Christian Mathematics" 
or "Christian Biology" so to speak that owes its existence to some form of divine 
revelation. On the contrary, integrative scholarship considers questions that arise from 
the faith experience of the scholar when examining issues within a given discipline. Such 
perspectives act in a similar way to feminist or post-modem ideological frameworks in 
producing unique questions of scholarly inquiry. 
Several works described the need for such integrative perspectives. Marsden 
(1997), for example, noted the need for a rigorous "Christian Scholarship" which "not 
only looks for the bearing of one's Christian convictions on one's academic thought, but 
also reflects some Christian attitudes that shape the tone of one's scholarship" (p.54). 
Wolfe (2002) noted that faith integration constitutes "a particular way of understanding 
which has just as much legitimacy as any other way of understanding in the world" (p. 
32). Sloan (2002) asserted that faith integration seeks to "find how the most important 
realities of life - human, natural, and divine -can be acknowledged, responded to, and 
talked about despite their exclusion from modem knowledge" (p. 15). And again, Sloan 
(2002) noted that "religion is essential to the fulfillment of the university's task" and "is 
a major source for raising the 'ultimate questions' of human existence, which it is in the 
university's best interest to pursue" (pp. 11-12). 
Several works asserted that faith integration is starting to take a greater hold in 
American academia. A recent work by Sornme~ille (2006), for example, describes a 
major failure of secular institutions to seriously consider significant moral, ethical, and 
philosophical questions that have their roots in the world's religious traditions. Marsden 
(2002) asserted that many scholars are coming to reject the "assumption that moving 
toward the more scientific and hence the more secular standards of the research 
university is the course to improvement" (p. 40). And Noll(2002) commented that within 
higher education, "more and more scholars have taken up the demanding task of bringing 
deep structures of their religion into contact with the conduct of their academic tasks" (p. 
87). 
Several works within the literature gave strong support to institutions that foster 
faith integration. Retorting Riesman (1956) and others, who see religiously-affiliated 
institutions as backward or inferior, Marsden (1992, 1997,2002), Dovre (2002) and 
Benne (2001) argue for a strong presence within higher education of institutions that 
support the integration of faith and learning. Marsden (1997), for example, commented: 
"Contemporary Christian scholarship will not realize its potential unless it can establish a 
strong institutional base" (p. 101). In an earlier work Marsden (1992) described the need 
for: "serious Christians to concentrate on building distinctly Christian institutions that 
will provide alternatives to secular colleges and universities" @. 41). Sloan (1994) noted 
that such institutions would be able to "represent a faith that could speak the language of 
the modem world and thus address with real consequences the problems of the modem 
world" (p. 114). And Marsden (1997) noted that these institutions would also be able "to 
establish research institutes that, while encouraging first-rate scholarship in a particular 
area, would also explore the relationship of faith to learning" (p. 103). 
BeneJts ofFaith Integration and Religiously-afJiliated Institutions 
In addition to defining faith integration, several works described the benefits of 
integrative perspectives. To begin with, proponents note that faith integration expands 
the intellectual boundaries of the academic disciplines. Marsden (1997) and Turner 
(2002) asserted that integrative perspectives have the possibility of addressing many 
academic issues which are either unnoticed or under-studied by the secular academy. 
Along similar lines Turner (2002) noted: "Researchers in the various academic 
disciplines might actually discover, or rediscover, intellectual resources that enable them 
to work out new lines of thinking, [and] develop approaches to problems that could not 
evolve from standard sources in their fields" (p.18). Marsden (2002) provided this 
perspective: "traditionally religious perspectives can foster new critical outlooks for the 
[academic] enterprise to have great potential" by providing "a basis for an outlook critical 
of some widely accepted assumptions" (p.49). And Marsden (1997) concluded that 
integrative scholarship would expand the number of issues that scholars look at, as well 
as broaden the questions that focus around those issues (p. 68). 
Several works within the literature also asserted that religiously-affiliated 
institutions provide the perfect home for students who are looking to grow spiritually. 
Wolfe (2002), for example, noted that Protestant colleges "find themselves beneficiaries 
of a return to religion in the secular culture. Parents dissatisfied with binge drinking, 
fraternities, and the peer pressure to which young people are so vulnerable are 
increasingly looking to evangelical colleges as an alternative" (p. 30). Carlberg (2002) 
asserted that Christian institutions draw students "who care about both the life of the 
mind and the life of the spirit. They attend church regularly, often more than once a 
week. They seek a campus where the Christian atmosphere is important -where 
searching for truth and building spiritual vitality are valued" (p. 230). And Marsden 
(1997) commented: "Church related liberal arts colleges are finding that, having 
preserved some of their traditional ways, they are now offering more of what people are 
looking for in higher education and hence are ahead of the game" (p. 110). 
In addition to drawing students, Marsden (2002) asserted that institutions also 
attract faculty with serious faith commitments. On this point Marsden noted (2002) that 
religiously-affiliated institutions attract traditionally religious scholars. That is to say, 
persons who profess highest commitment to the God of an organized 
religious faith and who affirm the super-naturalist claims that separate that 
faith from beliefs generally expressed in the mainstream of public 
culture ...[ and] who believe that their faith should have some perceptible 
impact on their scholarship. (pp.35-36) 
Examples of Distinctiveness 
Experimental Colleges of the 1960s and 1970s 
A considerable body of work within the literature described institutions that can 
be considered distinctive. In the first place, we can see several studies that focused on a 
group of experimental colleges that had their beginnings in the 1960s and 1970s. In an 
era marked by soaring institutional enrollments and increased student unrest, Cardozier 
(1993) noted that higher education administrators and researchers began "questioning the 
traditional objectives, practices, and policies of American higher education" (p. 1). 
During this time period American higher education "witnessed the birth of hundreds of 
experimental colleges and universities" as "students across the country sought 
alternatives to the mainstream college and university" (Kliewer, 1999, p. 1). In seeking 
to set themselves apart from other educational institutions, these new colleges and 
universities began to experiment "with a variety of innovations designed not only to 
improve the educational process, but also to challenge the basic purposes of higher 
education in general" (Cardozier, 1993, p. 1). 
During this period Heiss (1973) noted that experimental institutions reacted 
against what they saw as an "impersonal" system of higher education that stressed 
"homogenization, standardization, and specialization" in the learning process (Heiss, 
1973, p. vii). Weidner and Kuepper (1999) noted that during this time: 
Higher education was frequently criticized for insufficient relevance.. . 
Many observers argued that emphasis on graduate work and research 
meant neglect of undergraduate teaching. Graduate work was largely in 
the disciplines, and, it was alleged, this monopoly helped the disciplines 
control each university.. ..As a result, interdisciplinarity and the study of 
problems that transcended disciplinary lines were difficult to pursue. (p. 
25) 
Grant and Riesman (1978) asserted: 
Everything about a college or university came under scrutiny.. . 
admissions standards, the curriculum, and who was to control it; the 
significance of grading and of alternative modes of evaluation and non- 
evaluation; the independence of students from traditional parietal 
restraints, and, of long standing importance, the nature of teacher-student 
and, to a lesser degree, student-student interactions. (p. 186) 
In this era of questioning, many came to posit criticisms against the educational ideals of 
what Kerr (2001) described as the "Multiversities". Gaff (1969) expressed the concerns 
of many critics of higher education at the time when he asserted: 
The academic "major" forces students to specialize early, and they often 
suffer narrowing interests and knowledge. The typical college curriculum 
is composed of ever larger numbers of discrete and disconnected 
specialized courses producing student minds excessively fragmented and 
compartmentalized. The grading system often subverts educational 
purposes; classroom activities frequently have little relevance to the rest of 
students' lives. Students are often lumped together in large classes and 
lectured at, which makes it difficult for them to become active learners, 
and faulty are often inaccessible to students. (p. 292) 
Kliewar (1999) noted that reaction to large research universities produced "a new 
generation of experimental thinkers, visionaries and vanguards set out to transform the 
college and university world, to liberate the teacher and the student from the mighty hand 
of the large bureaucratic university" (p. 9). 
Distinctive Vision and Purpose 
Grant and Riesman (1978) noted that reformers sought to construct distinctive 
institutions that they felt would "set forth new ideals". These ideals would point "toward 
a different conception of the ends of undergraduate education" and would foster more 
productive relationships between students and faculty (Grant & Riesman, 1978, p. 15). 
While these institutions varied in size and affiliation (public and private), studies by 
Kliewer (1999). Grant and Reisman (1978), Brick and McGrath (1969), Cardozier 
(1993), and Stickler (1964) all asserted upstart institutions were committed to educational 
visions that set them apart from most of American higher education. Kliewer (1999) 
noted that these institutions "embraced interdisciplinary approaches to teaching and 
learning" (p.6) fostering "collaboration in cumcular and co-curricular activity" (p. xviii). 
Institutions also "encouraged [students] to take ownership of their education" (p.6) by 
allowing students to pursue independent study, "invent their own academic majors, 
design courses and assist in academic planning" (Kliewer, 1999, p. xviii). Many 
institutions devised participatory governance structures by allowing students a voice in 
institutional decision making and faculty evaluation (Kliewer, 1999). And many 
institutions placed special emphasis on undergraduate teaching, as opposed to the 
research imperative that dominated large universities (Kliewer, 1999). 
Variety of Distinctive Approaches 
While many of these "innovative" institutions shared a common vision for 
change, they sought to implement that vision in a variety of ways. Many small liberal 
arts colleges were eager to incorporate the high ideals brought by the times. Brick and 
McGrath (1967) noted that many liberal arts colleges began to incorporate the use of 
interdisciplinary courses, independent study, honors programs, and off-campus study 
programs. Brick and McGrath (1969) noted that liberal arts colleges also began living- 
learning programs as well as academic terms that diverged from the traditional two 
semester format. 
Heiss (1973) noted that larger institutions strove for distinctiveness as well. 
Large institutions sought to create "communities within a community" through the 
creation of cluster colleges, consortia, and living-learning communities. Heiss (1 973) 
noted that these communities were created to "personalize, individualize, and humanize 
the educational experience for both students and faculty" at large institutional campuses 
(p. 19). Kliewer (1999) and Stickler (1964) noted that university systems like the 
University of Wisconsin and the University of South Florida opened new campus sites 
that fostered innovation. Kliewer (1999) noted the University of Wisconsin, Green Bay 
tried out "different ideas, concepts, and patterns that the University of Wisconsin (at 
Madison) would not be able to embrace" (p. 119). And the University of South Florida 
expanded their market by opening a distinctive honors college in Sarasota (Kliewer, 
1999). 
Examples Among the Religiously-affiliated 
In the last two decades, a significant body of research has focused attention onto 
religiously-affiliated institutions that possess clear and distinctive faith commitments. 
Benne (2001), for example, described the lives of six institutions that "have maintained 
"a robust connection with the vision, ethos, and persons of their sponsoring [faith] 
heritages" (p. 177). By studying Calvin College, Wheaton College, Baylor University, 
Notre Dame University, St. Olaf's College, and Valparaiso University, Benne (2001) 
described the successful commitment of these six schools to fostering "vibrant religious 
traditions that believe in the public relevance of their heritages for higher education" (p. 
181). Benne (2001) described these institution as reaching out "to cultivate strong 
relations with their sponsoring Church traditionsM(p. 182); attracting individuals "who 
intensely believe that the Christian account is pervasively relevant to life of a college or 
university" (p. 179); attracting faculty committed to faith integration; and giving a 
priority to the place of worship and prayer on campus. 
Church of the Nazarene 
Lambert et al. (2002) documented a flourishing of eight regional institutions in 
providing sound Christian higher education for the Church of thk Nazarene. Lambert et 
al. (2002) noted that these institutions have been successful by clearly focusing on their 
faith tradition as well as fostering a strong relationship with their sponsoring church. 
Lambert et al. (2002), for example, noted that: "Each congregation of the Church of the 
Nazarene in the United States is assigned an annual education budget, all of which goes 
to support its regional college or university" (p. 149). In addition, Lambert et al. (2002) 
noted that "Major denominational youth activities in each region occur on the college or 
university campuses" in an effort to allow "Nazarene youth [to] become accustomed to 
thinking of that institution as 'their college"' (p. 149). Curricula at these institutions 
continue to maintain strong commitments to the "Classical Christian tradition," as well as 
a desire to instill within students a "religious, moral, and social framework for life" (p. 
151). 
At the time, Lambert et al. (2002) noted educational efforts within the Church of 
the Nazarene had been very effective. In 1999, for example, Nazarene parishes 
contributed $23 million to support their colleges and universities (Lambert et al., 2002). 
Nazarene youth were choosing to participate in Nazarene higher education in large 
numbers, and Nazarene colleges were described as "attracting an increasing number of 
students from other denominations" (Lambert et. al., 2002, p. 148). 
Calvin College 
Benne (2001) and Hardy (2005) both described the distinctive efforts of Calvin 
College in pushing for greater faith integration within its academic plan. Benne (2001) 
noted that in 2001 Calvin began implementing a new curriculum that would "deal more 
intentionally with character formation and with the virtues necessary for Christians to 
cope with everyday life in the world" (p. 148). In detailing some of the particulars of the 
new core, Hardy (2005) commented that Calvin sought to: "prepare students for lives of 
Christian service" while at the same time recognizing the fact that "they will also be 
citizens, parishioners, players in a market economy, and participants in the culture and 
members of a society deeply shaped by science and technology" (pp. 2-3). To foster faith 
integration within the curriculum, the new core incorporated several major components. 
Calvin introduced a first year program entitled the "Core Gateway" where all students are 
"introduced to Calvin's tradition and mission" (Hardy, 2005, p. 3). Hardy (2005) went 
onto to note that the core also explores how a Christian perspective "applies to 
contemporary issues" in such areas as biotechnology, environmental science, media, 
communications, and political science. Calvin students also fulfill core requirements 
identified as "Theological Foundations" and "Biblical Foundations." And finally, Hardy 
(2005) noted that all students are required to participate in a capstone course which 
attempts to bring together faith perspectives with issues connected to a student's 
academic major. 
Notre Dame and Catholic Faith Commitments 
Roche (2002) and Benne (2001) both described the steps Notre Dame has taken to 
provide a place for faith-informed scholarship at a large Catholic university. Roche 
(2002) noted that in recent decades Notre Dame has sought to "define its research foci in 
light of its Catholicism, recognizing the formal advantage of a distinct niche and the 
substantive advantage of underscoring its institutional mission" (p. 168). By focusing on 
issues that spring from its Catholic identity, Roche (2002) noted that: 
Notre Dame is especially strong in philosophy and theology as well as 
medieval studies, Irish studies, and Latin American studies. The English 
department has among its foci medieval literature, Irish literature, 
literature and philosophy, literature and religion, and creative writing. The 
history department has developed as one of it strengths American religious 
and intellectual history. The music department has extraordinary expertise 
in sacred music. The economics department has traditionally focused on 
social justice issues such as poverty and development. ..the psychology 
department has developed excellence in studying poverty families, and 
character, among other issues. (p. 168) 
Benne (2001), along similar lines, commented: 
Catholic thought influences the foci of many departments. The economics 
department, for instance, has traditionally focused on social justice issues; 
the government department has specialized in political philosophy; the 
sociology department has emphasized the study of family and religion; 
and the music department has concentrated much of its efforts on sacred 
music. (p. 123) 
By focusing on values that spring from it Catholic mission, Notre Dame has sought to 
give credence to the notion that: "no genuine search for buth in human or cosmic order is 
alien to the life of faith" (Benne, 2001, p. 119). 
Drift from Distinctive Mission Identity 
While the literature described a number of institutions that have had distinctive 
mission identities, it also described institutions that have drifted away from those 
identities. Works within the literature related how distinctive identities wane over time, 
and in some cases disappear altogether. The literature documented these drifts within 
secular institutions and religiously-affiliated institutions alike. 
Waning Vision at Experimental Institutions 
Several works within the literature describe the failure of distinctive programs 
started by the experimental colleges discussed earlier in this chapter. While Kliewer 
(1999), Cardozier (1993), Ha11 (1991) Levine (1980), Grant and Reisman (1978) and 
Gaff (1969) noted that experimental institutions had many early successes, these works 
all asserted that many educational ventures lost the innovative spirit of their founders. 
Hall (1991) and Cardozier (1993) noted a shift in the attitudes of administrators and 
faculty away from the distinctive visions of institutional founders. Cardozier (1993) and 
Kliewer (1999) also concluded that many experimental institutions lacked the proper 
financial support for their distinctive programs. And Gaff (1 969) concluded that student 
attitudes also shifted away from the ideals of self directed independent study towards 
lecture instruction. 
Trends of Secularization at Religiomly-affiliated Institutions 
Turning to religiously-affiliated institutions, we can see several works that 
described strong trends of secularization affecting many faith-based colleges and 
universities. Studies by Dovre (2002a), Benne (2001), Burtchae11(1998), Marsden 
(1 994, 1997), Cunninggim (1 994), Gleason (1 994), Miscamble (1 994), Marsden and 
Longfield (1992), and Veysey (1965) all describe the secular trends that have affected 
religiously-affiliated institutions. Comprehensive studies by Burtchaell(1998) 
Cuninggim (1994), Marsden and Longfield (1992), and Veysey (1965) document the 
secular trends that have occurred over the past 150 years among religiously afilliated 
colleges and universities. These works describe how institutions of various faith 
traditions moved away from clear faith commitments in accepting the dominant values of 
the secular academy. Dovre (2002) and Benne (2001), focusing on a shorter time period, 
describe secular trends that have occurred in the past 40 years. 
While the causes of secularization are many, the overall effects of these secular 
trends are clearly described by the studies mentioned above. Dovre (2002a), for example, 
asserted: "a crisis of identity [has] struck religious institutions across nearly all faith 
perspectives" (p. x). "Whether by neglect or design, the relationship of many colleges to 
their denominational sponsors @as] changed or diminished" (p. ix). Benne (2001) noted 
that many strong Christian mission statements have given way to institutional assurances 
of honoring Christian heritage or providing educational programs "in a Christian 
atmosphere" (p. 16). Benne (2001), describing changes in Catholic institutions, 
commented: "many Catholic colleges and universities rewrote charters and laicized 
boards. In the process they weakened their schools commitment to Catholic identity" (p. 
5). O'Brien (2002), providing a similar perspective, asserted: 
Catholic universities increasingly have appeared to imitate their secular 
counterparts in faculty appointments, the shape of the curriculum, and the 
loosening of regulations governing student conduct and associations. 
Acute observers of Catholic institutions have prophesied that they will go 
the way of the great secular universities, which have long ago cast off their 
denominational roots and founding. (p. 12) 
And Beaty (2002) noted: "In the last decade of the twentieth century, about a dozen 
Baptist Colleges or universities significantly altered or dissolved their relationship to 
their sponsoring state Baptist Conventions" (p. 117). 
General Difficulties in Sustaining Distinctiveness 
In addition describing the drift away from once distinctive identities, previous 
studies have also proposed several probable causes for these institutional shifts. Several 
works within the literature described the problems experimental colleges faced in 
sustaining their distinctive educational programs. Other studies described the challenges 
religiously afilliated colleges and universities faced in sustaining a strong faith identity. 
The following discussion will focus on each of these subjects. 
Dzflculties of Isomorphism 
Several studies attribute the failure to maintain distinctive institutional mission to 
strong isomorphic tendencies within the academy. Marsden (1 997), for example, 
commented that "American university culture is still shaped by a powerful impulse 
towards homogeneity and uniformity.. .Despite the diversity of its origins, higher 
education is increasingly under pressure towards standardization and uniformity" (p. 19). 
In a classic work, Riesman (1956) noted that higher education institutions "serve as 
models for one another, as academic fashions spread" (p. 21). In this atmosphere 
Riesman (1956) noted many colleges and universities seek to become like institutions 
that stand at the forefront of American higher education. Along these lines Riesman 
(1956) asserted that many a leader is content with: "imitating at his college some plank in 
a program developed at one of the pace-setters for his [institutional] league" rather than 
seeking to venture out into experimental innovation (p. 49). While acknowledging that 
institutional innovation occurs within higher education, Riesman ( 1956) noted that the 
"ferment of innovation and experiment, once so notable a feature of our academic life, 
now tends to be less yeasty, as on the whole our colleges rise above the evident need for 
drastic reform" (p. 49). 
Riesman's (1956) assertions gathered a great deal of support in the literature. 
Hefferlin (1969), Meyerson (1966), and Martin (1969) all agreed with the assertion that 
"institutions of higher education are becoming more like each other" (Hefferlin, 1969, p. 
61). In describing the impact of the experimental colleges of the 1960s, Grant and 
Riesman (1978) noted: "Like the Church of Rome after Luther, the modem secular 
cathedrals we call universities remain strong and retain their hegemony on the academic 
landscape. Even the most distinctive reformers who wrote new creeds.. .won relatively 
few adherents and met only mixed success" (p. 355). Jencks and Riesman (1977) also 
commented at the time: "almost every experimental college has eventually redefined its 
goals, or at least the distinctive means by which it initially pursued them, in such a way 
as to bring it closer to the academic mainstream" (p. 502). 
Other Dificulties 
In addition to isomorphic trends, the literature also described other obstacles 
institutions faced in sustaining their distinctive missions and programs. Cardozier (1993) 
and Kliewer (1999) identified the lack of financial stability as one of the most 
outstanding factors in the failure of experimental institutions. Kliewer (1999) asserted: 
In the 1970s, the days of affluence and opulence in education were over. 
Money was scarce and the economy was in serious trouble.. ..higher 
education in the 1970s was.. .no longer the dazzling, strike-it-rich 
landscape for academic innovation. Many colleges were over extended 
and undercapitalized. (p. 10) 
Cardozier (1993) noted that many experimental programs "required lower faculty - 
student ratios than were allowed by later funding; money was more abundant when these 
institutions were created, and revision, if not complete elimination, was the inevitable 
course of action" (p. 5). Financial crunches coupled with a down turn of enrollments 
caused many institutions to pear down their programs and modify their institutional 
objectives to meet the challenges of leaner times (Kliewer, 1999). 
In addition to monetary issues, Kliewer (1999), Cardozier (1993), and Ha11 (1991) 
described a philosophical shift among administrators and faculty away from the visions 
of institutional founders. Cardozier (1993) noted that: "Many of the innovations failed or 
did not achieve the success envisioned by the planners due to turnover in administrations. 
New administrators were appointed who were not part of the original planning teams and 
did not agree with or did not place high value on the innovative practices" (p. 5). Kliewer 
(1999) added that administrators also hired new faculty members which were not as 
dedicated to founding institutional principles. And finally, Ha11 (1991) noted that 
experimental programs, such as independent study, were difficult to maintain due to the 
time and effort required to run them. 
In addition to a lack &administrative support, several works focused on the lack 
of faculty support for experimental programs. Levine (1980), for example, noted that 
distinctive educational innovations waned as faculty found these practices to be time 
consuming and unprofitable (p. 173). Kliewer (1999), Cardozier (1993) and Hall (1991) 
noted that faculty found innovative practices such as independent study, written student 
evaluations in place of letter grading, and living learning arrangements to be exceedingly 
labor intensive. Hall (1991) went so far as to assert that: "by the mid-1970s 
administrators and professors, as some complained, seemed exhausted or 'bumed out"' 
(p. 46). And Kliewer (1999) noted that faculty eventually found the focus on teaching 
limited their marketability in an educational environment that placed a large emphasis on 
faculty research. 
Kliewer (1999) and Gaff (1969) described a shift in student attitudes as providing 
another blow to experimental programs. Gaff (1969) described that, by the end of the 
1960s, student attitudes were shifting away from the ideals of reflective and self-directed 
study towards more directed study which came with a letter grade. Kliewer (1999) 
commented: "In the constricted job market of the 1970s.. .an alternative, 'touchy-feely' 
campus was not the preferred setting of the college-goer with careerist intentions.. .The 
youth of America had lost touch with their dreamy, flower-child hopes of communing 
with others, overthrowing the system, and changing the world" (p. 12). In shifting their 
attitudes towards careers and preparation for specialized graduate study, students 
abandoned the lofty dreams that had been so popular only a few years before. 
Difficulties in Sustaining Distinctive Faith-informed Missions 
General Ambivalence towards Perspectives of Faith 
In describing the difficulties that religiously-affiliated institutions face in 
sustaining strong faith identities, several works within the literature noted that very little 
room has been made in modem academia for perspectives of faith. Sloan (2002), for 
example, asserted that dominant forces within higher education emphasize an 
"exclusively quantitative, sense bound way of knowing [that] has no place for intrinsic 
values and ethical ends" (p. 7). Marsden (1997) noted that academia is quick "to dismiss 
religion as simply non-empirical and therefore worthy of no serious consideration" (p. 5). 
"No matter what the subject, our dominant academic culture trains scholars to keep quiet 
about their faith as the price of full acceptance in that community" (p. 7). Benne (2001) 
described a common understanding within academia that: "'real' knowledge comes 
through experiment and verifiable experience, while faith is relegated to private and 
subjective sphere" (p. 5). Given these dynamics, Marsden (1997) asserted that: "the 
norm for people to be fully accepted in academic culture is to act as though their religious 
beliefs have nothing to do with education" (p. 23-24). 
Several studies described the ambivalence academia has towards faith integration 
as well "due to strong pressures against any substantial intellectual role for explicit 
religious perspectives" (Marsden, 1997, p. 19). Sloan (1994) noted that throughout the 
2oth century: "The modes of knowing and the conceptions of knowledge dominant in the 
university disciplines, and in the worldviews they represented and contributed to, left 
little place for the affirmations of faith and ethics" (pp. 50-51). O'Brien (2002) asserted: 
"the fundamental methodological assumptions of the academic enterprise constitute a 
form of 'methodological atheism.' Not only is theology no longer 'the queen of the 
sciences,' she has been methodologically exiled" (p. 7). Describing the content of 10 
highly respected sociology programs, Ammerman (2002) noted: "almost never was 
religion mentioned as a factor to be studied in more specialized courses on the family, 
social movements, organizations, political mobilization, race, gender, or any other aspect 
of society" (p. 81). Cochran (2002) described a similar neglect of faith perspectives in 
the field of political science. And Sloan (1994) commented on the absence of such 
perspectives across the social sciences in general (p. 37). Reflecting on this ambivalence 
Marsden (1997) concluded: 
While [religion] is recognized as a legitimate extra-curricular activity, so 
far as the academic dimensions of a university are concerned, it is 
expected to have no more importance than would membership in a bridge 
club. Bridge players are not discriminated against in the university; it's 
just that their pastime is irrelevant to academic life (p. 20). Not only has 
religion become peripheral, but there is also a definite bias against any 
perceptible religiously informed perspectives getting a hearing in the 
university classroom. (p. 33) 
Issues of Perception and Prestige 
Benne (2001), Marsden (1997), Sloan (1994), and Gleason (1994) also described 
the primary desire for achieving prestige and acceptance within the academy as a strong 
factor in the secular drift of many institutions. Marsden (1997), for example, commented: 
"for the past century academic prestige has been closely correlated with the jettisoning of 
institutional religious heritages" (p. 11). Sloan (1994) documented a trend among 
Christian colleges "to be increasingly concerned about their college's academic 
excellence (defined in ways acceptable to the non-church educational mainstream) and 
less and less concerned about their college's religious identity" (p. 205). In an age when 
institutions are reaching out to larger constituencies, many schools have moved away 
from their religious commitments due to a concern that they might be labeled as seeking 
a narrow denominational "exclusivism" (Marsden, 1992, p. 28). 
Financial Challenges 
In addition to the concerns for greater acceptance and prestige, studies by O'Brien 
(2002), Burtchaell(1998), and Gleason (1992), and Patillo and Mackenzie (1966) noted 
that financial challenges have played a major role in secularization. Benne (2001) 
observed that the intellectual "move [of institutions] towards openness in personnel, 
vision, and ethos was prompted by, among other things, a felt need to expand their appeal 
to many sorts of students.. .the schools thought they had to appeal to a broader market by 
playing down the specificity of their own tradition" (p. 24). Benne (2001) went on to 
comment: "When schools have reached this level of market driven recruitment.. .they 
prefer an approach that makes them ever more generic" (p. 24). O'Brien (2002), 
describing the precarious position of many Catholic institutions, noted: "Because of the 
severe interpretation of the U.S. Constitution's First Amendment clause.. .to much 
Catholicity.. .brands an institution as 'sectarian' and prohibits federal and state financial 
assistance. No Catholic institution of any scope could exist without such funds" (p. 13). 
Describing a situation that arose in New York in the early 1970s, Gleason (1992) 
commented : "the fact that state aid.. .was made available in New York to private 
colleges and universities that could demonstrate their non-sectarian character no doubt 
reinforced the movement towards secularization in that state" (p. 248). 
Waning Support from Denominations 
Several works also pointed to the waning support from sponsoring faith bodies as 
another cause of secularization. Dovre (2002b), for example, asserted that: "colleges 
that disengage from their sponsoring church were often those in which there was a 
waning in the direct influence of the church body" @. 357). Benne (2001) suggested that 
for many sponsoring faith bodies: "the schools simply..[do] not appear to be a very 
important part of the mission of the church" (p. 46). Speaking about church members, 
Marsden (1 992) lamented: 
Huge numbers of Protestants in the United States support almost no 
distinctively Christian program in higher education other than in 
theological seminaries. Even though over 60 percent of Americans are 
Church members and more than half of them are Protestants, an over 55 
percent of the population generally say that religion is "very important" in 
their lives, almost no one seems to think that religion is "very important" 
for higher education. Protestants in America are divided about evenly 
between evangelicals and moderate-liberals. Yet neither group supports 
any major universities that are Protestant in any interesting sense. (p. 9) 
Schwehn (2002), speaking from a Lutheran perspective, asserted: "An overwhelming 
majority of parents of prospective Lutheran students.. . [are] completely ignorant of the 
strengths of that their own colleges and universities possess" (p. 216). Benne (2001), 
seeing similar trends, commented: "The most dramatic and striking feature about the vast 
majority of church-related colleges and universities is that fewer and fewer persons of the 
parent heritage have occupied the student body, the faculty, the administration, and 
boards of the schools" (pp.8-9). 
Tense Relationships with Rome 
For Catholic institutions, several studies have described the pressures caused by 
the Vatican's insistence on greater ecclesiastical oversight and control over Catholic 
higher education. Works by O'Brien (2002), Gleason (1992), Hellwig (2002), Herlihey 
(2002) describe the drift of many Catholic institutions away from their ties to Rome due 
to the mandates promulgated in the Apostolic Constitution Ex Corde Ecclesiae. Wilson 
(2006) describing the position of Catholic institutions, commented: 
American Catholic Universities, confronted with the need to take some 
action in light of the promulgation of Ex Corde Ecclesiae, find themselves 
caught between the proverbial rock and the hard place -between the 
Scylla of adapting to an important Church pronouncement on higher 
education, and the Charybdis of maintaining their secular standing and 
aspirations within the larger higher education community. (p. 187) 
Benne (2001) noted that many institutions see "the insistence on juridical accountability 
in the form of mandates for Catholic theologians and demands for a Catholic majority in 
the faculty" as being "an intrusion into the university's autonomy, if not into academic 
freedom itself' (p. 121). Gleason (1992) noted that issues of academic freedom have 
become "more deeply entangled with conflicts over the scope of papal and episcopal 
authority and the limits (if any) of theological dissent" (p. 247). O'Brien (2002) noted 
that Catholic institutions are caught in a serious dilemma. An institution "either offers 
courses in theology and grants them full academic freedom (pace Rome), or it offers 
courses in theology that pacify Rome and offend academic freedom" (pp. 148-149). 
Wilson (2006) also added that strict adherence to Ex Corde Ecclesiae has the possibility 
of effecting such things as an institution's eligibility for accreditation, as well as access to 
public funding. Given these tensions, Burtchaell(1998) noted that many Catholic 
institutions have distanced themselves from close connections to Rome. To the chagrin 
and dismay of the Vatican, these schools haven given small nods to their Catholic "faith 
tradition" in official literature, while seeking out more secular models for their 
educational programs. 
Conclusion 
The preceding review of literature has covered several major areas that are 
pertinent to this study of religiously afilliated colleges and universities. Literature was 
first presented that described what constitutes institutional distinctiveness. From this part 
of the review, we can see that certain colleges and universities stand out from the 
majority of higher education institutions on the American landscape. Previous studies 
also give credence to the assertion that there are certain dynamics which allow 
institutions to maintain their distinctive identity. Several studies went so far as to 
enumerate the major components that help build a distinctive institutional identity. 
This review also displayed examples of secular and faith-based institutions that 
have sought to embody distinctive institutional missions. Examples began with the 
experimental colleges of the 1960 and 1970s, and then moved to religiously-affiliated 
institutions. While examples were given from the past, several examples also focused on 
institutions that that presently seeking out a very distinctive identity These works 
support the claim that it is possible to for an institutions to seek out a unique institutional 
mission, as well as seek out a unique educational market interested in that mission. 
This review also presented several works which described the need within higher 
education for institutions that hold serious faith commitments and support faith 
integration within the academic disciplines. These works lamented the perceived 
ambivalence academia has for faith perspectives, asserting that faith perspectives should 
have a place within American higher education These works support the notion that 
scholars within the academy are looking for the opportunity to investigate the relationship 
between their faith and learning. They also support the idea that students and faculty 
alike are looking to be a part of institutions that support such integration. 
Finally, the review  resented numerous works which described the challenges 
institutions have faced in maintaining distinctive institutional missions. Works on 
experimental institutions described isomorphic tendencies, changing priorities, and a lack 
of financial support as major factors that led to the demise of many experimental 
initiatives of the 1960s and 1970s. Studies focused on religiously afilliated institutions 
first described academia's general ambivalence as a major challenge for religiously 
afilliated institutions. Studies also described the desire for greater prestige and 
acceptance, the concern for funding, and the tense relationships between institutions and 
sponsoring faith traditions as major factors contributing to secularization. These studies 
clearly show that institutions face major obstacles in sustaining distinctive institutional 
missions. 
While many studies have been done on religiously-affiliated institutions, very 
few have sought to interview administrators and faculty members inside study institutions 
regarding issues surrounding institutional mission. The works Burtchaell (1998), 
Marsden (1 994), Cunninggim (1 994), and Marsden and Longfield (1 992), for example, 
are comprehensive studies which look at trends affecting large segments of religious 
higher education. While focusing on a more in depth study of particular institutions, 
Benne (2001) described institutions mainly through site observations. Given the 
boundaries of previous works, the following study takes up a comprehensive 
investigation of three institutions that incorporates a strong interview component. 
Finding great strength in previous studies, the interview method is mixed with an analysis 




This study, which models itself on the works of Clark (1970) and Butler (1977), is 
a case study of three religiously-aftiliated institutions of higher education. Both Clark 
(1 970) and Butler (1 977) utilized qualitative data collected at three separate institutions to 
develop theory in explaining the institutional dynamics that made certain colleges 
"distinctive". By conducting case studies of Antioch, Reed, and Swarthmore, Clark 
(1970) concluded that certain liberal arts colleges can be considered distinctive because 
they possessed what he described as unique institutional sagas. Put simply, Clark (1970) 
asserted that Antioch, Reed, and Swarthmore each possessed a unique institutional story 
to which the institutional community was passionately devoted. Clark (1970) went on to 
theorize that five institutional dynamics allowed these colleges to build their sagas: 
faculty support of cherished ideals and practices, curriculum that reflects the saga or 
legend, external support that supports institutional aims, student support of the college's 
mission, and the forceful momentum of the saga or legend itself (p. 246). 
In a similar fashion to Clark (1970), Butler (1977) focused attention onto what 
makes for a distinctive Historically Black College. Following a case study methodology 
similar to Clark's, Butler (1977) studied Talladega, Tuskegee, and Morehouse Colleges. 
Drawing conclusions from his data sources, Butler (1977) theorized that the distinctive 
identity of each of these colleges was produced by several common dynamics. These 
dynamics included: the strong vision of charismatic leadership, faculty who supported 
the vision of institutional leaders, an academic program infused with the ideals of the 
college, and students who believed in and supported the college's mission. 
Following similar methods to those used by Clark (1970) and Butler (1977), this 
study collected and analyzed various types of qualitative data in order to develop theory 
as well. In this case, data collected from three Evangelical Christian institutions were 
analyzed in order to describe the dynamics that allow religiously-affiliated institutions to 
sustain their faith-informed identities. Interviews were conducted with administrators 
and faculty from all three study institutions Archival documents and promotional 
literature were also collected from each institution. And finally, observations were 
collected from each institution during campus site visits. Through a content analysis of 
these various data sources, theory was developed to describe (a) the role administrators, 
faculty, and students play in influencing distinctive faith-informed mission; (b) the role 
institutional policies play in shaping faith-informed identity; (c) the role architecture, 
symbolism and ritual play in influencing faith-informed mission; and (d) the role internal 
and external challenges play in influencing faith-infomed mission and identity. 
Data Collection 
Institutional Sample 
In considering institutions that would provide a basis for this study, a decision 
was made to follow a foundational premise put forth by Patton (2002). In describing 
good qualitative research, Patton (2002) asserts: "The validity, meaningfulness, and 
insights generated from qualitative inquiry have much more to do with the information 
richness of the cases selected and the observational, analytical capabilities of the 
researcher than with sample size" (p.245). Therefore, in searching for rich institutional 
cases to investigate, the study's aim was not to randomly select a number of institutions 
out of 900 U.S. colleges and universities that define themselves as "religiously-affiliated" 
and study them. Instead, a purposeful population of institutions would first be identified 
that would best speak to the dynamics of sustaining faith-informed identity. Three cases 
from within that population would then be selected and studied systematically. 
In selecting three institutions for the study, it was first necessary to determine a 
population out of which three rich cases could be chosen. To define such a population, 
a group of institutions had to be identified that could be characterized as "distinctive" in 
their faith identity. Seeing the development of an entire taxonomy of distinctiveness for 
900 institutions as a study in and of itself, a search was made to identify the possible 
existence of an accrediting body or agency whose institutional members possessed two 
fundamental qualities: (a) clear commitments to a common faith tradition, and (b) clear 
commitments to that faith tradition having strong bearing on both academic and extra- 
curricular life. In searching for a study population, the Council for Christian Colleges 
and Universities (CCCU) was identified as such an organization. The CCCU is made up 
of 100 member institutions that meet certain standards related to strong Christian mission 
identity. For admittance into CCCU, all institutions must: (a) "Have a public, board- 
approved institutional mission or purpose statement that is Christ-centered and rooted in 
the historic Christian Faith"; (b) possess "curricular and extra-curricular programs [that] 
reflect the integration of scholarship, biblical faith, and service"; (c) "Hire as full-time 
faculty members and administrators only persons who profess faith in Jesus Christ"; (d) 
have been, are now, and will continue to be supportive of other Christian colleges"; and 
(e) "have a commitment to advance the cause of Christian higher education through 
participation in the programs of the council" (Council for Christian Colleges and 
Universities, "Criteria and Application for Membership", p. 1). 
Given that these institutional characteristics strongly fulfilled the criteria mentioned 
earlier, the 100 members of the CCCU were selected as the population out of which three 
institutions would be chosen. A full listing of members of the Council for Christian 
Colleges and Universities is provided in Appendix A. 
Initial Solicitation 
From the 100 member institutions of the CCCU, a purposeful selection was made 
of 10 institutions. Three institutions (Calvin, Wheaton, and Messiah) were selected due to 
the fact that they had played a prominent role in several previous investigations. The 
other seven institutions were chosen because of their location. As previous works had 
primarily focused attention on institutions located in rural Midwestern areas, a decision 
was made to focus on CCCU schools located outside this geographical location. With 
this aim in mind, the northeastern region of United States was chosen as a focus area. 
This decision was made for several reasons. 
As Burtchaell (1 998) documented strong patterns of secularization within 
institutions in the Northeast , a strong desire existed for investigating CCCU institutions 
in this geographic area to see how they were going about affirming their Christian 
identities. Many institutions studied in previous investigations were also set in very 
homogenous cultural environments. Having an interest in how faith-informed identity is 
maintained in more diverse settings, the Northeast was also desirable due to the fact 
several study sites were in close proximity to the large cosmopolitan centers of New 
York, Philadelphia, Boston and Pittsburgh. Having chosen this geographical area, a 
solicitation was made to all CCCU institutions located in this region. All together, 
therefore, eight Northeastern CCCU institutions (Messiah included) and two additional 
schools were selected for solicitation. 
In an effort to gain their cooperation, formal solicitation letters were sent to the 
presidents of the ten colleges and universities on January 17,2007. The text of the 
solicitation letter can be found in Appendix B. The solicitation letter gave the primary 
purposes of the study, provided pertinent details as to what the study would entail, and 
asked institutions to participate. Out of the 10 institutions that were solicited, five 
institutions gave their initial consent to cooperate in the study. While follow-up contact 
was made in all five cases, only two institutions proved to be cooperative beyond an 
initial response to the solicitation request. 
Following their agreement to participate, formal letters from the presidents of the 
two institutions were received, and all pertinent documents were submitted to the Seton 
Hall Institutional Review Board for their consideration and approval. The Seton Hall 
Institutional Review Board accepted the application and granted approval to conduct 
research on March 28,2007. Subsequent to IRE3 approval, one of the institutions 
removed itself from participation due to circumstances unrelated to the study itself. At 
the end of the initial solicitation, therefore, only one school -- Nyack College -- emerged 
as an institutional participant. 
Further Solicitation 
With the need to solicit other CCCU institutions, two subsequent mailings were 
made to 35 additional CCCU institutions. A second mailing was made in March 2007 
which solicited six institutions, and a third mailing was made to 29 institutions in May 
2007. These 35 institutions had the same desired characteristics of the original ten in 
regards to their faith-informed identity, and were in reasonable proximity to make 
institutional site visits possible. None of the six institutions solicited in March 2007 
agreed to participate. Of the 29 institutions solicited in May 2007, five institutions 
agreed to participate in the study. Of these institutions, two Midwestern universities were 
selected for the study: Huntington University in Huntington, Indiana and Anderson 
University in Anderson, Indiana. After obtaining permission from the presidents of both 
Huntington and Anderson to conduct research at their institutions, a subsequent 
amendment to the original Seton Hall IRB application was made. Seton Hall's 
Institutional Review Board granted permission to conduct research at Anderson and 
Huntington on June 26,2007. 
Rationale for Institutional Inclusion into the Study 
Over the course of the three mailings sent out during the study, 10 of the 45 
solicited institutions gave their initial consent to participate in the study. Following the 
reception of favorable responses from institutions, a selection of the three institutions that 
finally comprised the basis of the study was made with several considerations in mind. 
As stated earlier, one institution removed itself from consideration due to unforeseen 
events that were unrelated to the study. Three additional institutions were removed due 
to the fact that administrators did not respond to further contact beyond the initial 
approval of the research. And out of the six remaining institutions, Nyack College, 
Anderson University, and Huntington University were selected due to several unique 
characteristics they possessed as CCCU institutions. 
Nyack College was incorporated into the study due to its unique place as the only 
CCCU institution in metropolitan New York City area. In addition, Nyack was one of a 
small group of CCCU institutions that exist in the Northeast. A decision was made that 
its incorporation would add new insights to an area of study primarily focused on 
Midwestern and Southern institutions. 
Nyack was also chosen due to its reputation within the CCCU as possessing great 
ethnic, socio-economic, and spiritual diversity. By including a college recognized for its 
diversity, the study would seek to avoid the perceived limitations of Clark's (1970) 
Distinctive College. Critiques of Clark's (1970) work, such as Richardson (1971), noted 
that Clark's perspective is severely limited in that it focused primarily on colleges which 
possessed very homogeneous institutional cultures. Focusing on Nyack College would 
broaden the investigation to include at least one institution which possessed considerable 
diversity. Given this fact, the study would avoid some of the criticisms leveled at Clark 
(1970). 
Sifting through information provided on their institutional websites, Huntington 
and Anderson Universities possessed several characteristics that made their incorporation 
into the study highly desirable as well. To begin with, both of these institutions 
possessed several characteristics that made them stand out among other CCCU member 
schools. While requiring institutional members to agree to a lifestyle statement, both 
Anderson and Huntington universities do not require students to sign a particular 
doctrinal "Statement of Faith" as a prerequisite for enrollment. In addition, these 
institutions do not require students to be Christian in order to enroll. The size of 
Anderson and Huntington (2,199 students and 1,153 students respectively) also provided 
institutional settings in which faculty and administrators have the opportunity to be in 
very close contact with each other and with the student body. These universities were 
also chosen due to the explicit emphasis they gave in their literature as to how 
perspectives of faith help inform various aspects of institutional life. In this regard 
Huntington University stood out in that it publishes faculty reflections on the integration 
of faith and learning in an institutional journal. As the study was concerned with learning 
the role that students play in institutional life, the perceived emphasis on teaching at all 
three institutions was also a key factor in their selection. This study followed the premise 
that faculty at such institutions would have the most optimal contact with students both 
inside and outside the classroom. 
As Dovre (2002b), Schwehn(2002), Wolfe (2002), Benne (2001), and Marsden 
(1992) all identify the tense relationships between institutions and their respective 
denominational faith bodies as an important factor in the process of secularization, 
Nyack, Anderson, and Huntington were also chosen due to the close connection they 
have with their sponsoring faith bodies. Not only are all three institutions sponsored by a 
denominational body, but are very closely linked to the administration of that respective 
body. Nyack College is an institution of the Christian Missionary Alliance (C&MA), and 
is the home of the C&MA's theological school, Alliance Theological Seminary. 
Anderson University is the flagship institution for the Church of God, with the 
denomination's headquarters located across the street from the University. And 
Huntington University is the sole institution of higher education for the United Brethren 
in Christ, USA. It was of extra benefit that all three institutions possessed a different 
denominational affiliation. This would provide a broader understanding of the issues at 
hand across institutions of differing denominational perspectives. 
In addition to the factors described above, there were several practical 
considerations as well. All three schools provided a prompt initial response to 
participate in the study. All three also followed through on the initial agreement to 
participate. Contact information for key administrators and faculty were readily 
accessible via institutional websites. All three institutions agreed to the use of their 
institutional name in the publication of research results. And finally the location of all 
institutions made prompt collection of data possible. In the case of Nyack College, data 
would be able to be collected over a broader period of time, since its location was within 
an ideal driving distance. 
Sources of Evidence 
The study had three primary sources of evidence in the collection and analysis of 
data. They were as follows: (a) recorded responses to structured opened ended interviews 
with institutional administrators and faculty, (b) observational data collected through site 
visits to each study institution, and (c) documents collected through the official websites 
and archives of the three institutions. 
At each institution studied, data were collected from each of these sources in 
order to draw theoretical conclusions. Data collection was primarily done by means of 
site visits to all three institutions. During the site visits, observations were made, 
institutional documents and archival information were also compiled, and participant 
interviews were conducted. Site visits were made to Nyack College on February 27, 
2007; March 9,2007; April 16,2007; April 17,2007; May 23,2007; June 6,2007; June 
18,2007; June 25,2007; June 26,2007, June 28,2007, and September 24,2007, to 
Anderson University from July 19- 22,2007, and to Huntington University from July 23- 
26, 2007. In addition to making site visits, study data was also collected from institutional 
websites. In all cases, an underlying and consistent process of data collection was 
followed. This process is described below. 
Interviews 
In an effort to learn more about the dynamics of sustaining faith-informed 
identity, open ended administrator and faculty interviews were conducted at all three 
study institutions. 
Interviewing administrators. As with the selection of institutions, individuals 
were solicited as study subjects for several reasons. Interviews of senior institutional 
administrators focused on individuals who either had a considerable knowledge of the 
institutional mission itself, or who oversaw administrative or academic divisions to which 
faith-informed mission has considerable bearing. At each school, the individuals 
solicited included the institution's President, Executive Vice President for 
Administration, Chief Academic Officer (Provost /Academic Dean), Senior Student 
Affairs Officer, Senior Development Officer, Chaplain / Director of Campus Ministry, 
Senior Enrollment Officer, College Deans, as well as any other clearly defined 
"Academic/Administrative Officer" of the institution. At each institution the directors of 
programs or institutes that sought to link issues of faith to aspects of teaching, learning, 
scholarship, or community service were also solicited. Potential participants were 
contacted through a formal solicitation letter which asked them to cooperate in the study. 
The solicitation letter, which was approved by the Seton Hall IRB, can be found in 
Appendix B. Institutional administrators who agreed to the terms of the solicitation 
were subsequently interviewed. Interview sessions were 45 to 60 minutes in length, and 
were based on questions drawn from the Interview Protocol for Senior Institutional 
Administrators provided in Appendix C. Utilizing this interview protocol, senior 
institutional administrators ~rovided their perceptions of (a) the general role they play 
within the institution; (b) the distinctive character their institution possesses; (c) the role 
faith-informed mission plays in the life of their institution; (d) their own personal 
connection to the faith-informed mission of the institution; (e) the commitment 
administrators, faculty, and students have to the faith-informed mission of their 
institution; (0 the role institutional policies play in sustaining faith-informed mission; and 
(g) the challenges that their institution faces and their effect on faith-informed mission. 
In interviewing administrators, selected protocol questions were asked that best 
pertained to the experiences of the person being interviewed. All subjects were asked 
particular questions from Sections I, 111, and VII of the protocol. Questions from these 
sections gathered information regarding: (a) what administrators felt were the defining 
distinctives of their institution; (b) their understandings of institutional mission and its 
impact on institutional identity; and (c) the challenges they see within their institutional 
community. In the interviewing of Chief Academic Officers and Deans, more attention 
was given to questions that focused on issues related to faculty, as these administrators 
tended to interact with faculty on a more regular basis. In speaking to individuals who 
had more interaction with students, particular attention was given to questions pertaining 
to student life. In addition to asking protocol questions, follow-up questions arose during 
the course of interview sessions which were based on particular participant responses. 
Questions asked during the course of the interviews were a matter of personal judgment. 
Prior to each session, participants were provided an informed consent document detailing 
the purposes and parameters of the interview. All participants gave their written 
permission to be interviewed by signing the Informed Consent document. The text of the 
Informed Consent document can be found in Appendix B. All interviews were taped- 
recorded and all interview recordings were subsequently transcribed when site visits had 
been completed. 
Interviewing faculty. In addition to speaking to senior administrators, senior 
faculty members were also interviewed at all three study institutions. Those solicited for 
the study included all institutional faculty department chairs, as well as faculty directors 
of specific programs or institutes that seek to link issues of faith to aspects of teaching, 
learning, scholarship, or community service. A decision to focus on these faculty 
members was made for two reasons. In the first place, these individuals would be among 
those who possessed the most experience both of the institution itself as well as its faith- 
informed mission. Secondly, they would be among the most knowledgeable when 
describing institutional policies and programs. 
In selecting faculty participants, the study used the same formal solicitation 
process described in the section on selecting administrators. Faculty interviews 
possessed the same parameters as well, with the exception that faculty members were 
asked questions selected from the Interview Protocol for Faculty provided in Appendix 
D. As with administrator interviews, gathered interview data spoke to faculty 
perceptions of (a) the general role they play within the institution; (b) the distinctive 
character their institution possesses; (c) the role faith-informed mission plays in the life 
of their institution; (d) their own personal connection to the faith-informed mission of the 
institution; (e) the commitment administrators, faculty, and students have to the faith- 
informed mission of their institution; ( f )  the role institutional policies play in sustaining 
faith-informed mission; and (g) the challenges that their institution faces and its effect on 
the faith-informed mission. 
Faculty members were asked selected protocol questions which aligned to their 
unique experiences within the institution. All faculty participants were asked particular 
questions from Sections I, 111, and VII of the protocol. Questions from these sections 
gathered information regarding: (a) what faculty felt were the unique characteristics of 
their institution; (b) their understandings of institutional mission and its impact on 
institutional identity; and (c) the challenges they see affecting their institution. As all 
three institutions are strongly teaching oriented, greater attention was paid in faculty 
interviews to questions that focused on students. On occasion, questions were asked 
during interview sessions which followed up on particular participant responses. Prior to 
interview sessions, faculty participants were made aware of the purposes and parameters 
of the interview, and gave their written informed consent. All faculty interviews were 
tape-recorded and all recordings were subsequently transcribed after site visits have been 
completed. 
Rationale for subject selection. Senior administrators and faculty members were 
chosen as study participants for several reasons. In the first place, previous studies such 
as Clark (1 970) and Kliewar (1 999) found the perspectives of such participants very 
beneficial in formulating theoretical conclusions. In addition, as these individuals 
possessed day to day contact with issues at hand in the study, they would be among the 
most able to provide the broadest and most nuanced responses to interview questions. 
Furthermore, these individuals would be among those responsible for actually shaping the 
articulation of faith-informed mission and identity at study institutions. Finally, these 
individuals would be among those who have the longest experience with their respective 
institutions. 
Interviews conducted Following IRB consent to begin research, a total of 91 
individuals were sent a formal solicitation letter which asked them to participate in the 
study. Across the three institutions 27 senior institutional administrators, 16 deans or 
directors of programs, and 48 faculty members were solicited to be participants. These 
91 individuals included all administrative and academic officers of each institution, as 
well as all faculty chairs and directors. As opposed to larger institutions which have very 
complex organizational structures, Nyack, Anderson, and Huntington have relatively 
simple organizational structures. Given this fact a small cadre of administrative officers, 
deans, faculty chairs, and other institutional officers was easily identified at each 
institution. From the 91 solicitation requests, 28 individuals initially agreed to participate 
in the study. Out of these twenty-eight individuals, twentyfive individuals followed up 
beyond the initial agreement and were interviewed. Therefore, overall, 25 of the 91 
individuals solicited participated in the study -- a response rate of 27.47%. Table 1 gives 
a summary of the number of individuals who were solicited and participated in the study 
broken down by institution. Table 2 gives the response rates for the study broken down 
by faculty and administrators, as well as by institution. 
Table 1 
Participant Solicitation and Response by Institution 
Institution Administrators Faculty Total 
Solicited Participated Solicited Participated Solicited Participated 
Nyack 20 6 22 7 42 13 
Anderson 15 3 14 1 29 4 
Huntington 8 4 12 4 20 8 
Total 43 13 48 12 9 1 25 
Table 2 
Interview Participant Response Rate by Institution 
Institution Administrator Faculty Overall 
Response Rate Response Rate Response Rate 
(%) (%) (%) 
Nyack 30.0 31.8 30.9 
Anderson 20.0 7.1 13.7 
Huntington 50.0 33.3 40.0 
Overall Study 30.2 25.0 27.4 
From these two tables we see that at Nyack 42 individuals were solicited (20 
administrators and 22 faculty members) and 13 participated (30.9% response rate). At 
Anderson University 29 individuals were solicited (15 administrators and 14 faculty), out 
of which 4 participated (13.7% response rate). And at Huntington 20 individuals were 
solicited (eight administrators and 12 faculty) and 8 participated (40.0% response rate). 
As Anderson and Huntington site visits took place in midJuly several individuals 
declined the solicitation request due to the fact that they would not be available on 
campus during that period of time. Having made clear in the solicitation letter that a 
recorded telephone conversation was an option, no further solicitation was made of the 
individuals who would not be available. In total, therefore, 91 individuals were solicited 
for the study and 25 individuals agreed to participate. 
During the study, 25 interviews were conducted with the administrators and 
faculty who had agreed to participate. These interviews followed the methods described 
in the preceding pages. Twenty-four of the interviews were conducted on-site during the 
course of institutional visits. In all of these cases, interview sessions were conducted 
within the privacy of the participant's office. One interview within an institutional 
administrator was conducted by telephone. This administrator gave written informed 
consent prior to the telephone conversation. All interviews given by administrators and 
faculty were tape-recorded and fully transcribed. 
After the 25 individuals were interviewed, a determination was made not to solicit 
additional participants. Several considerations went into this decision. In the first place, 
no senior institutional administrator or faculty member that met the criteria provided in 
preceding discussion on subject selection was left out of the initial solicitation process. In 
addition, every effort was made to follow up with individuals who had agreed to 
participate. Sufficient room was given to respond to the solicitation inquiry, and great 
latitude was made in scheduling interviews. To push for the cooperation of individuals 
did not seem proper or conducive. As the entire aim of the investigation was to gather 
the perceptions of senior administrators and faculty, the selection of other individuals 
would not fit the purposes or parameters of the study. 
A final determination was also made given the amount of rich data that had been 
collected from the 25 participants. Interview sessions had produced 20 hours worth of 
audio recording that translated into a 350 page single-spaced transcript. A decision was 
made that this amount of interview data combined with data collected from other sources 
provided more than enough information from which to draw study conclusions. 
Observational data 
Boleman and Deal (2003) note that institutions and their internal dynamics can 
be viewed through several "frames" or lenses of reference. They go on to provide four 
distinct research frames through which organizations can be viewed: a structural frame, a 
human resource frame, a political frame, and a symbolic frame. When examining an 
institution's internal dynamics, many researchers tend to gravitate towards the structural, 
political, or human resource frames. Many works cited in this study's Review of 
Literature, for example, investigated the structural dynamics of distinctive institutions, 
the particular policies that govern organizational life, and the interactions individuals 
have in carrying out institutional policies. 
While not ignoring these frames of reference, Benne's (2001) work focused a 
little more attention onto the more symbolic frame. Benne (2001) accomplished this by 
showing how the six Christian institutions he studied symbolically represented their 
Christian identity on campus. Benne (2001), for example, noted that several institutions 
prominently displayed their Christian identity through the pieces of art (Paintings, 
Statues, Monuments, etc.) they selected to adorn their campuses. Benne (2001) also 
mentioned that other institutions went to great lengths to construct chapels in prominent 
areas of the campus in order to display their Christian identities. And finally Benne 
(2001) noted that many institutions used community rituals, such as daily chapels or 
convocations, to constantly reinforce their Christian commitments. 
Using Benne's (2001) work as a guide, this study also sought to learn how study 
institutions each use symbols, art, architecture, and rituals to display Christian mission 
and identity. To accomplish this, observation data were collected which focused on these 
more symbolic aspects of institutional identity. 
At each institution observations were made according to the observational protocol 
provided in Appendix E. By following the directives of the observational protocol, 
observations were made that provided (a) a general description of the campus visited; (b) 
a description of the presence and location of religious architecture and art on campus 
grounds, as well as in campus buildings; (c) a description of how the campus is presented 
to visitors and potential students; and (d) a description of the places of worship located on 
campus, as well as a description of worship services themselves. 
As site visits were made to all three institutions, on-sight observations were 
collected at each institutional campus. The process of collecting observational data was 
the same at each institution. To begin with, a comprehensive tour was made of the entire 
campus site. Descriptions were made of the exteriors of all campus buildings, as well as 
of any symbolic objects (statues, monuments, works of art, etc.) that were located in 
outdoor areas of the campus. Observations were then made of the insides of campus 
buildings. Table 3 documents the buildings that were observed from the inside during 
site visits. 
Table 3 
Buildings Observed During Site Visits 
- - -  - - - 
Building Type Nyack Huntington Anderson 
Administrative Schumann Hall Becker Hall Decker Hall 
Administration Annex Theological Seminary 
Academic Pardington Hall Science Building Hartung Hall 
Boon Campus Center Loew -Brenn Hall Nicholson Library 
Hilltop School Graduate School Broadcasting Center 
Bailey Library Richlyn Library Krannert Center 
Skylodge 
Dormitory Christie Hall 
Simpson Hall 
Other Gymnasium 
Wright Hall Dunn Hall 
Student Union Bldg. Miller Chapel 
Dining Commons Olt Student Center 
Merillat Arts Center Kardatzke Center 
Merillat Sports Center Reardon Auditorium 
In Table 3 we see that several different types of buildings were examined. Tours 
were made of administrative buildings, academic halls, and dormitories. Tours were also 
made of buildings where students gather for daily activities (i.e. dining commons, student 
centers, athletic facilities, etc.). Observations were also made of buildings used for 
worship. And at Nyack College observations were also made of a chapel worship service. 
A particular study limitation with regard to site observations must be noted here. 
Huntington and Anderson site visits occurred during July of 2007. During the summer 
both Huntington and Anderson do not hold academic sessions. Given this fact, site 
observations were limited to observing the institutional campuses during a time in which 
students were not in residence and classes were not in session. In addition, as community 
chapels occur only when classes are in session, first hand observations could not be made 
of worship services. Despite these limitations, observations were made of the exteriors 
and interiors of the buildings on campus, and guided tours of the institution were 
available during these site visits. 
Documents 
The study's third source of evidence consisted of data collected in the form of 
institutional documents from all three study institutions. Documents of specific interest 
were those which: (a) spoke to the faith-informed mission of the institution; (b) spoke to 
the historical development of the institution and its mission; (c) documented policies of 
recruitment and retention of administrators and faculty, and students; and (d) documented 
curricular or extracurricular programs /initiatives/ policies that focus on the institution's 
faith-informed mission. 
During the study numerous pieces of institutional literature were collected. In 
the first place, documents were collected from official institutional websites. These 
materials included written statements of mission and purpose, institutional histories, 
undergraduate and graduate course catalogues, student and faculty handbooks, press 
releases, strategic plans, online magazines, as well as key web-pages containing 
information pertinent to the faith-informed identity of the institution. In addition, 
institutional documents and multimedia presentations were also collected. A collection 
was made of institutional literature freely distributed on campus and made available to 
visitors. These documents were found at various locations on campus. Anderson and 
Huntington administrators also provided free CD and DVD presentations, which spoke to 
life, history and mission of these institutional communities. During the Anderson site 
visit, official histories (Callen, 2004,2006) were also purchased. Receiving permission 
to access institutional libraries and archives, copies of articles from alumni journals and 
magazines were also retrieved. While recent materials were available online, many older 
journals were not. Copies of the latest accreditation self-study report for each institution 
were also collected. 
Data Analysis 
Data Processing 
Following site visits to Nyack, Anderson, and Huntington, a need arose to 
systematically organize the collected data. Over the course of the three site visits 25 
tape-recorded interviews had been conducted, various observations had been made, and 
numerous pieces of promotional and archival literature had been collected. A step had to 
be taken in order to make this collection of data usable when proceeding with the stages 
of analysis. Miles and Huberman (1994) assert that during the initial phase of analysis 
"raw data must be processed before they are available for analysis. Field notes must be 
converted into 'write-ups,' either typed directly or transcribed from dictation.. . direct 
tape recordings of field events also must be processed in some way ... typically, the tapes 
[recordings] are transcribed into textn@. 51). In an effort to process the large amount of 
data that had been collected, several steps were taken to organize study data. These steps 
followed the prescriptions made by Miles and Huberman (1994). 
To begin this process, all 25 interviews were transcribed in full. The transcribed 
interviews were then sorted by institution. In order to differentiate one participant from 
another when data would be presented, participants at each institution were assigned a 
number (1-13 at Nyack; 1-8 at Huntington, and 1-4 at Anderson). Numbers simply 
corresponded to the order in which participants were interviewed at a given institution. 
Nyack's Participant 1, for example, was the first individual interviewed at the college. 
Finally, all interviews were printed out in hard copy form for the purpose of coding. 
Following the organization of interview data, a processing of observational field 
notes was undertaken. Field-note journals and recorded dictations were written up into 
typed transcripts. These transcripts were then printed out in hard copy form in order to be 
coded. Finally, institutional literature and archival documents were also organized in a 
useful fashion. Pieces of promotional literature were separated from archival documents, 
and all of these written materials were broken down further by institution. At the 
completion of these steps, all hardcopy materials for Nyack, Anderson, and Huntington 
were placed in three separate binders, and arranged according to the data sources 
described above (Interview Transcripts, Observational texts, Institutional/ Promotional 
Literature, and Archival Documents). Each hardcopy page was then assigned a number in 
order to index the material after coding was completed. 
Early Decisions on Data Coding, Analysis and Presentation 
The preliminary organization of data presented several challenges before data 
coding was even undertaken. Large amounts of data had been collected from a variety of 
data sources. Hardcopy binders contained over 1,000 pages worth of study materials. 
Given this situation early planning decisions had to be made as to how to go about the 
coding, analysis, and presentation of study data. Using Patton (2002) and Miles and 
Huberman (1 994) as overall guides in this planning stage, some fundamental decisions 
were made. 
In terms of coding, a determination was made that the study's coding scheme 
would have to sort data topically as well as by data source. This would allow for data 
from different sources to be easily separated and, when necessary, easily compared. In 
terms of the analysis and presentation of study data that would follow the data coding, a 
decision was made to move forward in four phases. In Phase 1, attention would be given 
to coded institutional literature and archival documents. Descriptive institutional profiles 
(Chapters IV) would be compiled for the three study institutions. A presentation would 
also be made of the major thematic patterns that emerged across institutional profiles 
(Chapter V). In Phase 2, the analysis would turn its attention to coded interviews. A 
chapter (VI) would be composed which would provided thick descriptions of the 
interview findings at each institution. A second chapter (Chapter VII) would present the 
thematic patterns that emerged across participant interviews as a whole. In Phase 3 
attention would be given to the observational data. Descriptive observational profiles 
(Chapter VIII) would be compiled for Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson. A second 
chapter (Chapter IX) would present thematic patterns that emerged across observational 
profiles. And finally, in Phase 4, the study would discuss the thematic patterns that 
emerged across all data sources, as well as provide the investigations final theoretical 
conclusions. These would be presented in the study's concluding chapter (X). 
In conducting these phases of analysis, a constant pattern would be followed of 
providing thick descriptive data followed by interpretation. This pattern followed the 
advice of Patton (2002) who asserted: 
A basic tenant of research admonishes careful separation of description 
and interpretation.. .It is tempting to rush into the creative work of 
interpreting the data before doing the detailed, hard work of putting 
together coherent answers to descriptive questions. But description comes 
first. (p. 438) 
Following this advice, thick descriptive chapters would be compiled first. These chapters 
would detail the major themes that emerged within various data sources. They would 
then be followed by interpretive chapters that would describe the overarching thematic 
patterns that emerged across study data. 
Some considerations also had to be made as to the analysis tools that would be 
employed on coded data. Again, using Patton (2002) and Miles and Huberman (1994) as 
a guide, a decision was made to use different types of analytical tools when going about 
the analysis. These tools included (a) composing thick descriptions that would 
synthesize large amounts of background information and observational data; (b) 
constructing statistical tables that would be used to supplement thick descriptions; (c) 
constructing conceptual tables (within-case displays) that would summarize interview 
findings; (d) composing thick descriptions that would elaborate on data provided in 
conceptual tables; (e) devising matrices and meta-matrices (within-case and cross-case 
displays) that would describe overarching patterns within and across data sources; (0 
writing thick descriptions that would elaborate on the content of matrices and meta- 
matrices; and (g) writing up memos to record impressions and reactions from coding, as 
well as to document methodology decisions. Have thought through these decisions 
carefully, the process of data coding was begun. 
Coding Processing 
Following the initial organization of the data, a thematic coding of the data was 
undertaken. In an effort to decide how to proceed with data coding, Miles and 
Huberman's (1994) presentation of various methodologies for coding data was used as a 
guide (pp. 55-72). In their presentation Miles and Huberman (1994) present two separate 
methodologies of coding data that this study blended together. The first method, which 
Miles and Huberman (1994) prefer themselves, is one which begins with: "creating a 
provisional 'start list' of codes prior to fieldwork"(p.58). The second is a "grounded" 
methodology, which is espoused most notably by Glaser and Strauss (1967), Strauss 
(1987), and Strauss (1990). This methodology allows a coding scheme to emerge from 
the data itself rather than working from a pre-fabricated list of codes. Seeing the benefit 
of both of these perspectives, a coding strategy was taken up which had two phases. 
Seeking to initially break up the data according to some general topical categories, the 
first phase of coding followed the "start list" strategy espoused by Miles and Huberman 
(1994). Along these lines, an initial list of codes was created which reflected the broad 
topical categories covered in the interview and observational protocols, as well as the 
major topics that could be seen in a cursory reading of institutional documents. 
Following this initial step, each coding category was given a specific definition. After 
this a number was assigned to each category by which data would be tagged. The initial 
coding categories devised and their numbering labels are presented in Table 4. 
Table 4 
Coding Categories for Analysis 
3. CHALLENGES 
4. DISTINCTIVENESS 
6 .  THE CLASSROOM 
Coding Category Coding Definition 
I. BACKGROUND General background information related to the 
institution itself, the mission of the institution, 
programs or activities within the institution, or 
background information related to individuals within 
the institution. 
2. DRAW TO INSTIUTION Perceptions of what draws particular individuals to 
the institution. 
Data related to the different challenges that the 
institution faces; as well as the challenges that 
individuals or groups face within the institution. 
Understandings of distinctive characteristics that the 
institution possesses overall, as well as perceptions 
regarding the distinct or unique features of programs 
inside institution. 
5. WORSHIP AND Data related to the formal expressions of worship on 
EXTRACURRICULUM campus, as well as activities outside the setting of the 
academic classroom. 
Data regarding the cumculum provided at the 
institution, as well as perceptions of what takes place 
Coding Category Coding Definition 
within the academic classroom at the institution. 
7. MISSION AND 0 Data related to the stated mission of the institution, as 
IDENTITY well as data related to understandings of that mission 
I I .  EFFECTIVENESS 
12. EXPECTATIONS 1 
INTENTIONALITY 
in the eyes of institutional constituencies. 
8. THE FUTURE 0 Perceptions regarding the future of the institution. 
9. SPIRITUAL LIFE 0 Perceptions of the spiritual atmosphere of the campus, 
as well as understandings of the spiritual 
commitments of community members. 
10. DISSENTING VOICES Data related to points of disagreement and contention 
within the institution, as well as understandings of the 
existence of institutional countercultures. 
Perceptions of what the institution does effectively 
overall, as well as understandings of the effectiveness 
of specific curricular or extracurricular programs 
within the institution. 
0 Data related to the expectations the college or 
university has for institutional members, as well as 
the expectations students, faculty, administrators have 
of each other. 
13. ARCHITECTURE AND a Data related to campus architecture, as well as 
SYMBOLISM religious symbolism on campus. 
In addition to the coding categories presented above, coding labels were also 
devised which would identify data sources. As the study had five primary sources of data 
(administrator interviews, faculty interviews, observational data, Institutional 
/Promotional literature, and archival documents) a "Source Coding Label" was devised 
for further sorting of data. This step was taken under the assumption that it would lead to 
greater organization, as well as provide the means of comparing/contrasting perceptions 
across data sources during the analysis. The Source Coding labels are provided in Table 
5. 
Table 5 
Source Coding Labels for Analysis 
Source Coding Category Coding Definition 
AP Administrator's Perceptions (Administrator 
Interview Data). 
FP Faculty Member's Perceptions (Faculty 
Member Interview Data). 
0 Observational Data. 
I Institutional/Promotional Literature 
Arch. Archival Document. 
After the initial coding scheme was devised, an initial line by line coding pass was made 
on all hard-copy data. During this coding pass coding category labels and source coding 
labels were placed alongside manuscript texts. This mark-up followed illustrations 
provided by Miles and Huberman (1994) (p. 67.). A sample of this study's coding mark 
up is provided in Table 6.  The text is taken from an interview with a Huntington 
administrator (Personal communication, July 25,2007). 
Table 6 
Example of Coding Markup oflnterview Transcripts 
Coding Text 
Interviewer: I'm going to switch a little bit and talk about faculty -- What are 
you looking for ideally in a faculty member? I know here you talk to 
everyone that's hired -- What are you ideally looking for in a faculty 
member? 
Administrator: I think equally important is their Christian commitment, 
there desire to integrate their discipline with their faith, and their personal 
Christian commitment to have a winsome faith, you know whether its 
demonstrated in their daily lives -- And equally important to that is strong 
academic preparation, excellence in their discipline, and desire to continue to 
grow in their discipline. And then, ah, I think a part of those two important 
components is desire to teach undergraduate students, the desire to be 
involved in their lives -/we're not just a place that you go into a classroom, 
and teach and then leave, you're involved in student lives -- and the desire to 
do that and, and to encourage students in all aspects of their lives. / 
Interviewer: And on the other side of that -- Would you feel draws faculty to 
Huntington? 
Administrator: Ah, I think they sense who we are.. . I think they again sense 
the spirit of the place, they sense we are, we are a little different -- not only 
then a 5,900 or 6000 other schools, but we're different than some other 
Christ-centered institutions as well, and I think they sense that. You know, 
salary plays a role in that as well -- we've had fairly good salaries, we've 
dropped a little bit against our benchmarks, but we're, we're continuing to 
improve on that as well -- so that plays a little bit, but I think the commusity 
draws them, not only the campus community, but also local community. 
Low cost of living, all sorts of things. 
Interviewer: And how do you perceive the faith-informed identity of 
Huntington plays out in the classroom? 
Coding Text 
Administrator: Oh, we, we emphasize and stress the integration of faith and 
6 AP learning --their discipline isn't over here and their faith over here --they 
pulled those together -- and we do that in a variety of ways to encourage 
them. We, we have an ongoing ... we have an orientation program for new 
faculty that they are -- new staff is in there too, new administrative staff -- 
that it takes place in the first semester of their first year of teaching -- they're 
released from a course, and then they do this, this course in essence. And a 
big part of that is talking about issues of faith, learning integration. And then 
when they apply for tenure, one of the important elements is a, is an 
12 AP integration paper, so they, they need to submit a publishable, scholarly 
treatise on integration of faith and learning in their field. But then 
throughout, we encourage them -- our workshops, those sorts of things. 
Following the initial coding pass that was made with the "start list" of codes, 
subsequent coding passes were done using the more grounded approach put forth by 
Glaser and Strauss (1967). The first coding pass had identified several emerging sub- 
categories within the broad coding categories presented above. For example, category 2 -- 
DRAW TO INSTITUTION, contained data regarding the personal draw interview 
participants had to their institution, student attraction to institutions, as well as faculty 
attraction to institutions. Each identified sub-category, therefore, was given a coding 
label, and subsequently further coding passes were made to tag all coding subcategories. 
In this case, coding category 2- DRAW TO INSTITUTION was broken down into three 
subcategories: 2- PERSONAL, 2 -STUDENT, and 2 -FACULTY. During this coding 
process memos were written to record any impressions or reactions that were made 
during the numerous readings of study materials. 
In order to quickly locate coded data passages, a master coding index was 
compiled. This index referenced the location of coded data passages within the study's 
data sources. This index provided a breakdown of data by coding category, sub-category, 
institution, as well as by data source. An illustration of a master Coding Index grid is 
provided in Table 7 below. 
Table 7 
Example of Master Coding Index Grid 
1 CODE: 2-STUDENT (2 - St.) 
I Source I Nyack I Huntington I Anderson I I I I 
Administrator 14,5,17,31,32,38,39,66,68,69 1 12,25,84,99 1 7,21,49 






1 Archival I I I 1 138,198 
80,92,94,113,127,l38,149, 
170,171,184 
In Table 7 we see an index grid for the coding subcategory "2-Student". This grid 
indexes all study data focused on perceptions of what draws students to study institutions 
50,72 
330,334 
at the present time. We see that grid columns break down coded data by institution. Grid 
100 
rows break down coded data by source. And finally grid boxes are filled with page 
numbers indicating where passages coded 9-Student" could be found within study 
manuscripts. 
Phase I .  After coding passes had been completed, a content analysis of collected 
institutional literature and archival documents was begun. An investigation of these data 
sources was undertaken first because the analysis would produce institutional profiles 
which were foundational to the overall study. The importance of institutional profiles to 
a case study can be seen clearly in Clark's (1970) work. In his investigation, Clark 
(1970) provided rich descriptions of the history and culture of each study institution in 
order for the reader to have a full understanding of a school's story or "saga." Such a 
profile provides the institutional context in which administrators, faculty, and students 
find themselves when dealing with issues connected to institutional mission and identity. 
To begin the process of composing institutional profiles, data tagged by the 
source code "I" or "Arch" were separated from all other study materials. These pieces of 
data were then sorted by institution. Using the Master Coding Index as a guide, data 
tagged by the coding category 1-BACKGROUND were compiled and then sorted by 
coding sub-category. Once the data had been sorted, thick descriptions were composed 
for each subcategory. 
These thick descriptions were composed in several steps. Following examples 
provided by Miles and Hubeman (1994) (pp. 54-56), summaries were made of 
documents or document passages coded within a given category or subcategory. These 
summaries were essentially bullet-points that captured the major ideas of a particular 
document, as well as page numbers where passages could be retrieved. Document 
summaries were then synthesized into detailed outlines, which incorporated document 
passages that would be used in data presentation. Finally, these outlines were then 
translated into thick descriptions. 
These thick descriptions were composed to synthesize large amounts of coded 
background data that were found within each subcategory. Thick descriptions were 
composed which described (a) the founding of study institutions and their early 
development; (b) the historical development of institutions following their foundational 
years; (c) the critical events that have shaped study institutions in the past twenty years; 
and (d) the various aspects that make up their present institutional identity (stated 
mission and educational philosophy, denominational commitments, doctrinal and lifestyle 
commitments, student enrollment, faculty composition, administration and governance, 
academic offerings, worship and ministry activities, and future planning initiatives). 
As interview responses made explaining certain issues easier at times, interview passages 
were used as supplementary materials in composing thick descriptions. Several coded 
documents and pieces of literature also contained rich quantitative information, such 
IPEDS enrollment data and faculty demographic data. To harness the descriptive value 
of this data, pertinent pieces of quantitative information were placed into tables. 
Corresponding explanations were composed which described the content of these tables. 
These tables and their corresponding explanations were then added to thick descriptions. 
In order to provide strength to the emerging institutional profiles, various types 
of documents and literature were used to compose thick descriptions and construct 
statistical tables. Table 8 describes the various types of documents and literature that 
were used during this phase of the analysis, broken down by institution. 
Table 8 
Documents and Literature Used in Constructing Institutional Profiles 
Official Institutional Documents Informational, /Promotional 
Literature and presentations 
Nyack Self Study Report (2005) Online Institutional History 
College Fact Book (2005) Press Releases 
Official Institutional Documents Informational /Promotional 
Literature and presentations 
Institutional Strategic Plan Online Web Pages 
Student Handbook Course Catalogues 
Student Application Institutional Magazine 
PamphletslBrochures 
Huntington Self Study Report (2004) Online Institutional History 





Anderson Self Study Report (1999) 


















Table 8 shows that two major types of data were used during this phase of the analysis: 
(a) official institutional documents published by study institutions, and (b) Informational / 
promotional documents either published by study institutions or posted on institutional 
websites. Table 8 also reveals that within each of these data sources, different resources 
were cross-referenced when compiling thick descriptions and statistical tables. The study 
drew from archival documents such as self-study reports, handbooks, strategic plans, and 
available IPEDS data. The study also drew from pieces of institutional /promotional 
literature such as histories, course catalogues, web-pages, and institutional magazines. 
And finally the study also utilized data provided on informational CDs and DVDs. 
In composing thick descriptions, special attention was given to issues connected 
to faith-informed mission and identity, as well as significant events that helped shape that 
identity. Special attention was also given to searching out conflictingdivergent 
information across data sources. When identified, such conflicting/disconfirming data 
was presented within the description. 
Once thick descriptions were completed, they had to be organized into cohesive 
institutional profiles for Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson. In order to accomplish this, a 
set pattem had to be devised for presenting the thick descriptions. Each profile would 
have to provide a descriptive picture of a given institution at the present time, as well as 
tell its collective story. Having considered several approaches to presenting the data, a 
consistent pattem was chosen. Each profile would present an introduction of a study 
institution. This would be followed by a description of the institution's founding and 
early development. After this, a presentation would be made of the subsequent eras that 
brought the institution to its present context. Special attention would then be given to the 
past 20 years, pointing out the major events that have shaped the institution over that 
period of time. Finally, the profile would describe the institution at present, as well as the 
goals and objectives it has for the near future. After this order had been devised, 
institutional profiles were assembled. 
Once the three profiles had been completed, there was a chance to look at 
thematic patterns that emerged within particular institutional profiles, as well as patterns 
which emerged across institutions. Looking at the three profiles, several such patterns 
began to emerge. For example, profiles provided clear patterns of how institutional 
presidents sought to reaffirm a distinctive Christian identity for their schools over the past 
20 years. Common patterns also emerged in terms of how institution's asserted their 
Christian identity through lifestyle requirements and hiring policies. 
The final step of Phase 1 was to document these converging and diverging 
patterns. To do this, several with-in case and cross-case displays were built to compare 
different categories of data. Three matrices (conceptually ordered displays) were 
constructed to help describe thematic patterns that emerged within individual profiles. 
Eight meta-matrices (Case-Ordered Displays) were also constructed to help describe 
thematic patterns that emerged across institutional lines. Explanations were also 
composed to accompany these matrices. These accompanying paragraphs provided an 
explanation of the patterns that could be seen within a given matrix, as well as discussed 
how emerging findings connected to previous research. Many of the patterns that 
emerged from the data were convergent, with each institution articulating mission and 
formulating policy initiatives in a similar fashion. As thematic patterns did not converge 
in every circumstance, a presentation of divergent patterns was made as well. Where 
possible, the findings of the institutional profiles were compared to the findings of 
previous investigations. 
Phase 2. Once these four chapters had been completed, the study moved on to a 
content analysis of coded interview data. The early part of this analysis followed the 
same process described in Phase 1. Coded Interview transcripts (data tagged by source 
codes AP and FP) were separated from all other study materials. Transcripts were then 
separated by institution. Using the Master Coding Index as a guide, tagged interview 
passages were then sorted by coding category and subcategory. 
As this sorting of interview data went forward, a decision was made early on in 
Phase 2 to focus on describing themes that emerged within eight of study's 13 coding 
categories: (a) 2 -- DRAW TO INSTITUTION, (b) 3 -CHALLENGES, (c) 4 - 
DISTINCTIVENESS, (d) 6 -- THE CLASSROOM. (e) 7 -- MISSION AND IDENTITY, 
(f) 8 -- THE FUTURE, (g) 9 --SPIRITUAL LIFE, and (h) 12 -- EXPECTATIONS / 
INTENTIONALITY. The decision to focus on these eight categories was made for 
several reasons. In the first place, interview findings tagged by coding categories 1 - 
BACKGROUND and 5 -WORSHIP AND EXTRACURRICULUM had been discussed 
in detail when used to add depth to the institutional profiles. As interviews did not 
require participants to comment on institutional art and architecture, no interview 
passages had been tagged by coding category 13 -- ART AND ARCHITECTURE. And 
finally, while several interview passages were tagged by CATEGORIES 10 - 
DISSENTING VOICES and 11 -INSTITUTIONAL EFFECTIVENESS, they were, in 
most cases, also tagged under one of the eight coding categories described above. For 
example, in describing the spirituality of students, a Nyack participant noted that there is 
small group of students at the college which are spiritually disengaged. In this case the 
participant's response was coded "9 1 10- Student." In order to avoid redundancy, a 
decision was made to analyze these passages within discussions of the coding categories 
with which they overlapped. Once these decisions had been made, the content analysis 
went forward. 
To begin this process, a strategy had to be developed to summarize participant 
perspectives, as well as describe the themes that emerged from participant responses. 
Such steps were crucial given the fact that coding categories and subcategories contained 
large amounts of interview data. A decision was made to address each challenge in a 
different way. In order to synthesize participant responses within a given coding 
category or subcategory, coded interview passages would be summarized into bullet 
points and placed into conceptually clustered tables. This approach was adapted from 
examples provided by Miles and Hubermen (1994). To document emerging themes, 
thick descriptions would then be written to accompany conceptual tables. Each thick 
description would discuss the particular themes that emerged from interview responses 
summarized within a given table. These tables and descriptions would then be compiled 
into an Interview Findings Chapter (VI). The process of constructing tables began first. 
Using the Master Coding Index as a guide, all coded passages within a given 
index grid were recalled, summarized into bullet points, and made into conceptually 
clustered tables. No tables were made for coding categories/subcategories that contained 
one or two participant perspectives. In these cases summarized perspectives were added 
to an outline documenting small coding categories. During this process 50 conceptually 
clustered tables were constructed. Twenty-seven of the most illustrative tables were used 
in the presentation of interview findings. All other tables were used to guide the overall 
composition of thick descriptions for Chapter VI. An illustration of how interview 
passages were located, summarized and made into conceptual tables is given below: 
The location of a coded interview passage is identified on a master index grid for 
coding category 4-DISTINCTIVENESS (Table 9): 
Table 9 
Example of Index Grid for Code: 4 - DISTINCTIVNESS (4) 
Source Nyack Huntington Anderson 
............... Administrator 6,17,34,35,36,43,44, ................. 
Perception 45,48,55 
,76 
Faculty .................. ............... ................ 
Perception 
............... ................. Institutional I ................. 
Promotional 
Literature 
Observations ............... .............. ................ 
Archival ................. ............. ................ 
Documents 
Looking up the coded interview passage identified on the grid, a Nyack Administrator's 
interview transcript (Table 10) reads: 
Table 10 
Example of Coded Nyack Administrator Transcript 
Coding Text from Page 17 
Int.: Well, we spoke a little informally about the unique nature of 
Nyack, perhaps you could elucidate here about: What do you consider 
unique about Nyack college? 
Adm.: I think that it's unique in that it's a Christian College in the 
Metro New York area. -Evangelical Christian College -- So We are 
the only accredited one in the New York area. I think also, in terms of 
other Christian Colleges, we're unique in that we serve a first 
generation immigrant student population -- a poor student population - 
4-AP Most Christian Colleges, if not all of them, evangelical Christian 
colleges, tend to serve a middle class white population. -And I know 
that there are other schools in the New York area that serve a poor or 
immigrant population, but as an evangelical Christian College I mean 
that sort of sets us apart. Also I think in terms of our emphasis both on 
ministry and service combined with academics sets apart from the other 
schools in the area. Of, of the 8 CCCU schools in the northeast, maybe 
nine now -- they're counting another school in Virginia -- we are far 
and away the most diverse in terms of students and faculty -- We have 
the lowest tuition of any of those eight and yet we give the highest 
proportion of financial aid to our students - We have the poorest 
population, you know, according to FAFSAs - So just in terms of sheer 
demographics we're a very different institution than other schools - 
Startlingly different-All you have to do is to go into their cafeterias 
and see -This is a very, very different school yet I think that by far 
and away -Students who come here from there, whether they transfer 
or whether they come visiting they'll say that this is much more vibrant 
spiritual atmosphere - They will use that term "spiritual." 
From this passage, a bullet point-summary was made of the Nyack Administrator's 
response (Table 11): 
Table 11 
Example of Bullet-Point Summary ofAdministrator Response 
Bullet-Point Summary of Administrator Response 
Only evangelical CCCU college in metropolitan New York area. 
Commitment to serve first generation immigrant population. 
Emphasis on ministry and service combined with academics. 
High diversity in student body and faculty. 
Community possesses vibrant spiritual atmosphere. 
Finally, this summary was placed with all others on conceptual table pertaining to Coding 
Category 4- DISTINVTIVENESS (Table 12). 
Table 12 
Example of Conceptual Table, Perceptions of Nyack's Distinctive Characteristics 
Participant Position Perception of Nyack's Distinctive Characteristics 
(Informants) (Variable) (Variable) 
1 Administrator Most ethnically diverse Christian college in America. 
Institutional understanding that diversity is reflection of 
Kingdom of God. (p.6) 
2 Administrator Only evangelical CCCU college in metropolitan New 
York area. 
Commitment to serve first generation immigrant 
population. 
Emphasis on ministry and service combined with 
academics. 
High diversity in student body and faculty. 
Community possesses intense spiritual atmosphere. (P. 
17) 
3 Administrator Possesses intentional Christian commitments.. . . 
4 Administrator . . . . 
Page numbers were inserted into the table describing where the full passages could be 
found within the interview transcript. This was done so that passages could be easily 
recalled when constructing thick descriptions. The page numbers were removed once 
thick descriptions had been completed. 
Two important points must be made regarding these tables. In the first place, as 
interview sessions were specially tailored to study participants, not all participants were 
asked the exact same set of interview questions. For example, an administrator that had 
no significant interaction with faculty was not extensively questioned regarding faculty. 
Therefore in constructing tables, a notation of "NIA" was placed within a table grid if a 
participant had not provided a perspective that was pertinent to the issue at hand in the 
table. A note was also placed on the bottom of the table making mention of the fact. 
Secondly, it can be noted that 27 of the most illustrative tables were incorporated 
into the presentation of data. Some of the conceptual tables contained very few entries. 
Others tables were extremely long and overtly complex. This decision to leave such 
tables out of the data presentation was made for several reasons. To begin with, tables 
containing very few summaries would be easily and clearly described within one or two 
paragraphs of thick description. To present a table in this case was believed to be 
unnecessary. A presentation of overtly complex tables would not be made because they 
would be confusing to the reader, and would distract attention from a clear descriptive 
narrative. In this case, a decision was made that a clear and cohesive thick description of 
emergent themes could be provided without the aid of the conceptual table. 
Once the conceptual tables had been completed, thick descriptions were 
composed to capture the themes that emerged from participant interviews. A thick 
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description was written to accompany each conceptual table. Thick descriptions were also 
made which drew from the summary outlines made for small coding categories/ 
subcategories. In composing these descriptions, a decision was made to give participants 
a significant "voice" in the presentation of data findings. Instead of constantly 
paraphrasing interview responses in thick descriptions, numerous interview passages 
were cited verbatim. This decision was significantly influenced by the thick descriptions 
provided in Moffatt's (1989) work. 
Following these analysis steps, conceptual tables and their corresponding thick 
descriptions were compiled in a consistent order to present interview findings for each 
institution. Since study interviews tended to follow a consistent sequence of topical 
categories, a decision was made to present the data findings in a similar order. 
An introduction would be made, which would describe study participants. The 
number of participants at a given institution would be noted. A breakdown would also be 
given of the number of administrators and faculty participants at the institution. And 
finally, a description would be given of amount of years participants have served the 
institution. 
Following the introduction, conceptual tables and thick descriptions would be 
arranged under consistent chapter headings: Perceptions of Distinctiveness, Mission 
Identity, Perceptions of Institutional Attraction, Spiritual Tenor of Student Body, Faith 
Perspectives within the Classroom, Commitments and Expectations, Perceptions of 
Institutional Challenges, and Impact on Christian Mission and Identity. Titles for these 
headings had been chosen to closely correspond to coding categories. Once these 
decisions had been made, Chapter VI was assembled. 
The completion of Chapter VI afforded the opportunity to identify major thematic 
patterns that emerged across study interviews. During this part of the analysis several 
major patterns began to emerge from study interviews. Several patterns were evident 
within individual institutions, while others could be seen across institutions. The final 
step of Phase 2 was to document these patterns. In order to accomplish this, the same 
analysis methodology used in Phase 1 was followed. With-in case and cross-case 
displays were built to compare different categories of data. Matrices were made to help 
describe thematic pattems that emerged within individual institutions. Meta-matrices 
were also constructed to help describe thematic pattems that emerged across study 
interviews overall. Accompanying explanations were also composed to describe 
emerging patterns and connect study findings to previous research. 
Phase3. Following a content analysis of study interviews, the investigation moved 
to the 3rd phase of the analysis by examining the study's major observational findings. 
This third phase followed the same methodological steps seen the first two phases 
described above. Observational transcripts (data tagged by source code 0) were 
separated from the rest of the study data. Transcripts were then separated by institution. 
Using the Master Coding Index as a guide, tagged interview passages where then sorted 
by the subcategories of Code 13-ART AND ARCHITECTURE. 
Working on each subcategory, thick descriptions were composed to synthesize the 
write-ups that had been made from site observations. The methodology for composing 
thick descriptions followed the same steps described in Phase 1. Summaries were made 
of write-ups. These summaries were then organized into outlines. And finally outlines 
were converted into thick descriptive narratives. 
Once descriptions had been written, they were organized into observational 
profiles for each institution (Chapter VII). As with the content of other descriptive 
chapters, these observational profiles were arranged in a consistent manner. An 
introduction gives a brief presentation of the places and dates where observations were 
taken. A presentation is then made of the observational findings. Drawing upon site 
observations throughout, each  resenta at ion provides a description of campus entrances, as 
well as the exteriors of campus buildings and grounds encountered during campus 
walkthroughs. This is followed by a presentation of observations made during guided 
tours. Observations made within various buildings are then discussed, followed by a 
discussion of the promotional materials that were found during walkthroughs and guided 
tours. And finally, a presentation is made of observations taken during visits to 
buildings specifically set aside for worship. As photographs had been taken during site 
visits, a decision was made to use the photographs to supplement thick observational 
descriptions. 
As with the preceding phases of analysis, Phase 3 ended with the composition of a 
chapter (IX) that described patterns that emerged across the observational profiles. The 
methodology used for composing this chapter followed the same pattern described in 
final stage of Phases 1 and 2. 
Phase 4. The last phase of the analysis, and the culminating piece of the study 
was to tie all of the study's findings together. In order to do this, a final culminating 
chapter (X) was composed that presented the studies theoretical assertions based upon the 
overall patterns seen within study data. Several within-case and cross-case displays were 
constructed to describe patterns that emerged across the study's various data sources. 
Accompanying descriptions were composed for these matrices as well. Drawing from 
these within-case and cross-case comparisons, theoretical conclusions were drawn to 
answer the study's primary and subsidiary research questions. And finally, 




To begin a discussion of the findings of the research, three profiles will be 
provided for the institutions that took part in the study. Following Clark (1970) and 
Benne (2001) as a model, these profiles seek to give the reader an overall context from 
which one can more fully understand investigation's findings. Clark's (1970) and 
Benne's (2001) models exemplify the notion that the study's findings would be best 
understood if the reader were given clear historical and organizational profiles of the 
institutions investigated during the course of the research. As Nyack, Huntington, and 
Anderson each possess their own unique stories as institutions of higher education, the 
following pages will investigate those stories in greater detail. A presentation will first 
be made of each institution's founding and early development. This will be followed by 
a presentation of significant events that have shaped the institution during the last two 
decades of its existence. And finally, each profile will provide a look at how the 
institution functions at the present time. In all three of these areas essential information 
will be provided regarding the institution's administration, faculty and students, as well 
as the various curricular and extracurricular changes that have taken place throughout the 
lives of these institutions. 
Nyack College: Nyack, New York 
Beginnings of "The Hillside School" 
Twenty-five miles north of New York City, Nyack College's buildings are nestled 
on a prominent 120 acre hillside in Nyack, New York. The scenic campus possesses 
beautiful vistas overlooking the lower Hudson River Valley. But Nyack's history did not 
begin on these grounds, which alumni fondly refer to simply as "The Hillside." The story 
of Nyack begins in 1882 when Dr. Albert Benjamin Simpson started the Missionary 
Training Institute (The Institute) in New York City with the purpose of preparing men 
and women for ministry both inm America and abroad (Niklaus, 1983). Dr. Simpson, a 
Presbyterian pastor, "was troubled over masses of people unreached by the gospel, [and] 
perplexed with conventional religion that seemed untouched by their lostness" (Niklaus, 
1983, Prologue, para. 6). As a current administrator relates, Simpson wanted "to bring 
African-Americans into the Presbyterian Church which he was pastoring down on 13th 
Street -- They did not want African-Americans. He tried to bring Italians -They did not 
want Italians" (Personal communication, June 18,2007). In his work Simpson found his 
parishioners hostile towards his efforts to minister to the immigrant poor. "Instead of 
spreading out like joyous evangelists, filling the earth with the knowledge of God, the 
well-to-do congregation turned to bickering about the undesirable elements the pastor 
wanted to bring into their comfortable surroundings"(Niklaus, 2007, The Foundation 
Years, para. 3). Simpson's consternation with this situation caused him to leave his 
parish, and found an alliance of churches that would better minister to the poor in urban 
centers. The h i t  of his labor of became known in time as the Christian and Missionary 
Alliance (C&MA). 
First Institute 
With a need to send out missionaries, it became imperative for Simpson to found 
an institution of higher education that would train such individuals for the type ministry 
he had envisioned. Therefore in 1882 Simpson convened the first class of the Institute in 
rented accommodations in the heart of New York City. Cable (1933) describing the 
Scene comments: 
The first class, comprising a few enthusiastic followers of the founder, met 
on the stage of a theater on Twenty-third Street, New York City. The 
equipment, a few benches and tables, was meager indeed. But there were 
to be found the essentials of a school, the thoroughly equipped, 
stimulating teacher and eager pupils. (Cable, 1933, IIJ) 
By the fall of 1883, Niklaus (1983) relates: 
A training college was opened the first Monday in October on the first floor 
of a building on Eighth Avenue just about 32nd Street. Before the year 
closed, the school had moved four times and finished in a rough, uncarpeted 
room backstage of a theatre on 23rd Street. The school['s] population 
consisted of forty students, thirty of whom graduated. (Niklaus, 1983, The 
Foundation Years, A Wandering School, para. 3) 
In founding the Institute Simpson's vision was clear, but at the same time quite 
progressive for the 1880s. In reaching out to the poor, Simpson desired to "evangelize 
the neglected peoples of the world with the neglected resources of the church" (Niklaus, 
1983, Prologue, para. 8). This notion meant opening the Institute to immigrant and 
minority groups that were shunned elsewhere. A current administrator commented: "if 
you look at pictures of the very first Missionary Training Institute class, they were 
multicultural: there were African Americans, Caucasians, all in the same classrooms, 
which was unheard of in 1880" (Personal communication, June 18,2007). The Institute 
was the first of its kind in North America, and was quite unique for the time. The 
Institute's curriculum was also rigorous. Niklaus (1983) comments: 
The students had little time to stare at the abandoned properties and dusty 
props flanking their makeshift classroom. They were bombarded not only 
with courses like New Testament Greek, pastoral theology and biblical 
exposition, but also a whole department of literary topics: logic, mental 
and moral philosophy, natural science, rhetoric, ancient and modem 
history, and geography. (The Foundation Years, A School of Excellence, 
para. 2) 
In addition to producing over 1,000 foreign missionaries by 1900, Simpson's 
vision also extended into America's urban areas. Institute graduates in America took 
various positions to lend service to the Christian Gospel at home. The Institute's 1902 
Historical Review notes: "students who have remained in the homeland have entered the 
Christian Ministry, evangelistic and tent work, city and rescue missions, YMCA and 
YWCA secretaryships, and many other forms of Christian service" ("Souvenir of the 
20th Commencement of the Missionary Institute," 1902, p. 8). To minister to the urban 
poor, Simpson also began basic education classes for immigrants in Chinatown and Little 
Italy as well (Nyack Administrator, personal communication, April 17,2007). 
An Overall Vision for a University 
Beyond his conception of a I-year training program for missionaries, Simpson 
saw a "University" as the ultimate goal for his fledgling Institute. As a current 
administrator describes: "Simpson had gone to England to research a three year 
university degree and how to tie it to a one year missionary program that was coming out 
of Germany and Switzerland" (Personal communication, April 17,2007). Through his 
experience in Europe Simpson came to envision having an undergraduate liberal arts 
program and a graduate program in theology as a logical "next step" for the Institute. 
Niklaus (1983) asserts that: 
From 191 0 to 1912 Dr. Simpson spoke out repeatedly in The Alliance 
Weekly for a junior college, a liberal arts college "which would give us a 
hold upon the best minds in the country, and a three-year seminary for 
college graduates offering three years of Greek, two years of Hebrew, 
church history, Biblical theology, homiletics, Biblical interpretation, 
public speaking, sermonic literature, American literature, philosophy, 
psychology, economics, logic, and ethics". (Niklaus, 1983, The 
Foundation Years, Unflagging Pursuit of the Practical, para. 3) 
In his outlook, therefore, "Simpson had envisioned, not just a small liberal arts college, 
but a university that would be offering degrees not just in Bible, not just in ministry, but 
in all the liberal arts -- many business areas, and professional areas, as well as graduate 
degrees" (Nyack Administrator, personal communication, June 18,2007). 
With a growing cadre of students and faculty supporting him, Simpson's 
personality carried the Institute through its early years. Niklaus (1983) comments: 
"More than anything else during those foundation years, Simpson himself dominated the 
school, giving it stature and character, steering it to a stability of purpose that one 
hundred years later still clearly marks the school. The school, after all, was the man" 
(The Foundation Years, A Permanent Site, para. 4 ). This perception of Simpson's role 
resonates even until today. In the words of one current administrator: "From the 
beginning an individual within the institution -- President Simpson -- was the driving 
force to mission and vision" (Personal Communication, April 17,2007). 
Move to Nyack 
After moving from site to site in its early years, and finally outgrowing its 
accommodations on Eighth Avenue in New York, a permanent site was chosen for the 
Institute in late 1896 just outside of New York City. Simpson (as cited in Cable, 1933) 
noted the need for such a location commenting: 
Then it has been found desirable to secure a more economical and retired 
location for our Missionary Institute.. .The easy accessibility and 
delightful situation of this place will also make it a very desirable place bf 
residence for many of our workers and people who are looking for cheaper 
homes and rooms to live in, which is scarcely allowed in our crowded 
metropolis.. . Nyack.. . was brought to our notice in an unexpected and 
providential manner, and all through the various transactions which have 
followed, we have distinctly traced the direct leading of the hand of 
Providence. (Cable, 1933,III,2) 
Having selected a location, the hillside site in Nyack was dedicated by the 
Institute's administration, faculty, and students on April 17, 1897. On these grounds 
Simpson would begin to grow the school that he envisioned. The numbers of students 
grew, the institute's school year was expanded, and the first buildings were added to the 
new campus. The Institute's first building, now known as Simpson Hall, was built in 
1897. That same year, a house known as Berachah Home was also constructed on the 
property to be used for retreat gatherings. By 1913 the first administration building 
(Pardington Hall) was completed to meet the needs of the growing institution. When 
Simpson died in 1919, the fruits of his labors were clearly evident: "Nyack College had 
sprung from one man's vision to an established and honored school, from a class of 
twelve students and two teachers to an academic center with over 400 students and 
professors, from an abandoned theatre backstage to a suburban campus" (Niklaus, 1983, 
The Consolidation Years, para. 1). 
1919-40. Post-Simpson Decades 
The decades following A.B. Simpson's presidency are characterized by Niklaus 
(1983) as a period of "measured approach and carefully weighed decision, wise 
adjustment and careful, far-sighted planning, with a minimum of sudden change" (The 
Consolidation Years, para. 2). Having weathered its early years under the progressive 
Simpson, the Institute now took on more conservative leadership. A current administrator 
speaking of the period asserts: 
After World War I, we became much more insular, much more Bible 
College focused and sort of lost, or sort of dropped away many of the 
social service ends of the institution. So we closed down our classes in 
Chinatown, our classes in little Italy, and we no longer offered ESL 
classes there, and we moved away from pushing people into ministries for 
the homeless, and [started] saying: "No, you have to be a straight 
congregational pastor type of a thing.. ." (Personal communication, April 
17,2007) 
By 1926 the C&MA Board of Governors had taken over the governance of the Institute, 
which furthered the insularity described above. As the President of the C&MA would 
also head the Institute, Simpson's direct successors "had little to do with the daily 
administration of the school"(Niklaus, 1983, The Consolidation Years, Worthy Line of 
Successors, para. 1). In 1931 academic change came about when the Board of 
Governors formed a committee to revise the curriculum and degree offerings of the 
Institute. The committee insisted that the institute just offer "one diploma for a regular 
three-year standard course, allowing students to major in subjects adapted to their 
prospective ministry" (Niklaus, 2007, The Consolidation Years, Crossroads Decision, 
para. 3). This action stood in contrast to Simpson's position, who Niklaus (1983) notes: 
"would never have contented himself with a school whose standard fare was a three-year 
course" (The Consolidation Years, Crossroads Decision, para. 1). Despite these 
departures from Simpson's vision, the Institute underwent positive improvement. 
Niklaus (1983) concludes that during this time the institution weathered "a world war, a 
crippling depression, a militant era of theological liberalism, and the critical transition 
from founder to followers" (The Consolidation Years, para. 5). Niklaus (1983) also 
suggests much of the original spirit for sewing local communities still remained. For 
example, he notes that in 1921 students alone: 
Made over 3,000 door-to-door calls and were invited into 1,043 homes. 
They conducted 42 open-air meetings with a total audience of 
approximately 11,000 people. Their 99 indoor meetings attracted 3,697 
attendees.. . An intense schedule of ministry by the League of Nations, the 
school's practical service organization, nearly emptied the campus each 
weekend. (The Consolidation Years, Ministering at Home, para. 2) 
In the academic arena, Niklaus (1983) notes the institute also "scored solid gains in the 
teaching department" (The Consolidation Years, Faculty People of Quality, para. 1). The 
faculty at this time included notable missionaries of the C&MA, as well as several 
prominent lecturers including Dr. Charles Scofield, who was the editor of the Scofield 
Bible, President Charles Blanchard of Wheaton College, and noted far-east missionary 
Dr. Robert Jaffray. 
1940-1960: Moseley's Era 
The 1940s through the1950s became a period of expansion for the Institute. 
During this time the institution moved beyond providing one three-year program to 
include programs that would meet the needs of a growing student population. During 
President Moseley's tenure (1940-1958) the Institute purchased more property, and 
underwent a curriculum revision in order to seek institutional accreditation. Many of the 
changes to the institution during this time occurred due to the influx of GIs returning 
home from the Second World War. A current administrator notes of the time: 
After World War I1 with the return of so many GIs even to this institution 
the school became chartered by the Board of Regents of the State of New 
York and pursued Middle States Accreditation and a liberal arts program. 
And that really happened because of the end of World War I1 and the 
return of so many GIs. (Nyack Administrator, Personal Communication, 
April 17,2007) 
On the academic front these decades were marked by curriculum revisions that led to 
accreditation by New York State in 1946, and a name change from the Missionary 
Training Institute to Nyack Missionary College in 1956 (Niklaus, 1983, The Expansion 
Years). 
During these decades the campus also underwent several construction projects 
which added academic and dormitory space to the campus. A new dormitory for girls 
(Christie Hall) was constructed in 1946. The College also purchased a Tudor style 
mansion (Shumann Hall) which became the administrative headquarters of the institution 
as well as a library. In 1956 Nyack purchased part of the grounds and the old Georgian 
style mansion of Clarkstown Country Club. A story connected to this purchase adds to 
the enduring saga of Nyack's history. An archive manuscript relates the story: 
In the spring of 1956, Eva Moseley, the first lady of the Missionary 
Training Institute (Nyack College) called a taxi and set out on a sacred 
mission. Asking the driver to take are only a block north and wait, she 
boldly entered the formidable gate of Clarkstown Country Club and stood 
on its front lawn. She then prayed, "Oh dear God, you know how much 
the college needs this wonderll  property. I believe that you want us to 
have it, too. I claim it right now for thy work and claim it in faith in Jesus 
name. Amen." ("Bailey Library Historical Buildings Collection", n.d., 
p.9) 
Six months later the property was purchased for $250,000. The purchase of the country 
club property provided new space for the growing college's needs. Student housing 
issues were alleviated when the country club mansion was turned into a men's dormitory, 
and the property grounds became the site of future building projects of the 1960s and 
1970s. 
1960s to 1980s 
With growing enrollments at the institution, the 1960s saw Nyack expand its 
course offerings and programs, as well as continue to add buildings to the campus. Under 
Harold Boon (1958-1975) the 1960s began with the founding of the Jaffray School of 
Missions, which would later become Alliance Theological Seminary. The 1960s also saw 
the construction of a new campus center (Boon Campus Center) as well as a gymnasium 
for the college. 
The 1970s through the 1980s became a time of difficulty for Nyack College. The 
financial situation of growing inflation coupled with a shortage of housing for students in 
the 1970s created difficulties for the school (Niklaus, 2007, The Expansion Years). Low 
enrollments began to affect the tuition driven institution. By the late 1980s and early 
1990s, according to a current faculty member, Nyack's enrollment was down to 600-650 
students, and the institution was in fear of going under financially (Personal 
communication, June 18,2007). During this same period Nyack also received a critical 
report by Middle States in their periodic accreditation review (Nyack Administrator, 
Personal communication, April 17,2007). During this difficult time, however, the 
college's leadership was able to bring about some successful strides for the college. The 
mid-70s saw the fruition a full graduate school of theology (Alliance Theological 
Seminary) on the grounds of Nyack College. And in 1981 Simpson Hall, which had been 
formerly condemned in 1959, was rebuilt on its original foundation and restored to its 
former Victorian glory. 
1993- 2006: Dr. Schroeder 's Presidency 
In October of 1993 Dr. David Schroeder, a C&MA Pastor, became the 1 lth 
president of Nyack. Upon taking the presidents chair Dr. Schroeder began a 12 year 
tenure which many administrators and faculty identify as one of the most crucial and 
vibrant presidencies since A.B. Simpson's time. In coming to Nyack as its President, 
Kageler (2006) notes Schroeder "believed that God had not only a future for the college, 
but a bright future" (p.5). Seeing the need for change in several areas, Schroeder brought 
about policies in which he sought to expand Nyack College back into New York City, 
expand its professional programs, as well as clarify the college's faith identity as it 
headed into the future. 
Growing the institution. Schroeder came to the institution at a time in which, 
according to several interview respondents, the institution was facing some difficult 
challenges. Of this time a faculty participant noted: 
[Schroeder] came to this institution around 1990, when they were really in 
danger of going under, and going bankrupt. And a lot of colleges like 
Nyack in this region, did go under at that time. Berkshire Christian, 
King's College, a number of schools just didn't survive that time. (Personal 
Communication, June 18,2007) 
A perceived lack of focus on mission, low enrollments, insufficient financial resources, 
and a critical accreditation review found the institution in need of some serious changes. 
In responding to these difficulties, Schroeder set out a plan that he felt would meet the 
needs of a changing time. In the first place, Schroeder noted the need for an expansion of 
the student body. In the words of one faculty participant: "When Schroeder came in, he 
said you cannot exist as a 650 student body institution any longer. He said, we have to 
have 6,000 students by the year 2010, and that's what he set out to do" (Personal 
Communication, June 18,2007). By the time he left Nyack, Schroeder had grown the 
student body to over 3,000 students. 
Going back to the ci& and beyond. Seeing the need for expansion, Schroeder 
began to emphasize Nyack's unique position as the only CCCU institution in the 
Metropolitan New York area. He commented early on in his presidency: "What college 
can better prepare students to minister to the needs of the church in the 21st century then 
Nyack with its involvement in America's largest and most ethnically diverse city, its 
culturally rich student body and its strong program of biblical instruction?"(Dueck, 1996, 
p.17). With this perspective in mind Schroeder began to investigate possible locations 
for a satellite campus in Manhattan. Noting the change that came over Nyack during this 
time, a faculty participant commented: "And David came in, and one of the things he did 
was he turned our vision back toward the city, and he started a satellite campus down in 
New York City right in Manhattan, and he started intentionally going after Dr. Simpson's 
vision for the city" (Personal communication, June 18,2007). In focusing on New York 
City and having concern for a more diverse Nyack, Schroeder connected very much to 
the Christian ideals A.B. Simpson had espoused in his own day. A faculty participant 
related a story that exemplifies this, asserting: 
Schroeder said one time -- "The reason that we are into diversity at Nyack 
is not because it's the 'in thing', it's because when day we're going to sit 
down at the wedding feast of the Lamb, and there's going to be people 
there not only from every race and ethnicity, but from every intellectual 
level." He said: ''that's going to be kingdom living." (Personal 
communication, June 18,2007) 
Through Schroeder's desire to reconnect to the City, The New York Center for 
Christian Studies was opened in downtown Manhattan as an extension program of Nyack 
College in 1995. In 1996 the extension program was renamed the Lower Manhattan 
Extension. In 1997 the extension was renamed again to Nyack College, Manhattan 
Center, becoming the second regional campus of the college in addition to the one on the 
hillside in Nyack (Eastman, 2006, p. 3). 
In addition to the site campus opened in Manhattan, Nyack College under 
Schroeder's leadership subsequently opened several extension sites beyond New York 
City. By 2000, Alliance Theological Seminary (ATS) had begun "a small [ATS] branch 
campus in San Juan, Puerto Rico, an extension site in Butler, Pennsylvania [site since 
closed due to budgeting restraints] and an extension site in Kiev, Ukraine"("Midd1e 
States Periodic Review", 2005, p. 5). At these three ATS sites, Nyack began to offer 
graduate degree programs in theology and ministry. By 2005 Nyack reported to Middle 
States the addition of extension sites in Washington, DC and Dayton, Ohio, and Redding 
California (site since closed due to budget restraints). These sites were opened primarily 
for the purpose of "serving working adult populations through the undergraduate degree 
completion program (Bachelor of Science in Organizational Management) and through 
several graduate degree programs" ("Middle States Periodic Review", 2005, p. 16). 
Subsequent to the 2005 Middle States report another extension site was started in Albany, 
New York. 
Through its reconnection to New York City and its extension sites beyond, 
Schroeder's Nyack experienced steady and continuous growth throughout the course of 
his presidency. By the fifth year of Schroeder's term Quinn (1999) was able to conclude: 
It's been said that Nyack College has experienced its own 'Back to the 
Future' adventure during the past two years. A renewed vision of the 
college's role as the only accredited Christian college in the Metropolitan 
New York area has sewed as Nyack's 'time machine.' Nyack college is 
focusing again on the dreams of its past, and the ensuing journey has been 
an adventure.k.5) 
To this Quinn (1999) adds: 
The total number of students enrolled in graduate and undergraduate 
studies at Nyack college in the fall 1998 semester was 1,299.. .This total 
of I, 299 represents a 43% enrollment increase since 1995 and makes 
Nyack College one of the fastest growing Christian colleges in the United 
States. (p.5) 
By 2005 the growth was even more evident due to the opening of Nyack's Manhattan 
campus. Referencing the Manhattan campus, Nyack's reported to Middle States in 2005: 
Since the visit by the Middle States team five years ago, the campus in 
lower Manhattan has grown to over 1,150 students.. . Within four years of 
its founding in 1997, this campus (NYC) came to represent one-third of 
the institution's student body and full-time faculty. ("Middle States 
Periodic Review", 2005, p. 16) 
Movement towards a universiry model. With the growth of two major campus 
sites and several extension sites, Schroeder also brought about a movement of the 
institution to adopting a "University Model" in planning for the future. Still in the 
implementation stages, administrators and faculty still hope Schroeder's plan will 
develop into New York State conferring university status on Nyack within the coming 
decade. As an initial step in this process, Schroeder was made simultaneous President of 
the College and ATS in 2000. Following this, a significant restructuring took place 
which re-organized Nyack College into six schools and four academic divisions: the 
School Arts and Sciences; Alliance Theological Seminary; the School of Business, 
Computer Science and Communications; the School of Education; the School of Music; 
the School of Adult and Continuing Education; the Division of Academic Support 
Services; the Library Division; the Division of Academic Records; and the Division of 
Student Development. Along with this restructuring came a reorganization of 
administrative roles to match the newly formed structure of schools and academic 
divisions ("Middle States Periodic Review", 2005, pp. 9-14). 
Aiding the cause towards University status, Schroeder also oversaw the addition 
of several professional graduate programs to the college's institutional offerings. These 
programs have been well received by prospective students. The year 1999 saw the 
addition of a Master of Arts program in Counseling, which was the college's first 
graduate program not in ministry or theology. This was followed by a Master of Science 
program in Inclusive Education in 2001, two Master of Business Administration 
programs in 2002, and a Master of Science program in Organizational Leadership in 2004 
("Middle States Periodic Review", 2005, p. 16). Nyack Middle States report marked the 
success of these programs since their inception, noting: 
The M.A. in Counseling now enrolls over 200 students, the M.B.A. enrolls 
approximately 125, the M S .  in Inclusive Education enrolls 40 and the new 
M S .  in Organizational Leadership has enrolled 25 this spring. Added to 
the enrollment of the masters degrees offered through Alliance 
Theological Seminary, the College now enrolls over 1,000 master degree 
students, one-third of its student body. ("Middle States Periodic Review", 
2005, p. 16) 
ATS restructuring. During Schroeder's presidency ATS also underwent a process 
of "Re-engineering." This process began in 2000 when Dr. Schroeder became ATS 
president. One current administrator describing the process noted: 
We formed focus groups, we talked with denominational officials, people 
at our [C&MA] national office, people on the Board of Directors, which is 
the highest governing body of the Christian Missionary Alliance, we 
talked with pastors, superintendents, alumni, and current students. And out 
of all of that we were asking how can our Seminary best prepare people to 
minister in Post-Modem America? --both here in the states and overseas, 
cross culturally. And as a result of that we have gone through fairly 
extensive revisions of our curriculum, both in our M.Div. program, and in 
our Masters of professional Studies curriculum, and we have also made 
changes with our M.A. Program in Old Testament and New Testament. 
(Personal communication, April 16,2007) 
New programming at ATS provided several new courses which focused on the 
more practical ends of ministry. Speaking of the Seminary's M.Div program, one current 
administrator noted the new curriculum also connects in stronger ways to college's 
mission. He noted: 
We have 16 courses, and we have 4 tracks that people can choose - 
Church Development, which is really designed for people going into 
North American pastoral ministry, Missions-- which fits in with the 
historic mission of both the College and the Seminary -- Urban studies, 
and then the more traditional track, which is the Bible and Theology track. 
So we have tried to maintain the best of the old traditional approach, with 
the emphasis on the Biblical languages and Bible and theology, but also 
allow for students who are so inclined to study conflict resolution and 
those sorts of things. (Personal communication, April 16,2007) 
Articulating mission and vision. In refocusing Nyack's vision Schroeder also took 
up the task of devising several documents focused on articulating the institution's mission 
and foundational principles more fully. In October of 2004 Nyack adopted a Mission 
Statement and set of "Core Values" that sought to clearly articulate what it valued as an 
institution. A faculty participant commenting on the genesis of the Core Values noted: 
David Schroeder, before he left -- about a year before he left -- looked at 
what God had done, looked at what we had been accomplishing, and he 
put down five core values not on what we want to be, but what we 
are.(Personal communication, June 18, 2007) 
An administrator describing the same process commented: 
Towards the end of Dr. Schroeder's presidency, we went and wrote these 
five core values down, and basically told him -"These five things may be 
the most important thing you did for this institution." Because we wrote 
down what had been going on here for decades, for our entire existence. 
Not only did he do that -- but he got our trustees to say: "This is who we 
will be! We will hire the next president who is committed to these values, 
and we will make decisions as an administration and we will empower 
administrators who embrace these. (Personal communication, April 17, 
2007) 
To members of the Nyack community, the core values put forth by the College became 
both a testament to Schroeder's presidency, and the fullest expression of what Nyack 
seeks to be 125 years after A.B. Simpson began the school on a stage of a New York City 
theater. The Core Values read: 
Nyack College seeks to exalt Jesus Christ and fulfill its mission by being: 
Socially Relevant -- Preparing students to serve in ministerial, educational, 
healing and community-building professions. Academically Excellent -- 
Pursuing academic excellence in the spirit of grace and humility. Globally 
Engaged -- Fostering a global perspective within a multi-ethnic and multi- 
cultural Christian academic community. Intentionally Diverse -- Providing 
educational access and support to motivated students fiom diverse 
socioeconomic backgrounds. Personally Transforming -- Emphasizing the 
integration of faith, learning and spiritual transformation. ("Nyack College 
Core Values", n.d., para. 1) 
End of Dr. Schroeder 'spresidency.In 2006 Dr. Schroeder's presidency drew to a 
close, but the changes and impact of his presidency were deeply felt by the community 
which he had served for little over a decade. Ronald Eastman, The Chairman of Nyack's 
Board of Trustees, described Schroeder's contribution at the time by commenting: 
The presidency of Dr. Schroeder will be recalled by historians as one of 
the strongest in the history of the institution. His sense of vision for the 
institution and courage in it moving fonvard with that vision truly places 
him among the top leaders in the almost 125 year history of the 
school.. .During the past dozen years, the college and seminary have 
grown from 1,000 to over 3,000 students, located in the United States, 
Puerto Rico and Ukraine. During his tenure, Dr. Schroeder oversaw the 
development of a number of new graduate programs in culture shaping 
fields, the establishment of the branch campus in New York City (truly a 
pioneer operation for a Christian liberal arts college) and extension sites in 
date in Dayton Ohio, Washington, DC, and Albany, New York. We have 
seen the growth of the Christian educational community that has received 
national recognition for its diversity. (Eastman, 2006, p. 2) 
Present Institutional Setting 
As the 125th year dawned as an institution, Nyack College began a new chapter in 
its institutional life with the April 2007 inauguration of Dr. Michael Scales. Dr. Scales is 
no stranger to Nyack College, having served as the institution's Vice President for 
Enrollment and Marketing prior to Dr. Schroeder's departure. Upon taking office in the 
Spring of 2007, Dr. Scales hearkened back to the founding mission of A.B Simpson had 
for the college, while looking'towards Nyack's future. In setting the tone for his 
presidency Dr Scales in his inauguration address asserted: 
Nyack seeks to be Academically Excellent, Globally Engaged, 
Intentionally Diverse, Socially Relevant, and Personally Transforming. 
Although we only articulated these core values in recent years, it is clear 
that these values have accompanied our vision since the beginning. The 
burning question then, is how do we best live out these values? In 1904, 
the founder of this school stood before a great assembly and concluded, 
"A university alone can fill the demand." Today, I stand before you and I 
repeat these words. A university alone can fill the demand. If Nyack is to 
be as Academically Excellent, Globally Engaged, Intentionally Diverse, 
Socially Relevant, and as Personally Transforming as our mission 
demands that we be in this generation, Nyack must do so as a university. 
("Inauguration Address of Dr. Michael Scales", 2007, Personally 
Transforming, para. 10) 
In seeking to continue to into future in light of its past, Nyack presently puts forth 
the following Mission Statement: 
Nyack College, a Christian liberal arts college of The Christian and 
Missionary Alliance, seeks to assist students in their spiritual, intellectual, 
and social formation, preparing them for lives of service to Christ and His 
church and to society in a way that reflects the Kingdom of God and its 
ethnic diversity. ("Nyack Undergraduate Catalogue," n.d., p. 4) 
In seeking to fulfill this mission, Nyack provides both graduate and undergraduate 
programs at its two main campuses as well as at the various satellite programs mentioned 
in the preceding sections. The campus in Nyack, still fondly referred to as "The 
Hillside," occupies 120 acres overlooking the Hudson River Valley on which sit 38 
various academic, office, and dormitory buildings. Nyack campus buildings are spread 
throughout the rolling hillside, most of which were constructed in the post-World War I1 
era. The administrative buildings of the University are still housed in the renovated 
1930s Tudor Mansion "Sky Island" which was purchased by the college in the 1950s. 
Among the buildings on the lower part of the hillside is Moseley Hall, which was the 
former clubhouse of the Clarkstown Country Club. The New York City Campus site 
occupies a rented building on 5th Ave two blocks north of the City Hall. All extension 
sites of the college both here in the states and abroad are also rented by the institution. 
Doctrinal statement and lifestyle commitments. In addition to providing a faith- 
informed mission statement, and a set of core values that explain the foundational 
principles of the institution, the college requires it members to adhere to several faith 
commitments in order to become a member of the institutional community. All students 
applying to the institution are required to write an essay on the role faith plays in their 
life, as well as describe their relationship to Jesus Christ ("Application of Admission, 
Nyack College," n.d., p. 3). All members of the community must also sign a doctrinal 
statement of faith as part of their membership to the institution. Nyack's statement of 
faith can be found in Appendix F. In addition, students and faculty are also required to 
agree to a lifestyle statement in which they agree to uphold certain Christian values of 
living while they are residing at Nyack. The lifestyle commitment statement can also be 
found in Appendix F. The institution stresses that both of these agreements are crucial in 
maintaining a Christian identity for the college, as well as promoting high Christian 
ideals throughout the community. The Nyack Student Handbook (n.d.) expresses this 
most clearly asserting: 
Nyack College is a Christian liberal arts college committed to a Christian 
lifestyle that is in line with Biblical standards. In pursuit of truth and 
preparation for service, Nyack challenges students to develop a personal 
value system of ethics and behavior that will be glorifying to God and 
most effective in drawing others to Christ. @. 41) 
Students and faculty. In the Fall of 2006 Nyack had a total of 3,178 students 
enrolled in the institution's various academic programs. A breakdown of enrollment by 
site and program types can be found in Table 13 below. 
Table 13 
Nyack Enrollment Fall, 2006 
Programs Enrollment % of Total 
Enrollment 
Traditional 905 28.5 
Undergraduate 
(Rockland Campus) 
Traditional 707 22.2 
Undergraduate (NYC 
Campus) 





TOTAL 3,178 100.0 
Note: From "Nyack College Profile" (n.d.) notes figures 
presented above are Nyack's enrollment figure for Fall 2006. 
Table 13 reveals that 50.7% of the institution's student population are in traditional 
undergraduate programs. The table also shows that Alliance Theological Seminary 
students makeup a large contingency in the institution as well with 23.2% of Nyack's 
total student population being seminarians. 
As numerous administrators and faculty alluded to in the course of interviews, 
Nyack's student body is extremely diverse in its composition. Utilizing data provided by 
Nyack College Factbook (2006), Table 14 provides a breakdown of the undergraduate 
student body by Gender and Ethnicity from 2001 -2005. And Table 15 provides a 
breakdown of the college's undergraduate population according to religious 
denominational affiliation for the Fall of 2005. 
Table 14 
Nyack College Undergraduate Enrollment By Gender and Ethnicity 2001 -2005 
Fall Term 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. Yo 
Male 753 39.7 813 40.9 835 40.4 822 40.0 797 39.3 
Female 1144 60.3 1177 59.1 1234 59.6 1234 60.0 1233 60.7 
Total 1897 100.0 1990 100.0 2069 100.0 2056 100.0 2030 100.0 
Ethnicity 
Non- 94 5.0 84 4.2 78 3.8 105 5.1 99 4.9 
Resident 
Alien 
Asian 135 7.1 127 6.4 130 6.3 115 5.6 115 5.7 
Black, Non- 504 26.6 593 29.8 642 31.0 722 35.1 716 35.3 
Hispanic 
Hispanic 433 22.8 427 21.5 438 21.2 429 20.9 390 19.2 
White,Non- 691 36.4 708 35.6 705 34.1 615 29.9 615 30.3 
Hispanic 
Native 2 .I 2 .I 7 .3 2 .I 5 .2 
American 
Multi-Racial 33 1.7 39 2.0 35 1.7 58 2.8 64 3.2 
Unknown 5 .3 10 .5 34 1.6 10 .5 26 1.3 
Total 1897 100.0 1990 100.0 2069 100.0 2056 100.0 2030 100.0 
Note: From Nyack College Fact Book (2006), p. 12-13. 
Looking at the data provided in Table 14, Nyack's student diversity can be seen 
on several levels. In the first place, from 2001-2005, the female students consistently 
accounted for 60 % of the institution's total student enrollment. In addition, Table 14 
reveals that in 2005 69.7% of the institution's student body were of a non-white, ethnic 
/minority background. This percentage has steady increased from 2001, when 63.6% 
were of a non-white, ethnidminority background. While slight fluctuations have taken 
place amidst Non-Resident Alien, Asian, Native American, and multiracial populations 
from 2001-2005, Table 14 reveals a steady increase in the numbers of BlackNon 
Hispanic students during this period. Black, non Hispanic enrollment went from 504 
students in 2001 (26.6 % of students enrolled) to 716 students in 2005 (35.3% of students 
enrolled). This is an increase of 8.7%. During the same period Table 14 reveals a steady 
decrease in the number of White, non-Hispanic students at the institution. The White, 
non-Hispanic population decreased from 691 students in 2001 (36.4 % of students 
enrolled) to 615 students in 2005 (30.3% of students enrolled). This represents a 6.1% 
decrease in the number of White, non-Hispanic students. Table 14 finally shows that the 
institution's Hispanic student population has decreased steadily as well over this period, 
but not to the same extent as the institution's White, non-Hispanic population. During 
this period the number of Hispanic students decreased from 433 in 2001 (22.8% of 
students enrolled) to 390 (19.2% of students enrolled; a decrease of 3.6%). 
Table 15 
Nyack Enrollment by Denominational Aflliation Undergraduate and Graduate, FUN 
Religious Affiliation Undergraduate Graduate Total 
# % # % # % 
Advent Christian 4 0.2 - - 4 0.1 
African Island Church - - 2 0.2 2 0.1 
African Methodist 5 0.2 6 0.6 11 0.4 
Episcopal 
Anglican 2 0.1 1 0.1 3 0.1 
Apostolic 5 0.2 14 1.4 19 0.6 
Assembly of God 65 3.4 49 4.6 113 3.8 
Baptist 253 12.5 110 11.3 363 12.1 
Bible Fellowship 4 0.2 2 0.2 6 0.2 
Brethren 6 0.3 3 0.3 9 0.3 
Christian Missionary 211 10.4 156 16.1 367 12.2 
Alliance 
Religious Affiliation Underaaduate Graduate Total 
# % # % # Yo 
Christian Church 0.3 8 0.8 14 0.5 
Christian Reformed 
Church of Christ 
Church of God 
Congregational 
Covenant 















Religious Affiliation Undergraduate Graduate Total 












Seventh Day Adventist 
Wesleyan 
Non- Christian Religious Affiliation 
Judaism 5 0.2 2 0.2 7 0.2 
Muslim 2 0.1 2 0.2 4 0.1 
Undesignated 129 6.4 59 6.1 188 6.3 
Affiliation 
TOTAL 2030 100.0 970 100.0 3000 100.0 
Note: From Nyack College Fact Book (2006), p. 22. 
A reading of Table 15 shows that Nyack's student body is made up of students coming 
from 44 different Christian faith denominations and two non-Christian belief traditions. 
Of special note 367 students come fiom the institution's sponsoring denomination, the 
Christian and Missionary Alliance. Therefore 12.2% of all students are fiom sponsoring 
denomination. 
Interviews with administrators and faculty revealed that Nyack's diversity was 
identified by all 13 respondents as one of its strongly distinctive and desirable features. In 
the words of some of the respondents: 
Well, we like to think that what we do here is a better reflection of what the 
Kingdom of God is all about-What its going to be like when we get to 
heaven.. .There is going to be people from every nation, tongue, and tribe, 
and what better place than New York City, the Metropolitan New York to, 
experience that. (Nyack Administrator, personal communication, April 17, 
2007) 
And here, we just have an enormously diverse population, and 
especially our campus in the city, just really ministers to minorities, Korean, 
Black, Hispanic.. .just huge. (Nyack Faculty Member, personal 
communication, June 18,2007) 
Down here [NYC], the number one thing that's unique is its 
diversity. We have maybe 5% white people -- the rest are brown, black, 
and yellow, so to speak, and we have a great time with that. (Nyack Faculty 
Member, personal communication, June 28,2007) 
It's a very diverse community, and it has that in its history too, and I 
think that's also very unique, because it was founded as a missionary 
institute. Its primary focus has always been others oriented, you know, 
people like us, but also not like us.. . So that history has sort of evolved the 
institution into sort of a community where yeah you do teach students from 
Zimbabwe, from France, Germany, Wales, Australia, Ecuador, Guatemala - 
- all kinds of places -- And that is embraced and welcomed here. (Nyack 
Faculty Member, personal communication, June 26,2007) 
Realizing a commitment to serving inner city populations and large populations of 
students from low income families, the College tries it best to keep tuition reasonable 
(Personal communication, April 17,2007). Table 16 shows tuition for full-time 
undergraduate students for the Fall Terms of 2001 -2005. 
Table 16 
Nyack College Undergraduate Tuition, Fall Term 2001-2005 (Per Semester) 
Base Tuition $9,740 $10,195 $10,650 $11,020 $1 1,575 
(Full-time enrolled 
Resident) 
Note: From Nyack College Fact Book (2006), p. 39. 
Over the period of 2001-2005, the cost of tuition increased from $9,740 a semester to 
$1 1,575 a semester. This increase of $1,835 a semester represents an increase of 15.9% 
over this 5 year period. 
The 3,000 students of Nyack College are served in their various academic 
programs by a 296 faculty members. The faculty is made up on 160 full time resident 
faculty and 136 adjunct faculty. Table 17 provides a breakdown of faculty by rank, 
degree, gender, and ethnicity for the Fall 2005 semester. 
Table 17 
Nyack College Faculty by Rank, Degree, and Ethnicitj, Fall 2005 
Fall Term Resident Total 
Instructional Administrative Resident Adjunct Total 
Faculty Facultv Facultv ~ ~ c u l t y  Faculty 
No. % No. Yo No. % No. % No. Yo 
Total 106 100.0 54 100.0 160 100.0 136 100.0 296 100.0 
Headcount 
Rank 
Professor 24 22.6 -- -- 24 15.0 -- -- 24 8.1 
Associate 30 28.3 -- -- 30 18.8 -- -- 30 10.1 
Assistant 33 31.1 -- -- 33 20.6 -- -- 33 11.1 
Instructor 18 17.0 -- -- 18 11.3 -- -- 18 6.1 
Without 1 .9 54 100.0 55 34.5 136 100.0 191 64.5 
Degree 
Doctorate 67 63.2 16 29.6 83 51.9 38 27.9 121 40.9 
Masters 39 36.8 31 57.4 70 43.8 59 43.4 129 43.6 
Bachelor -- -- 4 7.4 4 2.5 14 10.3 18 6.1 
Certificate -- -- 2 3.7 2 1.3 2 1.5 4 1.4 
Non- -- -- 1 1.9 1 .6 -- -- 1 .3 
Degree 
-- -- -- -- -- -- 23 16.9 23 7.8 
Unknown 
Gender 
Fall Term Resident Total 
Instructional Administrative Resident Adjunct Total 
Facultv Facultv Facultv ~&ul tv  Facultv 
No. % No. % No. % No. % No. % 
Male 68 64.2 18 33.3 86 53.8 84 61.8 170 57.4 
Female 3 8 35.8 36 66.7 74 46.2 52 38.2 126 42.6 
Ethnicity 
Asian 12 11.3 5 9.3 17 10.6 18 13.2 35 11.8 
Black Non- 15 14.2 15 27.8 30 18.8 21 15.4 51 17.2 
Hispanic 
Caucasian 66 62.3 27 50.0 93 58.1 76 55.9 169 57.1 
Hispanic 12 11.3 7 13.0 19 11.9 9 6.6 28 9.5 
Unknown 1 .9 -- -- 1 .6 12 8.8 13 4.4 
Note: From "Nyack College Fact Book" (2005), p. 33. 
In the way of faculty rank, Table 17 reveals that the 160 full-time resident faculty 
members account for 54.5% of the total number of Nyack faculty. The remaining 45.5% 
of faculty members hold adjunct status. Thirty-five and one half percent of the total 
faculty hold a rank of Instructor or above (Assistant Professor, Associate Professor, or 
Professor). Amidst Full-time resident faculty 65.5% of faculty members hold a rank of 
Instructor or above, leaving 34.5% of full-time faculty without rank. In terms of terminal 
degrees received, 40.9% of all faculty members hold doctoral degrees in their respective 
field (5 1.9% of Resident Faculty and 27.9% of Adjunct Faculty respectively). 
Looking at the data regarding gender and ethnicity, Table 17 gives very clear 
evidence of diversity in the composition of Nyack's faculty. Table 17 reveals that 42.6% 
of Nyack faculty members are women (46.2% of resident faculty and 38.2% of adjunct 
faculty respectively). In addition, 43.9% of all Nyack faculty members are non- 
Caucasian (42.9 % of Resident Faculty and 44.1% of Adjunct Faculty respectively). Of 
the 42.9% of full-time faculty members that are not of Caucasian ethnicity, almost 30% 
(27.8%) are Black, non Hispanic. 
Administration and governance. Nyack College is served by seven academic 
officers of the College, 10 Deans of the schools and academic divisions, and a total staff 
of 138 full-time employees. At present Nyack College is comprised of six schools: The 
College of Arts and Sciences, Alliance Theological Seminary, the School of Business, 
Computer Science and Communications, the School of Education, the School of Music 
and the School of Adult and Continuing Education. In addition, the college is also 
served four academic divisions: Academic Support Services, the Library, Academic 
Records and Student Development. These various administrators oversee an institutional 
budget of $40 million ("Middle States Periodic Review"). 
Curriculum andprograms. In the academic arena, Nyack students participate in 
four associate degree programs, 36 bachelor degree programs and 12 graduate degree 
programs, with "degrees being offered in the liberal arts and the professions" ("Middle 
States Periodic Review," 2005, p.3). A listing of the present degrees program can be 
found in Appendix F. Nyack educational programs are committed to a vision of 
education focused on the liberal arts in the context of Christian faith perspectives. Along 
these lines the Nyack Undergraduate Catalogue states: 
Nyack College is committed to providing its students a broad education 
based upon the liberal arts and rooted in the historic Christian faith. Thus 
Nyack College is a Christian liberal arts college dedicated to pursuing, 
integrating, communicating, and applying truth.. .Nyack College is 
committed to the PURSUIT of truth in God's Word and God's world. 
Nyack College's holistic approach to truth is foundational to its 
commitment to PREPARE students for service. This preparation occurs in 
its liberal arts and professional programs. We acknowledge a special 
responsibility to prepare vocational and lay Christians.. .who communicate 
truth in ways consistent with God's Word and relevant to God's world. 
("Nyack Undergraduate Catalogue", p.5) 
While emphasizing its commitment to a Christian worldview, the college is also 
committed to providing sound academic programs. Nyack's academic programs are 
accredited by such agencies as the Middle States Association, the National Association of 
Schools of Music, the Association of Theological Schools, the National Council for the 
Accreditation of Teacher Education and the Council for Social Work Education ("Middle 
States Periodic Review, 2005", p. 3). In addition to the programs already provided by the 
college, a BSN program in nursing is in the process of being launched. Nyack is also in 
the early stages of planning doctoral programs in Ministry, Psychology, Education, and 
Business Administration in order to move closer to New York State's standards for 
taking on university status. 
Chapel and spiritual formation for students. In providing the basis for what 
administrators and faculty refer to as "a vibrant spiritual community," Nyack College 
provides to its student body a weekly Chapel program that seeks to connect students to 
their Christian faith. On Monday, Wednesday, and Friday mornings students stream 
down the hillside to gather on the basketball court of the college's gymnasium to worship 
together as a community of faith. On Sunday evenings a smaller group of students 
gathers for worship in a large auditorium in Pardington Hall. All chapel services were 
once held in Pardington Hall until the capacity of the auditorium did not accommodate 
the institution's entire student body. Nyack emphasizes the importance of chapel 
asserting that: "Chapel is a required piece of every student's education because of the 
value we place on coming together as a community to worship. Our distinctive as a 
Christian college requires that we have special times together where God is lifted up 
among us" ("Chapel, Nyack Campus", n.d., para. 1). Given the great denominational 
diversity of students, Nyack's campus ministry tries to take into account the various faith 
backgrounds of Nyack students when planning chapel services. Along these lines one 
Nyack faculty member noted: 
At Nyack we've got every tribe represented so to speak -- we got every 
denomination represented, and so Linda Walbom and Kelvin Walker our 
campus pastor put together spiritual formation, [and] they have to take into 
consideration all the different backgrounds that are represented, . . . all the 
different streams that are represented. And so we try to bring liturgy in, 
we try to bring art, we try to bring different styles of music. (Personal 
communication, June 18,2007) 
Chapel at Nyack takes the form of students singing contemporary Christian music, 
presentations by notable Christian speakers, or witnesses of faith given by members of 
the college community. Key to bringing together such an eclectic group of students for 
the purpose of worship has been Kelvin Walker, the Campus's Pastor. Describing 
Kelvin's role at the institution, one current administrator shared this perspective: 
Chapel had been an issue because it just . . it's hard to get one that will 
relate to everybody - Some would like this one, some would like that one, 
and others tune out of certain ones. We went through all these gyrations.. . 
"Can we restructure the facility?" "Can we do this? ..." -- So all these 
things we tried to do -"More rules?" -So what we decided was we we 
were going to hire a new pastor who was working with a multicultural, a 
very diverse population in the Allegany, you know, out in Pittsburg area, a 
big, big Church - [With] this man that we hired, its [worship] around the 
personality of Christ himself.. . there's variations of how that worship 
takes place -Many different speakers, but this corporate ability to bring 
everyone around the personality of Christ himself. (Personal 
Communication, April 17,2007) 
In addition to providing time for worship in chapel, students also participate in 
various ministry experiences. The college has several student groups who focus on 
different types of Christian ministry and service. Ministry groups include students who 
assist in programming spiritual formation on campus, students involved in various 
ministries within the local community in New York City, and student groups which go 
abroad for cross cultural international ministry experiences. 
Present strategic goals. As it heads into the future, Nyack has set forth some 
strategic goals which reflect where the institution seeks to go within the next few years. 
As finances and resources are an ever present concern for administrators and faculty 
alike, the development of a significant institutional endowment is a primary concern for 
the college. In addition, the college is committed to the development of programs that 
will lead to becoming a university in the next decade. For its 2005 Middle States review, 
Nyack College put forth a set of strategic initiatives to be carried out for the years 2005 to 
2010 that reflect these concerns and priorities. The goals set forth in report are: 
1. The development of an Advancement Office that capitalizes on the 
institution's growth and dynamism to build a larger donor base and begin 
a capital campaign in 2007. 
2. The creation of a master plan for the development of the Nyack campus. 
The first phase of this plan would be accomplished over this five-year 
period. 
3. The creation of a master plan for the development of the campus in New 
York City and the purchase of a building in New York City to house the 
ever-growing campus there. 
4. A re-engineering of the Seminary to give its curricular and co-curricular 
programs a strong praxis orientation and meet the needs of the C&MA for 
2 1'' century clergy. 
5. The development of two doctoral programs: the Doctorate in Ministry and 
the Doctorate in Psychology. 
6. The development of science programs at the undergraduate level, specifically in 
Nursing and Biology. 
7. Continued enrollment growth in all programs and sites accomplished through an 
aggressive program of marketing and recruitment. ("Middle States Periodic 
Review", 2005, p. 19) 
On both "The Hillside" and in New York City, Nyack College seeks to maintain its 
identity as an institution of the Christian and Missionary Alliance. While being serious 
committed to the mission instilled by A.B. Simpson 125 years ago, Nyack seeks to meet 
the challenges of a new century with its own concerns and institutional challenges. 
Huntington University: Huntington, Indiana 
The Desire of a Denomination 
While the founding of Nyack College is generally attributed to the desire and 
drive of one man, at Huntington University the beginnings of the institution are rooted in 
the broader desire of a denomination to have a college of its own. Located 30 miles 
southwest of Fort Wayne, Indiana, the university is situated on 160 wooded acres in the 
city of Huntington, Indiana. Huntington University can trace its history back to 1897, 
when the United Brethren in Christ, USA (UB) founded Central College as its sole 
institution of higher education. As early as the late 1880s, the UB had expressed a desire 
to found a college for the denomination. By the late 1890s, the denomination had begun 
the process of selecting a location on which to build a school. Pfister (1972) notes of that 
time: 
For nearly a decade the General Board of Education of the Church of the 
United Brethren in Christ had hoped, prayed, anticipated and investigated 
about the establishment of a collegiate institution under its direct control. 
This board had planned in its annual meeting in 1896 to formulate a 
recommendation to present to the 1897 [UB] General Conference, that a 
committee be appointed to definitely solicit from cities and towns that 
were properly situated and that might desire to secure the institution. 
(Chapter I, para. 4) 
In the midst of planning for a new college, UB officials received a proposition which they 
saw as nothing short of miraculous. Pfister (1972) relates: 
Before the Board of Education met in annual session in 1896, an 
unsolicited proposition was received from the Huntington Land 
Association of Huntington, Indiana which made possible the establishment 
of a college in a central geographical location under the control of the 
Board of Education. The college and campus with some funds for 
equipment were a gift to the church so then was no debt involved. 
(Chapter I, para. 5) 
Led by the Rev. Albert Johnson, a UB minister, and several prominent citizens, the 
Huntington Land Association was an organization founded for the purpose of conducting 
community development for the city of Huntington. As part of its vision, the Land 
Association desired to bring a college to the city, and with it greater numbers of UB 
congregants. With these aims in mind, the Land Association offered a simple 
arrangement to the UB. 
The Association proposed to donate to the [UB] Board of Education a 
campus of approximately 25 acres and to erect on this site a first class 
$35,000 structure on the simple condition that the Board would sell 102 
lots to church people outside the city of Huntington, and equip and run a 
college. (Chapter I, para. 7) 
Considering the situation ideal, UB officials agreed to the proposition, and began 
planning for the founding of what would become Huntington University. 
1897-191 7: The Early Years 
With an agreement secure and the selling of the 102 lots underway to UB 
churchgoers, plans were laid for the new college's campus. A 60 acre site was chosen 
for the institution, and plans were drawn up for an impressive three story Victorian 
structure (Becker Hall) to built on the campus for the use of the college. Pfister (1972) 
notes that a 60 acre parcel of land was chosen for the college which was located "just 
outside the north corporation line of the city" (Chapter I, para. 16). At this time the name 
"Central College" was chosen for the institution, due to its central location among local 
UB parishes as well as it ties to the central administration of the UB denomination. 
With a parcel of land selected, work began on the campus. On August 18, 1896 
members of the UB and officials from Huntington's city government gathered on the 
grounds to lay the cornerstone of the college's first building. For United Brethren 
officials the staring of Central College was greeted with enthusiasm for doing greater 
things for God's glory through their own denominational college. For city officials, 
Central College was seen as an institution that would spark further growth of Huntington 
as a city. Along these lines Huntington's Daily Democrat (as cited in Pfister, 1972) 
reported shortly before the ceremonies in August of 1896: 
This new addition to our thriving city is something that all citizens may 
feel proud of. The addition of a well equipped college to the institutions of 
learning which we already possess puts Huntington in the front vanguard 
of progressive cities, and coming as it does simultaneously with the 
location of three new and large factories and a new railroad, places our 
city before the general public in a very favorable light, a light which bodes 
well for the future prosperity and growth. (Pfister, 1972, Founding of 
Huntington (Chapter I, para. 29) 
By June 1, 1897 the building had been completed, and on September 22, 1897 the new 
college was dedicated, with classes beginning the following day. In Central College's 
first year the institution had a net enrollment of 85 students taught by seven faculty 
members. The first graduation took place in 1899, with the college graduating three 
students (Pfister, 1972, Chapter 111, Students, para. 1-2). 
Having been ushered in with great fanfare, Central College slowly gathered 
momentum under the direction of six institutional presidents from 1897-1917. While the 
institution's finances were modest, Central College gathered a steady flow of students 
and over time began to add programs to the curriculum and buildings to the campus. 
From 1897-1917 "The student body averaged 100 during this 20 year period, varying 
from 72 in 1909-1 910 to 143 in 191 5-1916. There were over 200 [that] graduated in the 
20 years, varying from one in 1900 to 28 in 1917" (Pfister, 1972, Chapter 111, Students, 
para. 1-2). 
The campus's spiritual atmosphere was enhanced by the close relationship the 
college had with the UB College Park Church, as well as by various student organizations 
that were formed during these early years. From the college's founding students were 
required to attend daily chapel services as a community. Showing a close connection to 
Collge Park Church, Pfister (1972) asserts that the: "Services for the church were 
conducted in the [college's] administration building because there was no separate church 
structure." In addition, "the minister of the church was frequently designated as the 
college chaplain" (Chapter 11, Students, para. 18). Christian groups also formed at this 
time period that provided opportunities for spiritual focus. A "Young People's Christian 
Association" gathered on Sunday for the purpose of Christian fellowship. A "Ladies 
Missionary Band" and a chorus were formed as well. And a student ministerial society 
was organized by students going into ministry in order for students to share their faith 
experiences (Pfister, 1972, Chapter 11, Students 1 - 18). 
For students attending Central College, the early curriculum offered four 
programs of study. Pfister (1972) notes: 
The college curriculum for the first year listed three courses with 
appropriate degrees: Classical course leading to a Bachelor of Arts degree; 
Scientific course with a Bachelor of Science degree; and Philosophical 
course with a Bachelor of Philosophy degree. A three year Bible course 
was offered under the title of Preachers' Normal planned particularly for 
ministerial candidates. (Chapter 111, Curriculum, para.1) 
Over the course of time the college added courses in business, oratory, and teacher 
preparation. Within the first few years of its founding the college also began a graduate 
department "which conferred master's degrees to those who had received the 
corresponding bachelor degree" (Pfister, 1972, Chapter 111, Curriculum, para. 2). 
With a growing number of programs and steady flow of students, new academic 
buildings were added to the campus. Growing interest in agricultural programs led to the 
construction of an Agricultural Experiment Station on campus in 1914. Pfister (1972) 
notes that due the popularity of agricultural studies: "a portion of the campus was [also] 
used for experiments in planting and another area for animal husbandry" (Chapter 111, 
Buildings, para. 5). In 1916 Central College was also the beneficiary of a generous gift 
when a faculty member donated his home (Livingston Hall) to the college for its use 
(Pfister, 1972, Chapter 111, Buildings, para. 6). 
1917-1941: Between the Wars 
The time between the First and Second World Wars was one of change and 
growth for the college. Change first came in 1917 when Central College was renamed 
Huntington College. This change was made to distinguish the college from other 
institutions throughout the country that had taken the common name of "Central 
College." Other substantial changes were to follow that were directed by four different 
institutional presidents. During these years additions were made to the college's campus 
and curricular offerings were modified as well to meet the changing needs of the college. 
To free up space in the College's administration building that had been taken up by large 
furnaces, a central heating plant was constructed on the campus in 1918. An expansion 
of athletic programs at the college brought about the construction of a gymnasium in 
1920. During these decades the institution also bought several plots of land adjacent to 
the existing campus. Two of the plots had existing houses on the property which were 
immediately put to use by the college. One of the houses (Steman Hall) was turned into a 
student dormitory. The second was remodeled and became the house of the college 
president (Pfister, 1972, Chapter IV, Buildings, para. 1-20). 
Curriculum changes brought an expansion to the college's school year, and an 
organization of the various academic disciples into a set of schools. Pfister (1972) 
describing the re-organization comments: 
The curriculum was organized with the following areas: liberal arts, 
school of education with eight two year programs, theological seminary 
and Bible school with six different courses, school of agriculture, school 
of home economics, conservatory of music, school of art, department of 
public speaking, and academy. (Chapter IV, Curriculum, para. 6) 
Throughout the 1920s and 1930s Huntington also bolstered the credibility of their 
programs through accreditation. In 1925 Huntington's liberal arts program was accredited 
by the State of Indiana. By 1927 state accreditation had been granted to the institution's 
science programs. Finally in 1937 the state granted an accreditation to the college's 
teachers preparation program (Pfister, 1972, Chapter IV, Curriculum, para. 5). 
With the expansion of the college's curriculum and physical plant, came 
measured growth in both the student body and faculty during these interwar years. In the 
way of students, Pfister (1972) notes that the college graduated 474 students over the 
period of 1917-1941, with an average graduation rate of 20 students per y e a  (Chapter IV, 
Students, para. 3). In the way of faculty, the institution employed an average of 15 
professors a year during this period (Pfister, 1972, Chapter IV, Faculty, para. 1). The 
college, however, was not without its problems. Difficulties were especially felt in the 
area of finances as America entered the Great Depression. But despite the difficulties the 
institution managed to sustain itself financially. Pfister (1972) asserts that: "In spite of 
the financial struggle that was experienced the [college's] total net assets increased from 
$63,699.12 in 1917 to $124,075.99 in 1941" (Chapter IV, Finances, para. 4). 
Outside the classroom, students engaged in a whole range of extra-curricular 
activities. In addition to literary societies and organized sports, student activities with a 
Christian identity flourished during these years. Pfister (1972) notes: 
The Y's-the Young Men's Christian Association and the Young 
Women's Christian Association-made a spiritual impact upon the college 
campus. Delegates to the Lake Geneva Assembly profited from contact 
with the spiritual giants who were leaders in the conferences. Fall and 
spring retreats were a vital part of the program. (Chapter 111, Students, 
para.7) 
Pfister (1972) mentions that students also engaged in ministry activities outside the 
college by participating in several volunteer organizations that worked both locally and 
abroad (Chapter 111, Students, para. 8). 
1941-1970 
In 1941 Dr. Elmer Becker became president of Huntington College, and would 
hold that position for 24 years. During the longest presidency in the institutions history, 
Huntington would continue to grow its physical campus, grow in student numbers, as 
well as in the strength of academic programs. In the way of student enrollment growth, 
from 1944 to 1971 the institution went from a student enrollment low of 114 to an 
enrollment high in 1970-71 of 71 1 students (Chapter V, Students, para. 1). Pfister (1972) 
concludes: "The number of graduates grew as the student body increased. There have 
been a total of 1,67 1 graduates between 1942 and 1972. The lowest was nine in 1945 and 
there were 122 in the class of 1972" (Pfister, 1972, Chapter V, Students, para. 2). While 
Pfister (1972) maintains that the educational programs remained fairly stable during these 
decades, the respectability of Huntington academic programs was increased in 1961 when 
the college received full accreditation by the North Central Association of Schools and 
Colleges. 
On the spiritual side of things, the Post World War I1 era saw the emergence of 
several student ministry organizations on the campus. Pfister (1972) notes that another 
fellowship of ministerial students named Clericus was started in 1946. Throughout the 
period students also took part in service projects as "Gospel Volunteers." "Christian 
Service Teams" that sought to do community service also began to become popular 
among students during the end of the 1960s (Pfister, 1972, Chapter V, Students, para. 5). 
Pfister (1972) comments: "Christian Service Teams have drawn a number of young 
people to give of their time and talent. Some teams are active during the school year, 
while others serve during the summer months also" (Chapter V, Students, para.12). 
Under Becker's leadership many building projects were undertaken on campus. 
Growing student populations brought an addition to Livingston Hall in 1943, and the 
construction of a men's dormitory (Milton Wright Memorial Hall) in 1948. The college 
also realized its dream of having a fully updated library in 1959 when it constructed the 
Loew-Alumni Library (Presently the Administration Annex). In 1963 another academic 
Hall was opened (Brenn Hall of Science) for the benefit of the college's science programs 
(Pfister, 1972, Presidents, para. 5). Following Becker's retirement, President E. De Witt 
Baker picked up where his predecessor had left off. The year 1966 saw the addition of a 
women's dormitory (Hardy Hall) to the campus. This was followed in 1967 by the 
acquisition of a 77 acre nature preserve eight miles from campus(Thomhill Nature 
Preserve), which has been used by students ever since for biological and ornithological 
field studies. And in 1968 a Student Union Building was built on the southern lake shore 
of the campus grounds (Pfister, 1972, Chapter V, Buildings, para. 11-15). 
The 1970s 
Little is provided in Huntington's historical literature which documents the life of 
the college in the 1970s. From what can be gathered from the College's centennial 
commemorative, the institution had a steady influx of students through these years, but 
struggled with issues of rising tuition costs, and a need to find expanded sources of 
income (Pfister, 1972, Chapter V, Finances, para. 1). By the late 1970s help in 
Huntington's financial situation came from Orville and Ruth Merillat who provided 
significant contributibns to the institution in building an athletic facility for the college. 
At the time, the $ 1 million gift was "The largest single gift ever received by the College, 
and the first of many generous Merillat gifts that would transform the campus" during the 
1980s ("Huntington College Centennial Alumni Directory," 1997, p. 36). 
1980s: Building "Renaissance" 
Throughout the 1980s the campus underwent significant changes, which one 
history describes as an institutional "Renaissance" ("Huntington College Centennial 
Alumni Directory," 1997, p. 40). During this time many improvements were made to the 
institution's physical plant. During the 1980s "the College's planning focused mainly on 
modernizing facilities" ("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 58). The 
institution's centennial history noted that: "During the 1980's, the campus was 
transformed as 17 facilities were built or significantly remodeled" ("Huntington College 
Centennial Alumni Directory," 1997, p. 40). The capital improvements were primarily 
made through the generous support of a small cadre of large philanthropic donations. 
Facilities added in the 1980s include Baker and Wright Residence Halls, 
Reiff Resource Center at Thornhill Nature Preserve.. .the Richlyn Library, 
the Loew Center, the Forester Village apartments, and a new maintenance 
building. In the late 1980s and early 1990s the College completed the 
Merillat Center for the Arts and the expanded Merillat Center for Physical 
Education and Recreation., the Habecker Dining Commons, the Showen- 
Escher memorial fountain in the large lawn in front of the administration 
building, a carillon in the administration building tower, a new track, and 
major landscaping, signage, and outdoor lighting upgrades ("Huntington 
College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 58). 
While making large strides in the way of capital improvement, Huntington faced 
several institutional challenges during this time. The college's weaknesses can be found 
in several of the criticisms cited by the Higher Learning Commission Review Committee 
in their 1994 evaluation report following an accreditation visit. The committee noted that 
the institution needed a greater student enrollment and a larger base of financial 
contributors in order to support the physical improvements that had been made to the 
campus ("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, pp.27-28). At the time of the 
committee's report the institution had a total enrollment at 578 in 1993. And while the 
institution received significant support from a small group of large contributors, it was 
recommended by accreditation reviewers that the institution employ different 
development strategies to gather a larger base of donor support ("Huntington College Self 
Study Report," 2004, p. 40). 
1991-2007: President Blair Dowden 
In 1991, G. Blair Dowden became president of Huntington College. Coming to 
Huntington from Houghton College, another CCCU institution, President Dowden began 
a 16 year presidency which continues to the present. Taking heed of the institution's 
challenges, President Dowden came to Huntington with a vision for expanding the 
institution, and in the process dealing with the issues of enrollment and financial support. 
By clarifying Huntington's faith identity, by seeking new strategies to expand 
enrollments and programs, and by focusing on building greater financial support for the 
institution, Dowden's tenure has been marked steady progress in bringing his vision to 
reality. 
Directed focus on mission. From the very beginning of his tenure at Huntington, 
Dowden sought to emphasize the "Christ-centeredness" of the Huntington College. 
Administrators and faculty at the institution note that a clear institutional commitment to 
Christ-centered mission has been an enduring hallmark of his presidency. A current 
administrator noted that at the beginning of Dowden's tenure there was "really a 
clarification, and announcement and a priority on behalf of a new president to say - 
'We're going to strengthen the Christo-centricity of this institution"' (Huntington 
Administrator, Personal communication, July 25,2007). A Huntington College 
Magazine article commented in 2001 that throughout Dowden's tenure "The president 
has been vocal in encouraging spiritual vitality and spiritual maturity, taking a visible role 
in leading student groups and talking about those issues on campus and to constituent 
groups" ("Divine Design," 2001, pp. 11). Approaching his 2oth year as President, 
Dowden's commitment is still evident. One faculty member when asked to identify 
individuals who best express the faith-informed mission of the institution commented: "I 
think in terms of keeping that active mission in front of the faculty and the school I think 
President Dowden is the one who does that the most" (Huntington Faculty Member, 
Personal communication, July 23,2007). He went on to conclude: 
I think he keeps that [faith identity] before us.. . . Whenever you hear him 
speak, you know, when he's speaking just to faculty or when he's speaking 
to parents at a registration weekend, he always makes that abundantly 
clear -- that's part of what our mission is. (Huntington Faculty Member, 
Personal communication, July 23,2007) 
In addition to articulating Huntington's commitment to its faith identity, Dowden 
has also implemented policies which embody that commitment. During his tenure 
Dowden has made several decisions which have reflected a re-affirmation of 
Huntington's faith identity as well as have bolstered the spiritual atmosphere of the 
institution. Among the clearest examples, in 1993 Dowden elevated the office of 
Campus Pastor to a cabinet level position. A Huntington CoNege Magazine article at the 
time of his 10th presidential anniversary noted of this decision: 
Among the very conscious efforts to enhance the spiritual environment on 
campus was the addition of the Rev. Bill Fisher as dean of Christian faith 
and life in 1993. Dowden elevated the position to the senior-leadership 
level, making Fisher not only pastor to students but also a key member of 
HC's administrative team. ("Divine Design," 2001, p. 12) 
In addition to this decision, Dowden's leadership was instrumental in reworking 
several key institutional documents in order to more fully clarify the institution's faith 
commitments. The Huntington College SeEfStudy (2004) noted: 
Under the guidance of the Long Range Planning Council (LRPC), the 
Faculty and the Board of Trustees approved a revised mission statement in 
the Spring of 1993. Similar long range planning processes, with long- 
range plans launched in 1996 and 2000, reaffirmed the College's purposes 
and mission. @. 8) 
In addition to revising the mission statement, the institution also amended its institutional 
bylaws and articles of incorporation to better reflect its faith identity in these documents. 
One current administrator describing this action commented: 
When we got to looking at things.. .an interesting thing came up -- most 
of our phraseology and statements about mission and stuff are contained in 
hand books and a variety of documents, but very little of it is really 
codified in a really cohesive, strong way in our bylaws, and very, very 
little in our articles of incorporation. And so we changed that -- we 
actually put qualifications for trustees in our articles of incorporation, and 
so ... -- and it references our statement of faith in that. (Personal 
communication, July 23,2007) 
Growing enrollment. In re-focusing the institution on its Christ-centered mission, 
Dowden also went about making changes to increase enrollment at Huntington. One 
Huntington administrator describing these changes commented: 
Prior to Dr. Dowdens conling to Huntington, our strategy for growth 
was.. .to soften the edges, remove barriers in a sense of what would 
prevent anybody from being interested in a four-year liberal arts 
institution.. . And what happened over the years, as I was told, is the place 
lost its center - it didn't maintain its distinctive Christian mission.. . And 
the turn that was made was a real clarification that we are going to make 
our Christian-ness, if you will, our distinctive that way. [We will] define 
what kind of student would be successful here, and go after that kind of 
student. And be honest about it, up-front about it, -- not in any way 
change or be apologetic -"This is who we are and what were called to be, 
and if you want to get on board this is the place, because we're going to 
go places." (Huntington Administrator, Personal communication, July 25, 
2007) 
With a desire to alter the institution's enrollment strategy, Dowden brought about 
changes to the college's enrollment services staff. Those changes included the 
appointment of a new Dean of Enrollment, Jeff Berggren, in 1993. In gathering students 
to the institution, Berggren's vision for change was clear. A 1998 Huntington College 
Magazine article noted that Berggren "felt the college needed to clarify its market niche 
and do more to capitalize on its 'distinctiveness"' ("Heeding the Message," 1998, p. 8). 
With this focus in mind he told his staff: "Let's be more upfront and open about our 
Christian background. Instead of trying to compete directly against large state 
universities, we should position Huntington College alongside other private Christian 
schools. That's the market in which were naturally competitive" ("Heeding the 
Message," 1998, p. 8). With Berggren's shift in focus, "A comprehensive plan was 
developed in 1994 with changes in admissions, development, and public relations" 
("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 28). The plan brought about changes 
in personnel, as well as went about public relations campaigns which emphasized the 
faith identity of the institution. 
With this re-emphasis on Huntington's faith commitments, Dowden's Huntington 
has experienced significant improvements in enrollment during his tenure. By 1998 the 
institution reported significant enrollment increases. The Huntington CoNege Magazine 
reported: 
Using a mixture of high-tech strategies and personal involvement, 
recruiters emphasize the twin characteristics of a Huntington college 
education -- academic leadership and spiritual vitality. The message is 
spreading, and enrollment is exploding. Though numbers are not yet final, 
the 1998 freshman class seems poised to set another enrollment record, 
moving HC steadily towards the institution's goal of growing to a student 
body of a thousand students. ("Heeding the Message," 1998, p. 7) 
By 2001 the goal of 1,000 students enrolled had been met. Giving a perspective across 
Dowden's entire presidency, the Huntington College Selfstudy Report (2004) relates: 
[Huntington's] Enrollment grew from under 600 (headcount) in 1993 to 
around 1000 in recent years.. . Huntington College's enrollment (as 
expressed in total fall headcount) has risen 70% since 1993 to over 1000 
for two years and then slightly down to 980 this fall." (p. 3) 
To meet the needs of growing enrollments, two new residence halls (Miller and Meadows 
Hall) were added to the campus in 1999 ("Huntington College Self Study Report", 2004, 
p. 45). 
Expansion ofprograms. In addition to an emphasis on faith identity, Huntington's 
growing enrollment has also been aided by an increase in academic program offerings at 
the institution during Dowden's tenure. Among the most successful has been the EXCEL 
program started by the College in 1993. Under Dowden's leadership, the institution 
began EXCEL as an accelerated degree program for adult learners. Describing EXCEL, 
the Huntington College SelfStudy (2004) notes: 
EXCEL, an accelerated degree program for adult learners, offers both a 
bachelors degree program and an associate degree program in 
organizational management ... Additionally, the EXCEL program offers 
Core Curriculum and elective courses (both for credit and noncredit) for 
EXCEL students and members of the community. EXCEL has enrolled 
over 30 cohorts, with most cohorts moving through the program in 18 
months. (p. 51) 
Since its inception, EXCEL has recorded steady program growth. In 2004 the institution 
reported: "EXCEL enrollment has gone from 47 in 1994 to 103 in 2002" ("Huntington 
College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 52). The success of the program has continued with 
141 students enrolled in by the fall of 2007 ("Huntington University Announces Record 
Enrollment", 2007, para. 2). The success of EXCEL has led the institution to open up 
two satellite locations for the purpose of offering program classes. An EXCEL extension 
site was opened in Columbia City, Indiana in 2005, and in Wabash, Indiana on 
September 5, 2007 ("EXCEL Program to Hold Ceremony in Columbia City," 2005; 
"EXCEL Program Celebrates New Wabash Site," 2007). 
In addition to EXCEL, the Huntington College SelfStudy Report (2004) noted the 
addition of several new academic programs, as well as the expansion of several existing 
ones. The early 1990s saw new programs launched in: "broadcasting, digital film studies, 
not-for-profit and small business concentrations, environmental science, church music, 
graphic design, technical theatre, exercise science, special education, and overseas 
opportunities ("Huntington College Self Study Report", 2004, p. 121). The college also 
experienced program growth in several existing areas including Ministry and Missions, 
Communications, and Theatre. ("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 42). 
Since the publication of the self study, Huntington has also launched a nursing program. 
The program was accredited by the Indiana Board of Nursing in July of 2007, and began 
its first cohort in the Fall of 2007 ("Board Votes to Grant Initial Accreditation for 
Nursing," 2007). 
Huntington's academic programs have also been strengthened by outside 
accreditation reviews. Huntingtods teacher education program received NCATE 
accreditation in 1993, which was renewed in 2000. In 2000, the college's music 
programs were also accredited by the National Association of Schools of Music 
("Huntington College Self Study Report", 2004, p. 7). 
Expandingfinancial support. With growing enrollments and an expansion of 
programs, Dowden's Huntington has also benefited from strong increases in financial 
giving at the institution. In 2000 Huntington College launched a $37 million capitol 
campaign known as the "Fund for Excellence." The campaign was started in order to 
build a new science building, as well as to provide support for several other major 
institutional projects. By March 2002 the "Fund for Excellence" had met its goal of $37 
million ("Huntington College Self Study Report", 2004, p. 45). By 2004 Huntington 
administrators were able to report: 
[The]"Fund for Excellence" brought in gifts and pledges totaling close to 
$50 million; this was $13 million more than the goal of $37 million. In 
fiscal year 2003, alumni giving was at an all-time high ($550,000), overall 
gift giving was the third highest ever ($7.2 million), and gift income from 
estates was the second highest ever ($980,000). Trustees, faculty, staff, 
and others have pledged nearly $2.5 million toward gifts that will be 
matched by Lilly Endowment initiatives. ("Huntington College Self Study 
Report", 2004, pp. 6-7) 
Through the success of the campaign the college tripled its endowment and made several 
construction projects possible on campus. Through the generosity of "Fund for 
Excellence" donors, construction of a new science building (Science Hall) was 
undertaken and completed in 2002 free of any institutional debt. In addition, the existing 
Loew-Brenn Hall, which houses the humanities, underwent renovation in 2003 
("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 13). 
Weathering challenges in 2003 and 2004. While Dowden has overseen many 
positive institutional strides during his tenure, Dowden's leadership was also essential in 
weathering two major challenges in 2003 and 2004 connected to Huntington's 
relationship with the United Brethren. During this period of time the relationship 
between Huntington College and the UB was tested through two separate events which 
presented very difficult challenges for the institution. 
In 2003 and 2004 a controversy arose between the UB and the college over the 
writings of a faculty member, Dr. John Sanders. Dr. Sanders, a professor of Philosophy 
and Religion, published several books that "challenge[d] standard evangelical views of 
God and interpretations of the Bible" ("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, 
pp.68-69). His works caused much controversy in the United Brethren as Professor 
Sanders had direct influence on educating future UB pastors and congregants. Many UB 
officials deemed Sanders' theological positions unacceptable, and not in conformity with 
UB doctrine. On the side of the college, Dr. Sanders was a well respected member of the 
community, who was held in high esteem by administrators, faculty, and students alike. 
Due to these difficulties a tense discussion ensued between the Huntington and the UB 
regarding the position of Dr. Sanders on the faculty. The major issues of the discussion 
focused around "Questions concerning academic freedom, interpretation of the 
institutional statement of faith, and influencing future pastors in the United Brethren 
denomination" ("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 69). As Sanders was a 
well-respected member of the institution, the college was placed in a difficult position. ' 
The Huntington College SelfStudy Report (2004) noted: 
The challenge for the College was to protect academic freedom and 
proceed toward giving the faculty member the job security and status that 
his scholarship and teaching deserved while fully listening to voices in the 
church expressing deep concern about his beliefs and theology. The dean, 
the president, the Faculty Appointments and Tenure Committee, the Bible 
and Religion faculty, and many others worked on compromise proposals, 
attended church meetings, and attended regional and national 
denominational meetings to make sure the perceived wedge between the 
church and college was not exacerbated. (p. 224) 
After much discussion that received both local and national attention, and 
following intercessions by many on his behalf, Dr. Sanders' place on the faculty was not 
secured. The Board of Trustees voted in November 2004 to terminate Sanders' contract, 
and at the end of the Spring 2005 semester he left the institution. As expected, the 
decision was not one which many in the university wanted, and the decision was not well 
received in many quarters. A Huntington faculty member noted that the termination of 
Sanders: 
created some tension, and also raised the question here internally inside of 
the college -- "What exactly is our relationship with the denomination?" -- 
this professor had strong support for the academic leadership here -- the 
departmental level, the Dean, the president, all supportive of his being 
here, yet on the church side, through the Board of Trustees, his contract 
was terminated. (Personal communication, July 25,2007) 
While the faculty member asserted that tensions have eased over time, and in many ways 
have been mended between Huntington and the UB, questions still remain and the 
feelings of many are still raw. 
Another difficulty between the College and the denomination arose in 2003 when 
the United Brethren considered merging with another Christian denomination, the 
Missionary Church. While the merger never was made, this time period at Huntington 
was marked by questions regarding the future of the institution in light of an impending 
denominational merger. As the Missionary Church already had a much larger College 
than Huntington (Bethel College in Mishawaka, Indiana), it became uncertain to 
Huntington officials how the merged Churches would deal with two higher education 
institutions. A Huntington faculty member related of the time: 
The denomination explored rather seriously a few years ago joining 
another denomination, which already had its own college -- A fairly small 
denomination. And so that raised questions -- well if the United Brethren 
Denomination joins this other denomination which has its own college, 
then how does Huntington College fit in this mix. And the discussion then 
sort of brought forth here at Huntington "What do we do if this joining 
goes through? Do we continue with this merged denomination? Do we 
become independent?" -- We historically have been a UB College -"what 
happens if UB is no more?'(Personal Communication, July 25,2007) 
For the college, the concern was lifted in 2004 when the UB decided not to pursue 
merging with the Missionary Church. But as with the Sanders incident, the considered 
merger brought tensions between the denomination and the institution to the forefront. 
Moving to university status. Having weathered the denominational challenges 
described above, Dowden's leadership brought the institution to a new milestone in 2005 
by moving Huntington College to university status. In 1995, under Dowden's directive, a 
committee was formed to investigate the possibilities of Huntington College becoming a 
university. At that time the committee made the recommendation that the institution 
remain a college. In 2004 President Dowden sought to revisit the subject and formed a 
new committee with the same purpose. A 2005 Huntington College Magazine article 
noted: 
The task force was asked to survey all segments of the school's 
stakeholders, including current students, faculty and staff, parents, 
prospective students, and the greater Huntington community. Areas of 
research included constituent perceptions, possible effects on enrollment 
and fundraising, marketing plans, naming options, trends in higher 
education, any costs and possible restructuring associated with the change, 
and the effect the change has had on peer institutions that have recently 
made the move from "college" to "university." ("Taking the Next Step," 
2004-2005, p. 12) 
Receiving a positive response from all constituencies to the notion, and finding no statute 
requirements from the State of Indiana barring the move, the committee recommended 
moving to the status of "University." Therefore On October 14, 2004 Huntington's 
Board of ~rus tees  announced that Huntington College would become Huntington 
University, with the name change taking effect on September 1,2005. 
President Dowden was pleased with the name change and the possibilities it 
brought. He commented at the time: "I enthusiastically welcome the Trustees' decision 
to change our name to Huntington University.. .The move reflects what we have already 
become and what we yet will be. The new name celebrates our heritage and positions us 
well for the future" ("Huntington College Will Become a University," 2004, para. 2). 
With the change to University status, however, Dowden was content on keeping 
institutional members focused on the faith-informed identity of Huntington University. 
In his own words: 
While the name of the institution will soon change, many things will stay 
the same. For example, Huntington will always be an institution that 
stresses the Christian faith and the liberal arts as the foundations of its 
educational program. We will always challenge students to integrate faith, 
learning, and service. Faculty will always encourage students to examine 
the implications of God's revelation in Jesus Christ for the academic 
disciplines, their careers, and their personal lives. We will always be a 
campus that prepares men and women to "impact our world for Christ." 
("What's in a Name", 2004-2005, p. 10) 
In keeping with his consistent institutional priorities, Dowden expressed in another press 
release: "Huntington will continue to be an institution that stresses the liberal arts and the 
Christian faith as foundational for our educational program.. .Our name may change; our 
mission will not" ("Huntington College Will Become a University," 2004, para. 4). 
Institutional Impact. Throughout the course of the last two decades, Dowden's 
leadership has significantly impacted Huntington as an institution as evidenced to by the 
preceding discussion. A focus on mission, an increase in enrollment, and a stronger 
financial position have become realities during his tenure. The Huntington College Self 
Study Report (2004) best sums up the institution's progress under Dowden's leadership 
commenting: 
1993 to 2003, has been a period of tremendous institutional growth and 
development. In this ten-year span, Enrollment has increased 70%; The 
faculty has increased in number, and a greater percentage of our 
professors now hold terminal degrees ; two new residence halls have been 
built to accommodate steady growth in the student body; The largest 
building on campus, our new Science Hall, has been completed debt-free; 
Brenn Hall has undergone significant renovations; The Campaign for 
Huntington College has raised nearly $50 million ; Thousands of new 
donors have been attracted to the institution; Comprehensive marketing 
efforts have significantly improved strategic communications; [and] 
U.S.News and World Report has consistently ranked Huntington College 
among the best comprehensive colleges in the Midwest. (p. viii) 
Present Institutional Setting 
Mission. Entering a 19th year under Dr. Dowden's leadership, Huntington is 
strongly committed to maintaining its faith-informed identity as a "Christ-Centered" 
institution. Such a clear commitment was shared by Dowden (2007) himself in 
greeting incoming students to the University in the Fall of 2007. He commented: 
The thing that truly sets Huntington University apart is our vibrant 
Christian faith. This, I believe, is the other significant reason Huntington is 
growing. Students say that the spiritual atmosphere of our campus is the 
primary reason they choose to enroll. Our catalog says that Huntington 
University is "founded upon a vital evangelical Christian faith," and we 
are living up to our promise to be a Christ-centered campus where faith, 
learning, and service are tightly integrated. @. 4) 
With its commitment to "Christ-centeredness," Huntington sets forth the following 
Mission Statement that provides focus to the university community: 
Huntington University is a Christ-centered liberal arts institution of higher 
education with a strong historic and ongoing relationship with the Church 
of the United Brethren in Christ, USA. With the conviction that all truth is 
God's truth, the University exists to carry out the mission of Christ in 
higher education. Through a curriculum of demonstrated academic 
excellence, students are educated in the liberal arts and their chosen 
disciplines, always seeking to examine the relationship between the 
disciplines and God's revelation in Jesus Christ. ("Huntington's Mission", 
n.d., para. 1) 
The university campus. Traveling just South of Fort Wayne, Indiana, 
Huntington presently occupies "a 160-acre, partially wooded lakeside campus on the 
northwest edge of Huntington, Indiana. College land includes woods and fields to the east 
of campus and a 77-acre nature preserve about seven miles from the campus" 
("Huntington College Self Study Report", 2004, p. 67). A simple gate and a tree lined 
avenue mark the entrance to the Campus. Further inside the entrance, red bricked 
buildings are gathered around a central lake out of which spring three fountains. 
Adjacent to the eastern shore of the central lake, the heart of the University's campus still 
stands where the institution began as Central College in 1897. A flowing fountain stands 
in the middle of a quadrangle on which stand the primary academic buildings of the 
institution. North of the fountain stands the Victorian structure of Becker Hall. 
Originally the institutions first and only academic building, Becker Hall is now home to 
many of the institution's administrative offices. Opposite Becker Hall stands the newly 
constructed Science Hall, which houses all of the science programs of the university. The 
quadrangle is completed by several adjacent buildings including Loew-Brenn Hall, the 
Administrative Annex, and the University's library. Loew-Brenn is the home to the 
humanities departments of the institution, while the Administrative Annex houses the 
Office of the President as well as the Development office. Stately trees line the paths 
flowing out from the central fountain to these various buildings. On the southern edge of 
the lake are Huntington's Student Union as well as the university's residence halls. On 
the western shore of the lake are located the university's Dining Commons, the Merillat 
Performing Arts Center, and the indoor athletic facilities of the University. For further 
clarification a Campus Map is provided in Appendix G. 
Doctrinal statement and lifesiyle commitments. In becoming a member of 
Huntington University's academic community, the institution requires adherence to 
several institutional standards. As with Nyack College, faculty members and employees 
must sign the University's "Statement of Faith" (n.d) in order to be employed by the 
institution. Faculty and employees also agree to a "Community Lifestyle Agreement" 
(2007) during their time at Huntington. An administrator describing the requirements 
clearly noted: 
We have a statement of faith that they [faculty and employees] have to 
agree to. The same statement of faith that is, I think, articulated by the 
National Association of Evangelicals, so it clearly identifies really an 
evangelical perspective. The other thing is that we have grown out of a 
church tradition that has very specific community life statements, and 
these are articulated in the [employment] application as well." (Personal 
communication, July 26,2007) 
As with Nyack College, Huntington University requires that all members of the 
administration, faculty, and staff agree to the statement of faith and lifestyle commitment 
as a pre-requisite to being hired by the institution. The institution's Statement of Faith 
and Community Lifestyle Agreement can be found in Appendix G. 
Taking a different stance than many CCCU institutions, a Christian faith is not 
part of the enrollment requirements of Huntington University. While Huntington requires 
that students sign the "Community Lifestyle Agreement," the institution does not require 
students be of a Christian faith in order to enroll. Huntington in its philosophy of 
education notes: 
With the conviction that all truth is God's truth, the University exists to 
carry out the mission of Christ in higher education. While the programs of 
the University are designed especially for students who desire to study in 
such an environment, the University welcomes students of all faiths who 
understand the objectives of the University and are willing to abide by its 
regulations. ("What's a Christian College", n.d., para. 1-2) 
While presenting openness to students beyond a Christian background, Huntington is 
very clear in making sure students know that the lifestyle agreement is taken very 
seriously by University community. The "Community Lifestyle Agreement" (2007) is 
signed by all members of the institutional community. It unequivocally prohibits the use 
of alcohol and tobacco by the institutional members. The agreement also outlines 
specific behavior deemed unacceptable by the university in the understanding that such 
behavior is not conducive to maintaining an upright, Christian lifestyle. One current 
faculty member speaking on the subject noted that the lifestyle agreement "make[s] clear 
to students that here's the nature of the institution, here's what we stand for, and you are 
required to accept that this is the nature of our institution and agree to the lifestyle 
standards set forth in policy" (Personal communication, July 25, 2007). 
Denominational afiliation. Despite some difficulties described earlier, 
Huntington has remained its formal attachment to the United Brethren. From its 
founding until the present, Huntington remains the sole higher educational institution 
sponsored by the denomination. Tracing its roots back to 1767, the United Brethren in 
Christ USA is a denomination in the Protestant Evangelical Tradition. As a 
denomination, it has 200 parishes in the United States and 300 hundred parishes abroad, 
with roughly 47,000 faithful. In the US all churches comprise a national conference 
called the Church of the United Brethren in Christ, USA ("United Brethren Fact Sheet", 
n.d., para. 1). Each local national conference within the United Brethren is self 
governing, but all follow the denomination's "Confession of Faith" and uphold the 
denomination's "Core Values" (n.d). 
Students. A much smaller institution than Nyack or Anderson, Huntington 
University has an enrollment ofjust over 1,000 students. On September 11,2007 
Huntington University announced a record enrollment for the fall semester, with a total of 
1,153 students enrolled in the university's programs. Huntington announced that the 
institution: 
enrolled a record 923 undergraduate students. The incoming class of 
freshmen, transfers and readmitted students is the largest on record with 
299 students. After celebrating its new satellite location in Wabash on 
Sept. 5, the EXCEL Program for Adults [also] achieved a record 
enrollment of 141 students. Eighty-nine students are pursuing master's 
degrees in education, ministry, and counseling. ("Huntington University 
Announces Record Enrollment", 2007, para. 1-2) 
Table 18 provides enrollment data for the institution from 2003-2007. 
Table 18 
Huntington University Institutional Enrollment, FUN Semester 2003-2007 
Fall Fall Fall Fall Fall 
2003 2004 2005 2006 2007 
# % # % # % # % # % 
Undergraduate 838 85.5 819 84.0 844 82.8 861 79.4 923 80.1 
EXCEL 89 9.1 96 9.8 105 10.3 136 12.6 141 12.2 
Program 
Graduate 53 5.4 60 6.2 70 6.9 87 8.0 89 7.7 
Total 980 100.0 975 100.0 1,019 100.0 1,084 100.0 1,153 100.0 
Note: From "University Announces Record Enrollment," 2007, graph. 
Table 18 shows an overall student enrollment growth at Huntington of 15% during this 5 
year period, going from a total population of 980 students is 2003 to 1,153 students in 
2007. Table 18 also shows steady growth from 2003-2007 in undergraduate, and 
graduate program enrollments. In terms of percentage of the overall student population, 
838 traditional undergraduate students comprised 85.5% of the entire student body in 
2003, while in 2007 the school's 923 traditional undergraduates made up 80.1% of the 
entire student body. This 5.4% drop was due to expansive growth in both graduate and 
EXCEL undergraduate programs. Huntington's graduate student enrollment grew by 36 
students from 53 in 2003 to 89 in 2007. This represents enrollment increase of 40.4% in 
the university's graduate enrollment, and increased the number of overall Huntington 
students in graduate programs by 2.3%. More pronounced the undergraduate EXCEL 
program grew by 52 students, from an enrollment of 89 in 2003 to 141 in 2007. The 
EXCEL program increased its enrollment by 62.4 % during this time period, as well as 
increased the overall number of Huntington students in the program by 3.1%. 
In terms of the ethnic make-up of the student body, on the whole Huntington 
University students are quite homogenous. Speaking to the makeup of the student body, 
the Huntington College Selfstudy Report (2004) commented: 
Twenty-five international students are on campus this year [3.0 %]: five 
from Canada, three from Jamaica, three from Kenya, and one or two 
students from each of the following countries: Albania, Cameroon, Chile, 
France, Germany, Honduras, India, Lebanon, Mexico, Poland, 
TrinidadITobago, and the United Kingdom. Of the 838 undergraduate 
students this year, 21 are non-white [2.5%]: eight African American [I%], 
six AsiadPacific Islander [0.7%], six Hispanic [0.7], and one American 
Indian [O. I%]. The proportion of non-white students has not changed 
much over the last ten years (15 in 1994; 21 in 2004). (p. 4) 
Looking at IPEDS data for fall 2006 we find similar enrollment patterns. Table 19 
provides a breakdown of the Huntington student population by gender and ethnicity for 
Fall 2006. 
Table 19 
Huntington University Enrollment by Gender and Ethnicity, Fall 2006 
Fall Term 2006 Enrollment % of Total 
Enrollment 
Gender 
Male 44 1 44.8 
Female 543 55.2 
Total 984 100.0 
Ethnicity 
Non-Resident Alien 34 3.5 
Asian 7 .7 
Black, non-Hispanic 7 .7 
Hispanic 10 1 .O 
White, non-Hispanic 924 93.9 
Native American 2 .2 
Total 984 100.0 
Note: Actual enrollment figures calculated kom enrollment 
percentages provided by IPEDS data from Huntington University 
Profile [Datafile]. 
While we see a diversity in student population in terms of gender (55.2% female and 
44.8% male), Table 19 reveals that in terms of ethnicity 93.9 % of the student 
Huntington's student body are categorized as Whitelnon Hispanic. Table 19 reveals a 
very homogenous student body, compared to Nyack College. In the case of Nyack 
College we see an incredible amount of diversity in both its student body, as well as in its 
faculty, with roughly 70% of students and 43% of its faculty coming from 
minoritylethnic backgrounds. Here, we see in terms of the student body only 6.1% of the 
student population come from a minoritylethnic backgrounds, with 3.5% of those 
students being identified as non-resident Alien. Interviews with administrators and 
faculty reveal that most Huntington students come from the local area, as well as states 
neighboring Indiana. In both institutional reports and in conversations with administrators 
and faculty, there is concern for the need to have greater diversity within the student 
body. The 2004 self study reported: "Although multicultural awareness is growing in 
many respects, diversity is an ongoing challenge which the institution needs to address 
more creatively" ("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 235). When asked 
about diversity issues, one Huntington administrator was very clear in responding that the 
institutional community is "terribly un-diverse. Almost homogeneous. That's been a 
blight on our record" (Personal communication, July 26,2007). Considering it a serious 
institutional priority, Huntington has made commitment to producing a more diverse 
student body an agenda item on the university's long-range strategic plan for the coming 
decade. 
In terms of the religious backgrounds of students, the 2004 self-study report 
noted: "Eighteen percent of Huntington College's undergraduates are from a United 
Brethren church background with the rest from a variety of Evangelical, mainline 
Protestant, or Catholic affiliations" ("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p.4). 
In the way of tuition, undergraduate resident students pay $26,160 a year for their 
education at Huntington University. Table 20 provides Huntington's tuition pricing for 
the 2007 -- 2008 academic for undergraduate students. 
Table 20 
Huntington University Undergraduate Tuition 2007-2008 
Semester Tuition Total Year 
Undergraduate $9,490 $18,980 
Tuition 
Room and Board $3,590 
Total (Full-time 
Resident) $13,080 $26,160 
Note: From "Huntington University Financial Information," n.d., para. 4 
Faculty Given the most recent data provided by the University, Huntington 
students are served in there academic areas by 96 faculty members. The institution has 54 
full time professors, and 42 adjunct instructors. Describing, the University's faculty the 
Huntington College Selfstudy (2004) noted: 
Of the 54 full-time, ranked, instructional faculty members, 82% have 
earned doctorates or other terminal degrees. This shows a significant 
increase from the 61% in 1991. There are 42 adjunct instructors, up 
significantly from the 18 adjuncts in 1994. Adjuncts taught about 19% of 
all courses in 2003, up from 10% in 1993. Adjuncts teach about 30% of 
the EXCEL [Adult Education] program courses. (p.5) 
As with its student body, an ethnic homogeneity exists within the makeup of the faculty 
as well. And as with its concern for greater diversity in its student body, the institution 
has made a commitment to working on greater faculty diversity as part of their long range 
planning strategy as well. Table 21 provides a breakdown of Huntington's faculty by 
rank, degree gender, and ethnicity. 
Table 2 1 
Huntington University Faculty by Rank, Degree, Gender and Ethnicily, Fall 22003 
Fall 2003 Full Time Faculty Part Time Faculty Total Faculty 
# % # % # % 
Total Headcount 54 100.0 42 100.0 96 100.0 
Rank 
Professor 20 37.0 20 20.8 
Associate Prof. 13 24.1 13 13.5 
Assistant Prof. 18 33.3 18 18.8 
Instructor 3 5.6 3 3.1 
Undesignated 42 100.0 42 43.8 
Degree 
Doctoral 42 77.7 5 11.9 47 49.0 
Specialist 3 5.6 3 3.1 
Master 9 16.7 27 64.2 36 37.5 
Bachelor 9 21.4 9 9.4 
Diploma 1 2.4 1 1 .0 
Gender 
Male 37 68.5 26 61.9 63 65.6 
Female 17 31.5 16 38.1 33 34.4 
Ethnicity 
Caucasian 54 100.0 
Note: From "Huntington College Self-study Report", 2004, pp.294-298. 
While data was not available regarding the ethnic makeup of adjunct faculty, Table 21 
reveals that 100.0 % of the full-time faculty are Caucasian. In terms of gender diversity, 
34.4% of all faculty members are women (31.5 % of Full-time faculty and 38.1% of 
Adjunct Faculty respectively). In terms of academic degrees, 49.0% of all faculty and 
77.7% of full-time faculty have an earned doctorate in their respective field. All full time 
faculty have the rank of instructor of above, with 37.0% of them having the rank of Full 
Professor. 
Administration and governance. Huntington University is governed by a 33 
member Board of Trustees. The Huntington College Selfstudy Report (2004) noted of 
the Board's composition: 
Three of these [33] serve by virtue of position: the presidents of the 
Student Senate, Alumni Association, and Huntington College Foundation 
are all voting members of the Board. Of the remaining 30 trustees, two- 
thirds are members of the Church of the United Brethren in Christ, 
including eight representatives of the denomination's Education 
Leadership Team. (p. 67) 
Over recent years the Board of Trustees has been instrumental in many of the major 
institutional issues described in the preceding discussion. The Board played a major role 
in the deliberations regarding the release of Dr. John Sanders as a faculty member of the 
institution. The Board also oversaw the movement of the institution from college to 
university status in 2005. 
In the way of administration, the university has seven vice presidents or deans that 
each supervise one of the seven administrative divisions: Academics, Business, 
Advancement, Student Development, Enrollment Management and Marketing, and 
Campus Ministries. On the academic side, the institution has 20 academic departments 
organized into six undergraduate divisions, one graduate division, one Adult Education 
Program Division. The academic divisions are: the Division of Humane Studies; the 
Division of Business and Social Science; the Division of Natural and Mathematical 
Sciences; the Division of Visual and Performing Arts; the Division of Education, 
Physical Education, Exercise Science and Recreation Management; the Division of 
Philosophy and Religious Studies; the Graduate School for Christian Ministries; and the 
The EXCEL Program for Adult Education. All undergraduate divisions are headed by a 
division chairperson. The graduate school of Christian Ministries is headed by an 
Associate Dean who reports to the Dean of the University. And the EXCEL division is 
headed by a program director who also reports to the Dean of the University 
("Huntington College Self Study Report ," 2004, pp. 70-72). Overall, the institution has 
a staff of 88 fulltime employees. These staff members oversee a budget of $1 8 million 
("Huntington College Self Study Report," 2004, p. 81; 96). 
Curriculum and academicprograms. Huntington University offers 32 degree 
programs through its various undergraduate, graduate, and adult education programs. A 
full listing of degree programs can be found in Appendix G. Focusing on the liberal arts, 
the University places special emphasis on the relationship faith commitments have to 
scholarship and learning. This vision is clearly articulated in Mission Statement of the 
institution. It notes: 
Through a curriculum of demonstrated academic excellence, students are 
educated in the liberal arts and their chosen disciplines, always seeking to 
examine the relationship between the disciplines and God's revelation in 
Jesus Christ. The University's mission will be accomplished as we . . .(i) 
develop in students a commitment to scholarship that is persistent in its 
pursuit of truth and sensitive to the concerns of the Christian church, the 
scholarly and educational community, and the world at large; (ii) educate 
students broadly for a life of an moral and spiritual integrity, personal and 
social responsibility, and a continued quest for wisdom; (iii) equip 
students for a variety of vocations so that they may glorify the Creator, 
who charged humanity with the care of his Creation; (iv) help students 
develop their abilities for a life of God-honoring service to others and for 
personal fulfillment. ("Huntington's Mission", n.d., para. 2-7) 
In interviewing both administrators and faculty members, the institutional emphasis on 
faith and leamisg was consistently identified by many as one of Huntington's strongest 
features. In the words of some of the respondents: 
We emphasize and stress the integration of faith and learning -- their 
discipline isn't over here and their faith over here --they pull those 
together -- and we do that in a variety of ways to encourage them.. .We 
have an orientation program for new faculty, new staff is in there too, new 
administrative staff -- it takes place in the first semester of their first year 
of teaching.. .And a big part of that is talking about issues of faith, 
learning integration. (Huntington Administrator, Personal communication, 
July 23,2007) 
[At Huntington] issues in a particular academic area come up or 
are explored, questions are raised and exploration is made about the 
relationship between these issues and a Christian commitment. It may not 
necessarily specifically focused on how does the teaching of the Bible 
relate to this -- it just may be more broadly: "As we think as a Christian, 
how should a Christian commitment relate to this particular academic 
issue?" And that does not mean that it's a simple, long cut and dried 
answer to questions, because we all recognize that different Christians 
come up with differing answers to these questions. So that it may well 
involve an exploration of differing Christian views about this particular 
academic issue. (Huntington Faculty Member, Personal communication, 
July 25,2007) 
I think that the professors try very hard to integrate faith and 
learning -- that's our big thing here.. . Going to a Christian college doesn't 
mean starting class with prayer every time -- that's not what I'm talking 
about -- I'm talking about my curriculum is geared toward God's truth, all 
truth is God's truth so that's where I think I start at least. (Huntington 
Faculty Member, Personal communication, July 23,2007) 
The college, especially in recent decades, has come to focus upon 
thinking Christianly, so there is this integration of faith and learning in 
every academic area.. . We take very seriously being a liberal arts college. 
We also take very seriously being Christian, and the two are not different 
categories. The two are to be brought together in everything that we do in 
the classroom, and outside the classroom. (Huntington Faculty Member, 
Personal communication, July 25,2007) 
While linking perspectives of faith into various disciplines is a serious institutional 
priority, so too is a concern for the academic strength of the programs offered. The 
university points to numerous accreditations as evidence of sound academic excellence. 
The various academic programs of Huntington University are accredited by several 
agencies including: the Higher Learning Commission's North Central Association of 
Colleges and Schools, the National Council for Accreditation of Teacher Education, the 
National Association of Schools of Music, and the Indiana Professional Standards Board. 
Chapel and spiritual formation. Outside the classroom, Huntington places special 
emphasis on both its chapel program and the various ministry groups open to students. 
At Huntington students are required to attend chapel throughout the course of the 
semester, gathering a certain number of "Chapel credits" that determine satisfactory 
chapel attendance. The university stresses the importance of taking part in chapel. From 
the University's website: 
At the core of our community is the opportunity to acknowledge God 
among us through weekly chapel and Bible study/convocation 
opportunities. These relevant and diverse experiences offer the student a 
place to participate with the entire campus community -- enhancing the 
spiritual, social, and academic life of the individual. ("The Core of Our 
Life Together, 2007, para. 1) 
At Huntington, a chapel experience could be a mixture of things. A current 
administrator describing the types of experiences noted: "a typical all community Chapel 
could be three psalms and as speaker, it could be a whole musical presentation, it could 
be a panel debate, and maybe a residence hall.. .challenging the students maybe with 
drama" (Huntington Administrator, Personal communication, July 25,2007). 
Huntington's chapel programs are coordinated by the University's spiritual formation 
staff, but in some cases are led by students. Huntington students wishing to get credit for 
Chapel make a selection of chapel services from a group of "very flexible options" 
(Huntington Administrator, Personal communication, July 25,2007). 
Community Chapel is held on Tuesday and Thursday mornings in the auditorium 
of the Memlat Performing Arts Center. These services are coordinated by Dr. Bill 
Fisher, the University's Dean of Christian Faith and Life. On Wednsday evenings 
students can also take part in a community gathering called EMtlesia, which is led and 
directed by students. And finally, students can take part in a community Bible Study1 
Convocation on Friday mornings. 
In addition to the chapel, Huntington students also have the possibility to 
participate in ministry experiences through the Joe Mertz Center for Volunteer Service. 
Started by Huntington in 1992, the Center is described as a "student-directed organization 
that mobilizes the campus community for Christian service" ("Huntington University, Joe 
Mertz Center for Volunteer Service," n.d., para. 2). The Joe Mertz Center provides 
students with various service opportunities both locally and abroad. The Center sponsors 
groups that minister within the local Huntington Community itself. In addition, the 
Center leads outreach groups that travel to Fort Wayne, Indiana for the purpose of 
sewing needy populations. The Center also provides several opportunities for students 
to travel overseas for the purpose of volunteer service. One current administrator noting 
the wide range of service projects that go on throughout the semester commented: 
You'll hear of students during school -- we've got a group called 
"Neighbors" -- it's just a group of students started by a gal her freshman 
ye ar... she said: "Hey, you know, we go all over the world, what about our 
neighbors? -- Whoever's interested in introducing ourselves to our 
neighbors, come to this dorm after church on Sunday." This fall they'll 
start their third year. That every Sunday at 5:15, just say: "We're from 
Huntington University, and we just wanted to meet you. If there's 
anything that we can do, we'll be back in a couple of weeks. In the 
meantime we'll pray for ya." -- Now they're raking yards, cleaning gutters, 
they are reading books to people who are going blind, help to give rides to 
the doctor's office. And we don't touch it-- that's just students. Others 
will head up to Fort Wayne and build relationships with street 
kids.. . there's official University service projects, and then there's -- 
"Well, let just do this on our own ..." And so those kinds of stories are 
happening all over the place. (Personal communication, July 25, 2007) 
Planning for thefuture. In planning for the future, Huntington has set forth some 
clear priorities which reflect several institutional concerns. As the University is still a 
heavily tuition driven institution, increasing enrollment remains a major concern for 
Huntington. In recognizing record enrollments in the Fall 2007, President Dowden is 
committed to grow Huntington even further. He asserted in September of 2007 that 
"Enrollment will continue to be a major focus of our entire campus community.. .Our 
Strategic Plan sets forth the ambitious target of 2,000 students by 2016"( "Huntington 
University Announces Record Enrollment," 2007, para. 3). 
Remaining seriously committed to the values of its past while looking at the 
challenges of its future, the University in 2006 put forth seven institutional priorities and 
seven strategic planning goals to be reached by the institution over a 5 year period. The 
seven institutional priorities are: 
1. Pursue academic excellence to develop thinking Christians. 
2. Nurture growing Christians who understand and live their faith. 
3. Promote a culture of creativity, collegiality, and informed change. 
4. Ensure the long-term growth and vitality of the University. 
5. Increase opportunities for underserved and nontraditional students to 
attend Huntington University. 
6. Strengthen a positive work environment and organizational health. 
7. Emphasize our strength by enhancing Christian university experience 
for students, faculty, and staff. ("Huntington University 2006 Strategic 
Plan," 2006, p.3) 
The seven strategic planning goals that have been set for the next 5 years are: 
1. Implement a continuous planning and assessment process across the 
university. 
2. Foster proposals for enriching and expanding the academic enterprise. 
3. Assure an appropriate experiential academic learning component for 
each student. 
4. Collaborate in meaningful ways with strategic partners. 
5. Establish a center for spiritual formation that engages the entire campus, 
connects with every other program as well as serves as a resource for 
spiritual formation. 
6. Restructure adult and graduate programs to provide excellence in 
education and to take advantage of opportunities for appropriate growth. 
7. Enrich our campus community by engaging persons from a variety of 
cultural and socioeconomic backgrounds, exposing students, faculty and 
staff to cross- cuItural environments. ("Huntington University 2006 
Strategic Plan," 2006, p.3) 
Both the priorities and the strategic goals emphasize that the institution remains seriously 
committed to focusing on the faith identity of the institution in setting its sights on facing 
institutional challenges. Having established a Christ-Centered campus for its students 
and faculty, the planning goals seek to deal with the challenges the institution faces 
without loosing sight of the spiritual environment which has brought measured growth 
and success in recent decades. 
Anderson University: Anderson, Indiana 
The Institution of Four Presidents 
Located 40 miles northeast of Indianapolis, Anderson University occupies a 160 
acre tract of land in the city of Anderson, Indiana. With its brick buildings of both neo- 
classical and modem design, Anderson stands as the "youngest" institution studied in this 
investigation. While Nyack and Huntington trace their roots to the end of the 19th 
century, Anderson's story begins with the founding of Anderson Bible Training School in 
1917. While the youngest of the study institutions, Anderson's history is quite 
compelling. This is due to the fact that the institution has had only four institutional 
presidents since 1925 when the institution became a college. Each of these four 
presidents shaped the institution greatly during their tenure, and each left a distinctive 
mark on the institution. Before looking at each of their presidencies, a word or two must 
be given regarding the founding of the Anderson Bible Training School in 1917. 
191 7-1923: Anderson Bible Training School. "Born on the Plaform" 
With the dawn of the 2oth century the Gospel Trumpet Company of the Church of 
God was looking for a place to build a permanent base of operations. By way of 
introduction, the Church of God was started as an interdenominational movement of 
church communities in 188 1, which had headquartered in West Virginia. Callen (2007) 
notes: 
This new Christian movement was in strong reaction to the turmoil of 
rampant denominationalism. The focus of its reform vision was that the 
church is the spiritual body of Christ and denominations are only religious 
organizations brought about by Christian people ... the ideal is that all 
Christian should abide in Christ alone, the only road to oneness in the 
church. Feeling strongly that ecclesiastical organizations rode the 
leadership of the Holy Spirit in the church, these Christians "came out" of 
all denominational entanglements. They sought to accept the apostolic 
faith as defined in the New Testament and fulfill its mission in an open 
and free fellowship of sanctified and unified believers. (p. 21) 
In starting this holiness movement, Church of God founders also formed a publication 
corporation, The Gospel Trumpet Company, that would spread the message of their 
cause. This publication was known as The Gospel Trumpet. By the beginning of the 
twentieth century the Gospel Trumpet Company had chosen Anderson, Indiana as the 
place to build their publication headquarters. In 191 7 the company underwent a 
corporate reorganization that would pave the way for the formation of educational 
institutions. Callen (2007) notes that the reorganization of 1917 gave the Gospel 
Trumpet the legal standing "to publish religious moral literature, construct homes for the 
aged, and maintains schools" (p. 36). As there was pressing need for an institution that 
would train individuals in the principles of the Church of God movement and prepare 
them for ministry, interest grew in starting a school. Therefore a motion was introduced 
at the 1917 General Assembly of the Church of God to form a Bible Training School in 
Anderson by the fall of the year. The motion, introduced on the stage platform of what is 
now Anderson's Byrum Hall, passed and the school that would become Anderson 
University was born. 
191 7-1924. Anderson Bible Training School 
On October 2, 1917 Anderson Bible Training School opened its doors for the first 
time. This school was housed in a portion of the Gospel Trumpet Company's workers 
home located in Anderson on East 5" Street (Callen, 2007, p. 36). In later years 
Anderson College would take over the entire building, which would fondly become to be 
known as simply "Old Main." This school was comprised of 49 students "who were 
workers at the [Gospel Trumpet] company and students at night" (Callen, 2007, p. 37). 
The students were taught by a staff of five teachers, who were led by a very energetic 
principal named James Wilson. Wilson, the general manager of the Gospel Trumpet 
Company, had been instrumental in forming the training school and would lead the 
institution through the first 6 years of its existence. The schools early curriculum 
"included Bible, music, English, homiletics, and public speaking"(Callen, 2007, p. 37). 
The 2 year program was given through a series of lectures given on Friday evenings from 
October to May. 
The early life of the Bible Training school was difficult. Callen (2007) notes that 
the war in Europe had left the institution with a low enrollment through the first 2 years 
of its existence. In addition, some of the clergy of the Church of God worried about the 
existence of the institution. Callen (2007) notes: 
With very few exceptions, there were no pastors in the Church of God 
who held college degrees, and there were many negative attitudes about 
"liberal" colleges and "sterile" seminaries. There was a natural concern 
that the new school had introduced the standard titles and symbols of self- 
seeking and worldly sophistication, encouraging in the young a reliance on 
credentials instead of the gifts of the Spirit. (p. 38) 
Despite early difficulties, the Bible Training School survived during its early 
years. By 1919 the first students had completed the two-year course. The school also 
gained John Morrison as a professor, who would later become Anderson College's first 
and longest serving president. 
1925-1958: The Morrison Years 
By 1925 the Gospel Trumpet Company had tired of the notion of running an 
educational institution, and "struck from its bylaws the portion providing the power to 
operate schools" (Callen, 2007, p. 41). With this action, Anderson Bible Training School 
took on the name Anderson Bible School and Seminary, and became an institution 
independent from the Gospel Trumpet Company. Maintaining its affiliation with the 
Church of God: 
The school sought a separate charter for the state of Indiana and the 1925 
General Ministerial Assembly [of the Church of God] elected a 15 
member board of trustees to govern a now independent institution.. . John 
A. Morrison, who had become principal in 1923 when Wilson left, became 
the first president of the newly named Anderson Bible School and 
Seminary. (Callen, 2007, p. 41) 
Morrison had first come to the training school in 191 9 as a teacher, being called 
away from Colorado where he was a church pastor. In taking up the presidency of the 
independent college, Morrison would have to weather several major challenges 
throughout the first ten years of his tenure. In 1929 Morrison began the college's first 
major capital campaign in a fateful year that saw the beginning of the Great Depression. 
Throughout the early 1930s Morrison would struggle to keep the fledgling institutional 
alive through difficult times. Morrison accomplished this through what his successor 
Robert Reardon (as cited in Callen, 2007) described as his "dogged determination to 
bring strength and integrity to the educational program" (p. 41). Enrollments during this 
period were low at the college, and the institution's financial situation was precarious at 
best. But through the difficult times Morrison pressed on, being aided by the sacrifice of 
many around him. Callen (2007) describing this period relates: 
An enrollment as low as 91 students was experienced in 1932-1933. 
Faculty salaries were most inadequate. As the economy grew worse, the 
faculty volunteered to have them lowered even more. Dollars and 
foodstuffs were collected for the students wherever they became available. 
An old college truck made trips to neighboring states gather food from 
sympathetic farmers.. .The one large concrete building "Old Main", is all 
that there was. Dormitories, faculty apartments, classrooms, Chapel, 
dining hall, carpenter shop, and laundry room were all housed under this 
one roof. Dollars and students were scarce, but not determination. (p. 46) 
In addition to challenges brought by the Depression, Morrison also faced a series 
of contentious situations with members of the Church of God. By the late 1920s the 
college had adopted a liberal arts model for its curriculum. This liberal arts approach was 
not well received by many within the Church. Callen (2007) notes many were critical of 
the college and "argued that the liberal arts would be an open door for 'worldliness"' (p. 
43). Suspicions in the Church turned into outright debate when Anderson professor 
Russell Byrum explored broad avenues of biblical interpretation. Byrum's approach to 
scripture eventually led to a confrontation between Church of God officials and the 
college, which ended in Byrum leaving the institution. Difficulties would follow at the 
1934 General Assembly of the Church, when a heated debate took place over the 
appointment of Morrison for another term as Anderson's president. A large faction of 
Church of God ministers "called for an end of the liberal arts college program and a 
return to a curriculum of 'only such studies as are in keeping with the truly religious 
training school"' (Callen, 2007, p. 44). Another large faction favored the work of 
Morrison and his liberal arts college. The second group prevailed and his appointment 
was ratified by an Assembly vote of 243 to 23 1. Throughout these controversies 
Morrison was firm in supporting a liberal arts program grounded in Christian faith 
perspectives. He asserted in 1931 : 
Is anyone educated who has not been taught science, music, history, 
literature, art, philosophy? Is anyone educated who has not been taught 
religion? The fact is, Brethren, if we hope to save our young people from 
shipwreck of faith during this process of their education, we as a church 
must make it possible for them to receive that education amid Christian 
environments. (as cited in Callen, 2007, p. 46) 
Having weathered the difficulties mentioned above, Momson's Anderson 
emerged in the late 1930s as a college that began to grow again. Under the leadership of 
Morrison and College's Dean Russell Olt, the college improved its financial operations, 
as well as bolstered the integrity of its educational programs. Callen (2007) asserts that: 
"by 1937 enrollments were growing again in the Indiana Department of Education gave 
the college provisional accreditation for the education of public school teachers" (p. 47). 
Despite setbacks brought about by the Second World War, Morrison's vision for building 
a strong academic program reached fruition as well. By the early 1940s Anderson had 
undergone several significant institutional changes. The business operations of the 
college had been improved. The college had also implemented new standards for student 
record keeping. Most importantly, Anderson had strengthened the credentials of its 
faculty and had added to its library holdings (Callen, 2007). With these improvements in 
place, institutional administrators were overjoyed when Anderson College received 
accreditation by the North Central Association in 1946. Further academic success would 
follow in the early 1950s when the Anderson Theological Seminary began its first 
masters program in theology. 
With the increase in student enrollments and the strengthening of the academic 
program, new construction projects were undertaken on campus to meet the needs of a 
growing institution. Between 1949 and 1958 three new residence halls (Morrison Hall in 
1949, Dunn Hall in 1954, and Martin Hall in 1958) were added to the Anderson Campus. 
A successful financial campaign in the early 1950s brought a new library to the campus 
by 1957. 
When John Morrison retired in 1958 after 35 years of service, the 
accomplishments of his presidency were evident. Morrison had taken a 2 year training 
school offering no formal degree and had turned it into an accredited liberal arts college 
and graduate seminary with over 50 staff members and close to 1,000 students (Callen, 
2007, p. 48). Morrison's Anderson had weathered the Great Depression and Second 
World War, and had emerged a growing institution with strong academic programs and a 
growing campus. Morrison had also quelled fears within the Church of God regarding 
the soundness of Anderson's Christian identity as a liberal arts college, and had built 
more cordial relationships between the college and the local municipality (Callen, 2007, 
p. 49). 
1958-1983: Robert Reardon's Presidency 
When John Morrison retired as Anderson's president in 1958, he was succeeded 
by Robert Reardon. If ever a case could be made for a single man embodying the spirit 
of an institution, Anderson administrators and faculty would point to President Reardon. 
Reardon spent the vast majority of his life on Anderson's campus, first as child, then as a 
student, and later on as an administrator. During his childhood his father had helped John 
Momson to keep the college going in its fledgling years. He himself became a member 
of Morrison staff in the 1940s. By 1958 the very personable Reardon had become 
college president. 
Reardon's presidency was marked first and foremost by his personable way with 
people, and his uncanny ability to tell stories. Miller (2007) noted that among Reardon's 
accomplishments: "were perhaps his greatest contributions of all: his stories. His ready 
supply of anecdotes, sprinkled through his sermons and recalled in his books, had 
transformed the history of Anderson University from a collection of facts into a colorful 
depiction of events. Names became people and dates became turning points" (Miller, 
2007, para. 4). In this sense Reardon provided Anderson with a story and with an 
institutional saga which endures until the present. Stories shared in 2006 DVD Holy 
Places (Covenant Productions 2006a), for example, are moving and inspiring accounts of 
events in Anderson's past. In Holy Places Reardon recollects how the institution was 
born at the 191 7 General Assembly; relates heartfelt stories of memorable people who 
sacrificed to keep Anderson alive during the Great Depression; and relates how places on 
campus are "holy" due to the events connected to them. Reardon presidency was also 
marked by his passion for students. Callen (2007) notes that Reardon: "always loved 
students and was loved by them - and held the line when they wanted to go too far" (p. 
53). 
Using his personal touch to his advantage Reardon used the years of his 
presidency to strengthen the college's academic program as well as build the college's 
physical campus. In terms of academics, Reardon, aided by College Dean Robert 
Nicholson, would expand institutional programs and gather more credentialed faculty. 
Along these lines Callen (2007) asserts: "the campus administration was active and 
innovative throughout these years. Many highly gifted and credentialed persons were 
brought into the life of the institution and given encouragement to grow and be creative" 
(p. 54). In keeping with his personal approach to leadership, Miller (2007) asserts that 
many faculty and administrators were recruited by Reardon himself. 
Over the course of Reardon's presidency the growth of Anderson's academic 
program was aided by gaining accreditations from several national agencies. Callen 
(2007) notes that: 
New accreditations were granted by the National Council for the 
Accreditation of Teacher Education in 1963, the Association of 
Theological Schools in 1965, the National League of Nursing in 1975, be 
National Association of Schools of Music in 1974, and the Council on 
Social Work Accreditation in 1979. (p. 54) 
In the realm of theological education, Reardon's leadership brought new graduate 
programs to the Seminary, as well as a new Center for Pastoral Studies. Callen (2007) 
notes the Center was formed in 1972 "to coordinate the professional development for 
ministerial students on campus than to be the agency for accrediting, recording, and 
sometimes sponsoring programs and continuing education for active ministers"(p. 53). 
In addition to bolstering its academic programs, the college began two significant 
volunteer service programs under Reardon's direction. A cross cultural volunteer service 
program known as Tri-S (Student Summer Service) was started by the college in the 
Summer of 1964. With humble beginnings Tri-S would turn into one of Reardon's most 
enduring accomplishments as president. While the Tri-S program will be discussed later 
on in greater detail, it can be noted here that in the 40 years of its existence Tri-S has 
allowed 16,000 program participants to engage in cross cultural service projects in over 
100 countries (Warfield, 2004). More closely connected to home, a Center for Public 
Service was opened by the college in 1973 supporting students "who desired assistance in 
preparing to serve the public effectively to utilizing their own careers as service 
opportunities" (Callen, 2007, p. 53). 
In terms of Anderson's faith identity, Reardon's vision for a Christian liberal arts 
program was clear. Reardon (as cited in Callen, 2007) noted at the beginning of his 
tenure as president: 
The heart of a Christian liberal arts college is a qualified and inspired 
faculty.. .there is an essential unity in the truth and no honest Christian 
need repudiate his or her faith to maintain integrity.. .without the claims 
and insights of religion, education losses its way.. .learning is neither for 
wealth or prestige but for responsible Christian citizenship. (p. 52) 
Reardon felt that broad academic inquiry was necessary at Anderson, but that such an 
inquiry was properly undertaken within a Christian worldview. Striking this balance 
Reardon (as cited in Callen, 2007) reflected in 1983: 
Young Christians and their parents want a school that has standards of 
behavior, that has a framework of faith, a religious root system, but where 
there is a strong academic program, a strong sense of freedom to think, 
just for within a sense of community where people come to know one 
another and participate in one another's lives. (p. 54) 
What these clear commitments to Anderson's faith identity in mind "relationships 
between the campus and the Church of God remained vital" during Reardon's tenure 
(Callen 2007, p. 54). 
In addition to the achievements mentioned above, Reardon also supervised 
numerous building projects which dramatically changed the college's physical plant. The 
majority of the college's buildings were constructed during Reardon's time as president. 
The 1960s saw the addition of several new buildings to the campus. A seminary complex 
consisting of the main building, chapel, and library was completed in 1961. The college 
dedicated a new gymnasium (O.C. Lewis Gym) in 1962. By 1963 the college had built a 
new student center (Olt Student Center), and 1964 saw the addition of a men's dormitory 
(Smith Hall) and new science building (Hartung Hall). A new women's residence was 
constructed by 1966 (Rice Hall). 
The 1970s saw a continuation of building projects under Reardon's guidance. 
Having demolished the college's first building "Old Main" in 1968, a new Administrative 
complex (Decker Hall) was dedicated in 1970. A new dormitory (Myers Hall) was also 
added to the campus that same year. Anderson constructed a Natatorium (Benneb 
Natatorium) in 1972, and closed the 1970s by completing the construction of a center for 
the arts (Krannert Fine Arts Center) in 1979. 
In 1983 Robert Reardon retired from the presidency of Anderson having 
accomplished much over the course of his 25 year tenure. Callen (2007) summing up 
these years comments: 
The eventful years of 1958 to 1983 saw the Reardon -Nicholson 
administrative team lead, conserve, innovate, and bring increasing 
maturity to every aspect of campus life. Student enrollment approached 
the 2000 mark in 1971- 1972 and was to remain quite stable despite the 
volatile forces then affecting the world of American higher education. 
New campus facilities were provided to accommodate the growth in 
student population and mnge of academic and support programs. (p. 52) 
One administrator candidly noted of Reardon's contribution: 
Bob Reardon.. . had to form the foundations of a college. I'm talking 
about raising enough money to build a campus and to hire a decent 
faculty. We had incredible faculty from the get-go.. . But Reardon gave 
25 years in that crucial time -- 58- 83 -- and built virtually every new 
building here -- dragged this thing into a true college context. (Anderson 
Administrator, Personal communication, July 19,2007) 
After his retirement Reardon remained an active part of campus life, remaining the 
constant friend and companion of many administrators, faculty, and students. Shortly 
before his death he compiled three videos on the college's life (Covenant Productions 
2006a, 2006b, 2006c) which members of the Anderson community hold dear. A 
biography of Reardon (Callen, 2004) was also published which brings together a personal 
80 year perspective across Anderson's history. With the passing of Dr. Reardon in 
February 2007, came an outpouring of love in Anderson's institutional literature, which 
gives testament to his impact on the institution. President James Edwards' words at the 
time were very touching, asserting: 
President Reardon's visionary leadership guided the development of the 
campus and distinctive programs and provided an image and roll model 
for generations of students across more than three decades of executive 
service ... His dominant voice among leaders in the church was one for 
Christ-centered education that insisted on open windows of discovery ... 
His love for students, for his family, for Anderson University, and for the 
church will be his lasting legacy. ("Remembering Dr. Reardon," 
Introduction, para. 2) 
More personal reflections can be found in a commemorative piece by Miller (2007). 
1983-1990: Robert Nicholson S Presidency 
In 1983, after serving Anderson for most of his life, Robert Reardon retired from 
his position as president of Anderson. His successor was Robert Nicholson, a man who 
had served under Reardon as Dean of the College from 1958-1983. While having the 
shortest tenure of any Anderson College President, Nicholson's presidency was a most 
productive one, given the fact that Anderson faced several challenges in the 1980s. 
Callen (2007) notes that Nicholson became president at a point at which: "it was time to 
organize for the demanding times that la[id] ahead" (p. 57). In coming to the president's 
chair, Nicholson faced: "declining numbers of 18-year-olds in the country, reduction of 
student financial aid from the government, and aggressive recruitment by public 
institutions of higher education with low tuition charges" (Callen, 2007, p. 57). Despite 
these difficulties, Nicholson came to office in 1983 with a plan of meeting the challenges 
of the future, while staying firmly connected to the legacy provided by his predecessors. 
One of Nicholson's greatest achievements during his tenure was an administrative 
reorganization intended to provide "a level of academic and personal administration 
better suited to the colleges expanding future" (Callen ,2007, p. 58). Under Nicholson's 
leadership the Dean of the Seminary was moved into the college's administrative 
structure. During this time the college's programs were also divided into schools. In the 
way of governance Nicholson also proposed and implemented a plan that reorganized the 
function of the Board of Trustees to give the board more "direct involvement in informed 
campus governance" (Callen, 2007, p.58). A new formal mission statement was put in 
place early on in Nicholson administration as well, and an intense curricular review and 
revision was also conducted. Through the curricular review process a "new commitment 
was made to the cruciality of the liberal arts program" at the institution (Callen, 2007, p. 
58). 
In the way of financial support, Nicholson sought to expand the Anderson's donor 
base in order to build a greater endowment for the institution. Under Nicholson's 
leadership the institution launched the "Campaign for Anderson College" in 1985. This 
$25 million drive endowed several key areas including student financial aid, faculty 
development, academic programs, an expansion of the institution's library, and an 
upgrade of information technology systems (Callen, 2007, pp. 58-59). 
In his 7 years as president, Nicholson's efforts met with much success. In the first 
place, Anderson College transitioned to university status in 1987. In addition, new 
buildings were erected on campus, and new programs were opened to prospective 
students. "In 1984 Reardon Auditorium was opened as a worship, cultural, entertainment 
center for the campus and the city" (Callen, 2007, p. 59). With funds gathered by the 
"Campaign for Anderson College," a new library (Nicholson Library) was completed in 
1989. 
Adding to the institution's curricular offerings, an extension program of Anderson 
Theological Seminary was also opened on the campus of Warner Southern College in 
Lake Wales, Florida. On campus a BSN program was started during Nicholson's tenure, 
and an Adult Education program was launched in 1987. Under Nicholson's leadership 
Anderson also entered a relationship with Purdue University. This arrangement enabled 
"Purdue to offer associate degrees in technical fields to non-traditional students in the 
Anderson area" (Callen, 2007, p. 59). The first of these Purdue degrees were granted at 
Anderson's commencement exercises in 1987 (Callen, 2007). Callen (2007) summing up 
Nicholson's time as president notes: 
Even though the 1980s were difficult years in higher education including 
significant problems experienced by all of the other Church of God 
colleges, Anderson remained relatively stable in enrollment, innovative 
programming, and well managed financially. It began to serve some new 
constituencies without violating its distinctive mission ... It was seeking to 
retain the precious quality of community, that atmosphere of personal 
caring, sharing, and learning in the midst of both the diversity of ideas and 
vocational goals, all with the unifying factor of Christian fa i th  (p. 60). 
1990-Present: President James Edwards 
In 1990 James Edwards became the fourth president of Anderson University. Dr. 
Edwards came to the presidency of Anderson as no stranger to the institution. Born and 
raised in the Church of God, Edwards' childhood memories were filled with 
remembrances of the college and of the men who had led it. Edwards was also a son of 
the college, having received his bachelor's degree from Anderson College and his 
Masters of Divinity from the Anderson Theological Seminary. As a Church of God 
pastor who eventually came to head the denomination's publication house, Warner Press, 
Edwards had strong ties to the institution and its leadership through its sponsoring church 
body. He had met John Morrison, and had built strong relationships with both Robert 
Reardon and Robert Nicholson. As Anderson is a close-knit community inspired by 
strong presidents, Edwards sought to continue the legacy of institutional leadership where 
Robert Nicholson had left off. Callen (2007) noted of the time: "typical of the history of 
this campus, the resulting transition was smooth, there was a great outpouring of love the 
retiring leader, and the new president represented considerable continuity with the past, 
even while charting new paths into the future" (p. 62). 
Strengthening denominafionnl relationships. As Edwards had worked in the 
administration of the Church of God before becoming president, Edwards came to the 
University with a keen interest in strengthening the institution's relationship with the 
Church of God. Throughout his presidency Edwards has clearly expressed a concern for 
keeping Anderson on a path clearly connected to its faith identity as an institution of the 
Church. Edwards commented in the course of interview in 2000: 
There are two ways educating institutions can go. They can slowly drift 
apart from their founding church bodies and be more guided by the 
Academy of higher education. The other way is for them to see 
themselves as vitally involved participants in the very heart of the mission 
of the Church, and that's where we've chosen to be. That has been our 
quest from the beginning. The Church's theologians are on this campus; 
the Church's historians on this campus; the Church's teachers and mentors 
for Ministry are here.. . We want the church to call on us more and more. 
("A Decade of Progress," 2000, p. 12) 
In an effort to strengthen understandings between church and university, Edwards 
published a document in 1992 entitled A Covenant Relationship which was widely 
circulated within the Church. Anderson's 1999 Self Study noted: 
A Covenant Relationship was prepared ... to define and nourish the 
continuing covenant relationship between campus and church. The 
university mission statement appears, followed by an interpretation of the 
mission statement carefully worded so as to protect the integrity of 
academic freedom in the context of the special partnership. Freedom of 
inquiry is valued as a part of the "free and open tradition" of the Church of 
God -- which maintains the right of the individual Christian develop a 
personal relationship with God, free from the imposition of mandatory 
structure ... in part [the document] reads: "Anderson University values the 
church relationship in which the thought and practices of the church and 
the methods and perspectives of the academic disciplines are enabled to 
probe and inform each other. ("1997-1999 ~ndersdn  University Joint Self 
Study Report," 1999, p. 43) 
The report went onto to note: "A direct mailing of this document went to pastors and lay 
leaders in 1992 and, during the following year, was distributed at regional ministers' 
meetings [of the Church of God]" ("1997-1999 Anderson University Joint Self Study 
Report," 1999, p. 43). 
In 1998 Edwards further clarified his convictions by drafting a Presidential Vision 
Statement that clearly articulated the institution's enduring commitment to its faith 
identity and sponsoring denomination. A poignant part of the vision statement reads: 
The Anderson University of the future will be the same as the one that has 
held to its founding principles to equip Christian servants of the Church 
and society for lives of effective leadership. We will continue to hold to 
our core values, to our Church of God relatedness, and to a culture open 
enough to promote a higher education of Christian discovery. Excellence, 
enduring quality, human warmth and caring, and Christian hospitality will 
characterize all we do. ("1997-1999 Anderson University Joint Self Study 
Report," 1999, p. 35) 
Edwards' commitment to strengthening church-university relations carries on into the 
present. Included in the institution's strategic plan for 2004-2008 is a statement which 
follows in the spirit of the documents cited above. It reads: 
We will strengthen our outreach to Church of God constituents with 
strategic church relations programming. We will bring a new level of 
intentionality to coordinating the travel schedules of key university 
personnel to establish an increased presence in key congregations, both 
within and outside of the Church of God ... Particular efforts will be 
directed at raising the consciousness of members of emerging growth 
churches of the affiliation of their congregations with the Church of God, 
and the primacy of the relationship with Anderson University in meeting 
the higher education needs of the congregation and staff. We will further 
strengthen these relationships with aggressive promotion of the matching 
scholarship program with Church of God and non-Church of God 
congregations. ("Anderson University 2004-2008", n.d., p. 18) 
In no way insular to those outside the Church of God, Edwards has made a 
conscious effort to make the institution a more hospitable home to students and faculty 
from other Christian denominations and faith traditions. He noted in 2000: 
We want to express the church at its best, and at its best is reaching out 
and inclusive. I think were a better institution for being the school of 
2,300 students than just 900 Church of God students. We have better 
programs to offer Church of God students because we have 
enrollment.. .that can support larger, more expensive programs. We have 
to get better at hosting non-Church of God students.. . What can we do to 
make this a more hospitable place for those who choose to come to school 
here? I don't think it involves compromising our distinctiveness as a 
Church of God institution; I think it involves understanding the unique 
needs of the students who come from those various communions.. . I think 
we're better because the doors are open. ("A Decade of Progress," 2000, p. 
14) 
Buildingjnancial resources. In addition to building a stronger relationship with 
the Church of God, Edwards has also overseen efforts which have significantly increased 
the financial standing of the university. Under Edwards' leadership a $75 million capital 
campaign known as "The Anderson Challenge" was launched in the 1992-1993 academic 
year. Honoring the institutions 75" anniversary, "The Anderson Challenge" was 
developed to build a greater endowment for the university, as well as provide resources to 
students in the way of financial aid. The planned effort, begun in the 1992-1993 
academic year, extended to December 1999. By May 3 1, 1998 "The Anderson 
Challenge" had collected $60.1 million in gifts and commitments ("1997-1999 Anderson 
University Joint Self Study Report," 1999, p. 119). By the time the campaign had ended, 
contributions had exceeded the $75 million goal set in 1992. The university's website 
notes: "The campaign total was $83.5 million, far exceeding the $75 million goal. Gifts 
were made by 10,200 contributors, including 4,555 first-time contributors to the 
university" ("Anderson University, Tele-touch," n.d., para. 15). The website goes on to 
note: "Of this amount, $29.8 million will support current and future endowments, $19.9 
million will be applied to student aid, and $13.6 million will fund educational facilities 
and equipment" ("Anderson University, Tele-touch," n.d., para. 15). 
Callen (2007) notes that, following the success of the "Anderson Challenge," the 
institution has experienced continued financial growth in the years following the 
campaign's conclusion. He notes: 
Over the last decade [1997-20071, the University has experienced a 
substantial strengthening of its financial condition. Assets over this period 
of time have increased 81%, from $60.8 million to $1 10.3 million, and 
that assets have increased by 238% from $18.5 to $62.5 million. Gifts for 
2006 were at the second-highest level recorded and over the past 10 years 
have totaled an average of nearly $10 million annually. The endowment 
investments of the University have increased from $3.3 million to $21 
million, or a 528% increase. Financial progress has been funded through 
careful planning of balanced budgets, retaining of annual operating 
surpluses for each of the last 10 years, and the procurement of gifts 
through the generosity of many persons and organizations. (p. 63) 
Considering the "Anderson Challenge" a major success, a subsequent campaign 
was launched by the university in October 2006. With an aggressive 4 year plan, 
administrators hope to realize a goal of $1 10 million by May 2010. The money raised 
from this campaign will fund new building projects on the campus as well as a permanent 
institutional endowment (Callen, 2007, p. 64). By May 2007 the campaign entitled 
"Dreams, Discovery, Direction" was more than halfway to its $1 10 million goal. A May 
11,2007 press release commented: "Anderson University recently announced to the 
Board of Trustees that the institution has reached the $72 million mark toward the $1 10 
million goal of the "Dreams, Discovery, Direction" campaign" ("AU Reaches $72 
Million Mark in Campaign," 2007, para. 1). The press release went on to conclude that if 
the campaign fulfills its goal, the university will dedicate "$51 million for capital 
projects, $34 million for endowment and $25 million for operational support" ("AU 
Reaches $72 Million Mark in Campaign," 2007, para. 3). 
Building facilities. Through the success of the capital campaigns, Edwards' 
administration has undertaken several significant building projects which have been made 
possible by the contributions of campaign donors. A 17.4 million, 132,000 square indoor 
athletic facility known as the Kardatzke Wellness Center was dedicated in 2002 
("Anderson University Dedicates Wellness Center," 2002). The academic year 2006- 
2007 saw the construction of seven colonial style residences to house seminary students 
and their families on campus, as well as the dedication of an off-site facility connected to 
the Falls School of Business. The onsite project known as York Seminary Village was 
completed in October of 2007 ("AU Dedicates Second Phase of York Seminary Village," 
2007). The offsite project known as the Flagship Enterprise Center was dedicated in the 
city of Anderson in August of 2007 ("AU Dedicates Flagship Center," 2007). During 
this period of time a major renovation was also completed on the Morrison Hall 
dormitory as well ("AU Updates Momson Hall," 2007). 
In addition to the projects which have been completed, several major building 
projects are in the planning stages. In 2006 the University acquired 30 acres of land from 
the Church of God which adjoined the existing campus. This acquisition brought about 
the planning of several major projects which university officials believe will meet the 
needs of a growing institution. The projects to be undertaken in the next decade include 
the construction of a new student center, a musical recital hall, and a Center for 
Communications and the Performing Arts (Lilly, 2006). 
Expanding and developingprograms. While expanding the institution's resources, 
Edwards' has also overseen the expansion and strengthening of Anderson's academic 
programs over the course of his tenure. One of the greatest successes in academic realm 
has come through the creation and expansion of the Falls School of Business. In 1992 
the university converted its Department of Business and Economics into a School of 
Business. Up until this point the university had offered undergraduate degrees in business 
and other professional fields, but had no standing graduate programs other than those 
offered in the field of theology. With the beginning of the School of Business, Edwards' 
Anderson began a venture of creating graduate programs in the professions. Warfield 
(2004) notes that in 1992 Anderson University launched its first non-theological graduate 
program by offering a Master's of Business Administration (MBA) through its newly 
formed business school. By the Fall of 1999 a Master of Accountancy program was 
started as well. And finally in 2001 a Doctorate of Business Administration (DBA) was 
launched, and the school's name was changed to the Falls School of Business (FSB). 
Since its beginnings in 1992, FSB has met with much success. Warfield (2004) asserts 
that since the school's inception: 
The number of faculty teaching at the undergraduate level [at FSB] has 
doubled as enrollment continues to grow for undergraduate and graduate 
programs. The Master of Business Administration program has doubled 
its enrollment in the last seven years, and the Doctor of Business 
Administration program has doubled enrollment in the last three. 
(Warfield, 2004, p. 8) 
FSB has benefited in recent years by being rated first by Business Reform magazine in 
2004 and 2005 as their choice for the best Christian Business School in the nation 
(Warfield, 2004). 
Following the launching of the MBA program at Anderson, other graduate degree 
programs followed in other fields as well. The School of Education launched a Master of 
Education program in 1997. A Doctor of Ministry was started by the Seminary, which 
received full accreditation by 1998. This was followed by a Master of Theological 
Studies (M.Th.) program that accepted its first students in Fall of 1999 ("1997-1999 
Anderson University Joint Self Study Report," 1999, pp. 24-25). In 2004 the school of 
Nursing launched a dual degree MSNIMBA program with assistance from a grant given 
by the Ball Foundation Venture Fund ("MSNMBA Program Receives Funding," 2003). 
And in 2006 Anderson's School of Music began offering its first graduate degree program 
-- a Masters in Music Education ("AU Launches Master's Program in Music Education," 
2006). This program added further prominence to School of Music, which had already 
begun its own record label (Launch Records) in 2002 entirely devoted to music written, 
produced, and performed by students ("Music Department 'Launches' Label," 2002). 
At the undergrduate level, program expansion has also occurred during Edwards' 
presidency. In the Spring of 1998 Anderson began a Bachelor Degree Completion 
Program in order to reach out to a non-traditional student market ("1997-1999 Anderson 
University Joint Self Study Report," 1999, pp. 24). In addition to this program the 2006- 
2007 academic year saw Anderson begin an undergraduate honors program, with an 
initial cohort of 18 students enrolling in the fall of 2006 ("Campus Launches Honors 
Program," 2006). 
Administrators point to the strength of the academic program as one of the 
strongest features of the institution. In some of the words of two Anderson 
administrators: 
We have an excellent program -- well actually we, I think, have a handful 
ofjust really fine [programs], some of the finest in Christian colleges -- 
One would be the school of business. But another I think is if you're a 
Christian student that wants to study the arts, this is the place to be ... a 
really strong music program, a really strong theater arts program, a really 
strong opportunity to do visual arts as well. (Institutional Administrator, 
Personal communication, August 6,2007) 
When I first came 30 years ago we had two graduate programs, 
both in the school of theology. Now we offer a Masters in music, Masters 
and Ph.D. in business, Masters in education ... we identify areas, what we 
call key strengths -- history, music, education, communications, business, 
seminary. We have a school of nursing -- a Masters program. So, you 
can't be everything ... [we] identify areas that we feel that we're uniquely 
positioned [in] and have strengths, so we continually grow those. 
(Anderson Administrator, Personal Communication, July 19, 2007) 
Through the expansion of their educational offerings these administrators believe the 
institution has become stronger place during Edwards' tenure. They believe the addition 
of new graduate and undergraduate programs has attracted a greater diversity of students 
to Anderson, and that these programs will continue to grow in the future. 
Enrollment growth. With growing financial support and the growth of 
professional programs, Anderson has experienced a growth of student enrollments over 
the course of Edwards' presidency. In terms of undergraduate education, enrollment 
figures have risen slightly over the course of Edwards' tenure. Drawing off of available 
data provided in its 1999 self study, Anderson had a total undergraduate enrollment of 
2,099 students for the 1994-1995 academic year ("1997-1999 Anderson University Joint 
Self Study Report," 1999, p. 72). For Fall 2006, Anderson's IPEDS data reported an 
undergraduate enrollment of 2,199 students (Anderson University Profile [IPEDS 
Datafile]). This represents an increase of 4.5% in the undergraduate population over this 
period. Looking graduate enrollments, however, reveals that the bulk of Anderson's 
growth under Edwards' leadership has come in terms of its professional graduate 
programs. In 1990, when Edwards became president, Anderson had a total graduate 
enrollment of 94 students, all of whom were enrolled in Anderson Theological Seminary. 
Through the genesis and growth of numerous professional programs during Edwards' 
tenure, the institution reported a total graduate student enrollment of 53 1 students in the 
Fall of 2006 (Anderson University Profile [IPEDS Datafile]). This represents a 53 1.9% 
increase in graduate student enrollments during Edwards' tenure. 
Fostering an enduring saga. In addition to the initiatives mentioned above, 
Callen (2007) notes that many institutional efforts have been undertaken during Edwards' 
presidency to document the enduring story of the institution and its leaders (p.62). In 
1992, a history, Guide of Soul and Mind was published in commemoration of the 
institution's 75th anniversary (Callen, 1992). The year 2004 saw the publication a 
biography of President Reardon (Callen, 2004). In 2006 Anderson University Press 
published the memoirs of President Nicholson (Nicholson, 2006). In 2006 three deeply 
moving DVD videos of Dr. Reardon were also produced through the university's 
Covenant Productions studio (Covenant Productions 2006a; 2006b; 2006~). Harnessing 
Reardon's powerfd ability to relate stories, the videos Holy Places, A River Deep and 
Wide, and Stories I've Told, provide Reardon's recollections regarding his own life as 
well as the life of the institution. Of special value to the institutional community, in Holy 
Places Reardon shares 13 stories regarding significant events that happened in the life of 
the university from the locations on campus where the events took place. A current 
faculty member related that this video was widely distributed to members of the 
institutional community after its production (Anderson Faculty Member, personal 
communication, July 20,2007). The three videos have been since packaged as a 
commemorative set following the death of President Reardon on February 10,2007. 
Present institutional setting 
Mission. The year 2007 marked the 90th anniversary of Anderson University as 
an institution of higher education. Now int is 92nd year, Anderson remains committed to 
its relationship to the Church of God, and the faith-informed identity that springs from 
that relationship. In moving towards the future, Anderson puts forth a mission statement 
which was adopted in 1993 by the Board of Trustees in the early years of James 
Edwards' presidency. The mission statement reads simply: "The mission of Anderson 
University is to educate persons for a life of faith and service in the church and society" 
("Anderson University Undergraduate Catalogue," n.d., p. 3). The mission statement is 
followed by a supplementary text, which clearly identifies the mission of the institution in 
light of its relationship to the Church of God, as well affirms the university's Christian 
identity. In the first place, the supplementary text makes clear that an Anderson 
education seeks to embody a Christian worldview. It notes: 
Established and sustained within the free and open traditions of the 
Church of God, this university is committed to being a teaching-learning 
community of the highest order, engaged in the pursuit of truth from a 
Christian faith perspective.. . We will build those quality programs that 
will enable each member of the university to become stronger in body, 
mind, and spirit, to experience what it means to love God and neighbor, 
and to adopt Christ-like servant ways in all of life. ("Anderson University 
Undergraduate Catalogue," n.d., pp. 3-4) 
The statement goes on to assert Anderson's commitment to uniting Christian faith to 
learning and scholarship both within the liberal arts and the professions. The statement 
asserts: 
Anderson University exists to assist students in their quest not only for 
relevant knowledge, meaningful relationships, and useful skills, but also 
for maturity in self-understanding, personal values, and religious faith. Its 
curricular design and community life seek to unite the objectivity and 
rigor of academic inquiry with a sense of perspective and mission 
emerging from biblical revelation. Charles Wesley's concern is crucial: 
"Unite the pair so long disjoined -knowledge and vital piety." The 
aspiration [of Anderson] is to bring together the liberal arts, professional 
preparation, and biblical faith and understanding. ("Anderson University 
Undergraduate Catalogue," n.d., p. 4) 
The full text of the supplementary statement can be found in Appendix H. 
The university campus. Anderson University's brick buildings are spread over 
160 acres that cover several city blocks in the City of Anderson. For clarity a Campus 
map of the Anderson University can be found in Appendix H. The heart of the Anderson 
Campus still remains where the institution began as Anderson Bible Training School in 
1917. While "Old Main" no longer stands on the grounds, the main buildings of the 
university converge around the shaded ravine known as "The Valley" that lies between 
5th Street and University Boulevard. On the southern slope of the valley stands the 
administrative building of the university (Decker Hall) on the place where "Old Main" 
stood until 1968. An eternal flame stands in front of Decker Hall, as well as a life-size 
statue of the institution's first president, John Morrison. Morrison dressed in his full 
academic regalia looks out to greet visitors at this entrance to the campus. Next to Decker 
Hall stands Hartung Hall which houses the science and humanities departments of the 
institution. Across the shaded valley is a complex of neo-classical brick buildings 
constructed during President Reardon's tenure. Looking centuries old, these buildings 
were constructed in the 1960s. Among these buildings stand Anderson Theological 
Seminary and its adjoining Chapel (Miller Chapel), as well as the seminary library. An 
interesting feature of the campus, the university library is also located on this side of the 
valley, having been built into the hillside. East of this complex of buildings is the Olt 
Student Center, and the oldest building on campus, Byrum Hall. Built in 1910, Byrum 
Hall was constructed to hold early General Assemblies of the Church of God. Today this 
space is used as a theater. To the east of the valley stands the Krannert Fine Arts Center 
which houses the arts and music programs of the university. 
From this center of campus, the university begins to spread to the south across 5" 
Street, and to the north across University Blvd. Directly south of Decker Hall, and across 
5th Street, is Reardon Auditorium. This building is used for both chapel services as well 
as for academic convocations. Further south is a Victorian house which is home to the 
University's radio station. This same area also houses the newly constructed York 
Seminary Village, as well as several undergraduate residence halls. To the east of 
Reardon Auditorium is the headquarters of the Church of God, as well as Hardacre Hall, 
which houses the Falls School of Business. On the other side of campus, north of 
University Blvd., stands the president's home, as well as several undergraduate 
dormitories. Further east stands the athletic facilities of the University, as well one of the 
largest buildings on campus, the Kardatzke Wellness Center. 
Denominational affiliation Nine decades after its founding by the Gospel 
Trumpet Company, Anderson remains an affiliated institution of the Church of God 
(Anderson). Self-described as a movement rather than a denomination, The Church of 
God traces its roots as a holiness movement back to 188 1. As an inter-denominational 
movement, the Church of God (Anderson) does not put forth a particular doctrinal 
structure, but rather asserts: 
We do not consider ourselves to be another denomination, with a 
prescribed creed and an unbending organizational structure. Neither are 
we a sect with legalistic statements on, and enforcement of, lifestyles. We 
do not have any captivating commitment to a human personality. The 
name Church of God is used in a universal sense to refer to all persons 
who believe on Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. The Church of God is not 
a particular set of believers so much as it is all believers, whatever other 
associations to which they may give themselves in the name of Christ. 
(Church of God, Our Beliefs, nd., Three Ways to Speak of the Church of 
God, para. 3-4) 
In the way of structure, local congregations organize themselves into regional 
organizations of the Church of God. Coordinating efforts between local areas are taken 
up by a national organization called Church of God Ministries. As its highest corporate 
body, every June a General Assembly of the Church of God convenes in Anderson, 
Indiana consisting of ordained ministers of Church of God congregations, and lay 
representatives of Church of God affiliate organizations. 
The General Assembly establishes policies for the cooperative work of the 
Church of God. It ratifies key executives, including four college presidents 
and the dean of the movement's seminary, as well as the general director 
and the three team directors of Church of God Ministries. It also adopts a 
budget which supports the movement's united mission and ministries 
facilitated through Church of God Ministries. (Church of God, 
Organization and Structure, n.d., para. 10) 
In terms of scope, "in the United States and Canada the Church of God has 2,300 
congregations and more than 250,000 persons who attend the worship services of those 
local churches on a typical Sunday" (Church of God, "Frequently Asked Questions", n.d., 
para. 3). 
In terms of the ties between Anderson University and the Church of God, 
administrators describe a good working relationship between Church and institution. An 
administrator noted: 
All of us in leadership feel that we are a part of the church -- we don't see 
ourselves as sort of "us" and "them" -- so I think from that attitude helps a 
great deal -- so, we know intimately many of the challenges, programs, 
and the vision of our church denomination. .. And also their headquarters 
literally are across the street -- and I think that helps. In many ways we 
see, get together, formerly, informally, with some of our church general 
directors -- His office is across the street -- So I know that there is a great 
relationship between our president and the Church Ministries Council. 
(Anderson Administrator, Personal Communication, July 19,2007) 
An Anderson faculty member made this observation: 
The president is a former Church of God minister, and one of his degrees 
is a master of divinity from the Church of God seminary, which is here on 
campus. He's well-connected and I think he really values the relationship 
we have as an institution with the church. It doesn't mean that at times 
there are some bumps in the road. You know, we're an educational 
institution, not a church per se, so I think that [the way] our church might 
see something and an educational institution might see something can be 
different so.. . I think that there's mutual respect. (Anderson Faculty 
Member, July 20,2007) 
While this faculty member recognized that there have been times of tension with the 
Church throughout Anderson's history, he clearly noted of the present time: "I don't 
sense there's anything of a problem like that at all" (Anderson Faculty Member, Personal 
communication, July 20,2007). 
Lifestyle commitments. As Anderson grew out of inter-denominational holiness 
movement which itself professes no formal doctrinal creed, the university does not 
require its members to adhere to a particular statement of faith. While the university 
clearly describes its Christian commitments and values, it does not possess a formal 
doctrinal statement as an institution. This too is in keeping with its roots in the 
philosophical principles of the Church of God. In addition, Anderson does not require 
students to be of the Christian faith in order to enroll in the institution. Anderson does 
require, however, that faculty, students, and staff adhere to certain lifestyle commitments 
while residing at Anderson University. As seen with Huntington, the lifestyle 
requirements forbid the use of alcohol, tobacco, and narcotic drugs by members of the 
Anderson community. The agreement also defines certain standards of an acceptable 
Christian lifestyle. A full presentation of Anderson's lifestyle commitments can be found 
in Appendix H. 
Students. In terms of student enrollment, Anderson's is drawing near a total 
population of 3,000 students. As the fall 2006 the university had 2,730 students enrolled 
in its undergraduate and graduate programs. This compares to Nyack's enrollment of 
3,178 and Huntington's 1,153 member student body. Table 22 provides a breakdown of 
student enrollment by undergraduate and graduate programs. 
Table 22 
Anderson University Enrollment, Fall 2006 
Programs Enrollment % of Total 
Enrollment 
Undergraduate 2,199 80.5 
Graduate 53 1 19.5 
Total 2,730 100.0 
Note: IPEDS data from Anderson University Profile 
[Datafile] 
As with Huntington and Nyack, Anderson's student body is made up predominantly of 
undergraduate students. Table 22 shows that 2,199 students (80.5%) were enrolled in the 
institution's undergraduate programs in the Fall of 2006. Of all three institutions, 
however, Anderson had the highest percentage of graduate students among its overall 
student population. For fall 2006 Anderson's 53 1 graduate students made up 19.5% of 
the entire student body. This compares to Nyack's 12.4% and Huntington's 7.7%. 
With regards to the composition of its student body, similar patterns emerge in 
Anderson's enrollment to what was encountered at Huntington. Table 23 provides a 
breakdown of the institution's Fall 2006 enrollment by gender and ethnicity. 
Table 23 
Anderson Universig Undergraduate Enrollment by Gender and Ethnicity, Fall 2006 
Fall Term 2006 Enrollment % of Total 
Enrollment 
Gender 
Male 915 41.6 
Female 1.284 58.4 
Total 2,199 100.0 
Ethnicity 
Non-Resident Alien 44 2.0 
Asian 2 0.1 
Black, Non Hispanic 119 5.4 
Hispanic 22 1 .O 
White, Non- 1,955 88.9 
Hispanic 
Native American 13 0.6 
Unknown 44 2 .O 
Total 2, 199 100.0 
Note: Actual enrollment figures calculated from enrollment 
percentages provided by IPEDS data 6om Anderson University 
Profile [Datafile]. 
In the first place, Table 23 shows that almost 60% of Anderson's student body is female. 
In terms of ethnicity, Table 23 reveals that Anderson's student body tends to be more 
homogenous in its composition compared to Nyack, and slightly more diverse than 
Huntington's student body. The data reveals that 1 1 .l% of Anderson's students are non- 
White. The largest measure of ethnic diversity is provided by Black, non-Hispanic 
students who make up 5.4% of Anderson's student population. As seen in the case of 
Huntington, Anderson University has committed itself to gathering a more diverse 
student body in the coming years. Considering it a serious institutional commitment, 
Anderson administrators made increased student diversity an institutional priority item in 
the institution's strategic plan for 2004-2008. 
In the way of annual tuition and fees, resident Anderson undergraduates pay 
$29,950 for their education at the institution. Table 24 provides a breakdown of annual 
undergraduate tuition for the 2006-2007 academic year. 
Table 24 
Anderson Universily Annual Undergraduate Tuition and Fees, 2006-2007 Academic Year 
2006-2007 Year 
Tuition and Fees $19,990 
Books and Supplies 
On Campus Room and 
Board 
Other Expenses $2,200 
Total $29,950 
Note: From IPEDS data &om Anderson University Profile 
[Datafile]. 
Faculty. The institution's graduate and undergraduate programs are served by 148 
full-time faculty members, and 80 part-time instructors (Office of Academic Affairs, 
Personal communication, November 12,2007). Given recent data provided by the Office 
of Academic Affairs, Table 25 provides a breakdown of full-time and part time faculty by 
gender and ethnicity for Fall 2006. 
Table 25 
Anderson University FUN-time and Part-time Faculty by Gender and Ethnicity, Fall 2006 
Full-Time Faculty Part-Time Faculty Total Faculty 
# % # % # % 
Gender 
Male 8 1 54.7 46 57.5 127 55.7 
Female 67 45.3 34 42.5 101 45.3 
Total 148 100.0 80 100.0 228 100.0 
Ethnicity 
Non-Resident Alien 1 .6 1 1.2 2 .8 
White, Non- 144 97.2 75 93.7 219 96.0 
Hispanic 
Racial 1 Ethnic 4 2.2 5 6.1 9 3.2 
Minority 
Total 148 100.0 80 100.0 228 100.0 
Note: from Office of Academic Affairs, Personal Communication, November 12,2007. 
Table 25 reveals a large representation of female faculty at Anderson. 45.3% of full-time 
faculty members, 42.5% of adjunct faculty, and 45.3% of all faculty at Anderson are 
women. In terms of ethnicity, we see a similar pattern as encountered at Huntington. 
Table 25 shows that 97.2% of all full-time faculty, and 96% of all faculty members are 
White, Non-Hispanic. Current aggregated data was not available regarding the faculty 
rank and degrees attained. The universities website does note however that: "77 percent 
of tenure- track faculty hold earned doctorates or other terminal degrees" (Anderson 
University, AU Facts, n.d., para. 7). 
Administration. Anderson has a Board of Trustees which consists of 3 1 members, 
which are elected for 5 year terms. All trustees are elected by the board itself, and then 
all board member elections must be ratified by the General Assembly of the Church of 
God. The President of the University is elected for 5 year terms as well, under the same 
condition that hisher election must be ratified by the General Assembly of the Church of 
God. In selecting members one current administrator noted: "On our Board of Trustees 
there is a committee that identifies persons who could bring unique leadership to the 
board, and these persons are very carefully evaluated for their commitment, their 
Christian commitment.. ."(Anderson Administrator, Personal communication, July 19, 
2007). Speaking of the composition of the Board this administrator went on to note that 
at present: "I believe over 50% of our Board are Church of God clergy" (Personal 
Communication, July, 19,2007). 
Anderson has seven administrative officers of the university, and nine academic 
officers that oversee the various administrative and academic divisions of university. The 
institution is comprised of three colleges, four professional schools, five administrative 
divisions, and three supporting academic divisions. For further clarification, Table 26 
provides a breakdown on Anderson's various colleges, schools, and divisions. 
Table 26 
Anderson University 's Colleges, Schools, Administrative and Academic Divisions 
Colleges Schools Administrative Supporting 
Divisions Academic Divisions 
College of Science Falls School of Advancement Registrar 
and Humanities Business 
Academic Affairs International 
College of Art School of Music Education 
Student Life 
Anderson School of Education University Libraries 
Theological Enrollment 




From: Anderson UniversiQ Undergraduate Catalogue (n.d), p. 195. 
Anderson University has three colleges: The College of Science and Humanities, 
the College of Art, and Anderson Theological Seminary. Each of these Colleges is 
headed by a Dean. In addition the institution has four professional schools: Falls School 
of Business, the School of Music, School of Education, and the School of Nursing. 
Anderson has five administrative divisions: Advancement, Academic Affairs, Student 
Life, Enrollment Management and Information Systems, and Finance. Each of these 
divisions is headed by an institutional vice-president. The Vice-president for Academic 
Affairs also serves as the chief academic officer of the institution. Finally, Anderson has 
three supporting academic divisions: Registrar, Intemational Education, and University 
Libraries. Each of these divisions is run by a division director. For further clarity 
Table 27 displays a breakdown of the administrative and academic officers of the 
institution. 
Table 27 
Anderson University's Administrative and Academic Officers 
Administrative Officers Academic Officers 
President 
Vice President for Advancement 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and 
Dean 
Dean of the School of Theology 
Vice President for Student Life and Dean 
of Students 
Vice President for Enrollment 
Management and Information Systems 
Vice President for Finance and Treasurer 
Vice President for Academic Affairs and 
Dean 
Dean, College of Science and Humanities 
Dean, College of the Arts 
Dean, Falls School of Business 
Director, School of Nursing 
Dean, School of Education 
University Registrar 
Director of International Education 
Director of University Libraries 
Note: from Anderson University Undergraduate Catalogue (n.d), p. 195. 
Curriculum and academicprograms. In terms of Anderson's academic program, 
Callen (2007) notes that the institution "currently maintains seventeen academic 
departments, a full liberal arts program, three colleges, four professional schools with 
undergraduate and graduate degree offerings at the masters and doctoral levels, and the 
school of adult education" (p. 62). Across its professional schools Anderson offers two 
doctoral programs (Doctor of Business Administration and Doctor of Ministry), eight 
masters programs, and over 60 undergraduate majors. A full listing of Anderson's 
academic programs can be found in Appendix H. In their Philosophy of Education, 
Anderson's focuses on the importance of a broad liberal arts education in light of their 
Christian commitments. The statement notes: 
As a Christian liberal arts institution, Anderson University is committed to 
the goals and ideals of liberal education. The requirements for 
undergraduate degrees have been established with these commitments in 
view. The university's conception of liberally educated people involves 
the freeing and empowering of the total person - his or her spiritual, 
intellectual, aesthetic, emotional, and physical resources.. . As an 
institution committed to Christian service, Anderson University strives 
through its cumcula and informal activities to achieve student 
development in these areas, providing the breadth and depth necessary for 
the fullest preparation for life ("Anderson University Undergraduate 
Catalogue," n.d., pp.5-6). 
Seeking to provide a high quality educational experience, Anderson University 
programs have received recognition from various accrediting agencies. The University's 
undergraduate and graduate programs are accredited by the Higher Learning Commission 
of the North Central Association. In addition, Anderson Theological Seminary is a 
member of the Association of Theological Schools. Finally, Anderson's professional 
programs are certified by the National Council for the Accreditation of Teacher 
Education, the National League of Nursing, the National Association of Schools of 
Music, the Council on Social Work Education, Commission on Accreditation of Allied 
Health Education Programs, and the Association of Collegiate Business Schools and 
Programs ("Anderson University, Accreditations," n.d., para. 1-2). 
Chapel and spiritual formation. As with both Nyack and Huntington, communal 
chapel has remained a vital part of life at Anderson University throughout its history. 
Every Tuesday and Thursday morning the Anderson community gathers together for 
worship in Reardon Auditorium. Chapel1 convocation services take on many forms, and 
are coordinated by the institution's Spiritual Life Office staff. A current administrator 
noted that chapels are most commonly a mixture of worship music, morning prayer, and a 
message from either the campus pastor, guest speaker, or students speaking about their 
faith experiences (Anderson Administrator, Personal communication, July 19, 2007). In 
the way of student involvement, one current administrator noted: 
It's [Chapel] often times led by students - I  mean its, very often the 
campus pastor may, if you will, be the host of the Chapel and get it going 
and introduce the guest for the day, interview students about their Christ 
experience, or what they experience in Hong Kong, or helping the needy 
somewhere. (Anderson Administrator, Personal communication, July 19, 
2007) 
Members of the Anderson community stress the importance of chapel in the 
overall experience of university life. The university's Student Handbook (n.d.) notes of 
chapel: 
Chapel1convocation attendance is an integral part of what it means to be a 
student in the Anderson University community. Chapel/convocation meets 
every Tuesday and Thursday at 10 a.m. and is one setting in which 
persons from the campus community gather regularly for worship, 
enrichment, and community building.. .Required chapel/convocation 
attendance for students is an Anderson University tradition that has been 
maintained over the entire history of the university. It is one of the 
experiences on this campus that sets us apart from secular schools and 
many private church-related colleges. We maintain this tradition as a sign 
of our devotion to be a learning, worshipping community, dedicated to the 
integration of faith and learning. ("Student Handbook 2006-2007, 
Anderson University," n.d., p. 36) 
Present administrators echoed the sentiments shared in this perspective statement. One 
administrator noted: "We feel that that's [chapel] just an essential part of the Anderson 
experience, and that we would not be the same place if we were not to meet as a 
community of believers twice a week" (Anderson Administrator, Personal 
communication, July 19,2007). Another current administrator when asked if Anderson 
would move to a voluntary chapel responded: 
It sure has been talked about, but not ever seriously considered.. .I just 
think we'd give away a lot if we didn't have Chapel anymore. I just think 
it's an integral part of what we are spiritually, but just also the heritage of 
the school being formed and built by the Church of God. Chapel has just 
always been an important part of the experience, and if we said that that it 
was no more -- we could have voluntary Chapel, and we would have a 
group of students that would still come.. .[but] the unengaged, they 
wouldn't come through the door. And I think it's important for them to still 
be exposed to the good measure of the Lord Jesus Christ. (Anderson 
Administrator, Personal communication, August 6,2007) 
For the Anderson community, therefore, chapel helps bind members of the institution 
together. Chapel gives a place to gather together as community for the purpose of 
worship and spiritual reflection. 
In addition to community Chapel/Convocation, Anderson's Spiritual Life Ofice 
coordinates as host of ministry opportunities for students to take advantage of. Among 
the opportunities are ministry projects which connect students to others within the 
university community, as well as projects which focus efforts on ministering to the needs 
of those in the local community. In-house ministry projects include reading circles, 
prayer groups and mentoring programs for students to connect with faculty and other 
students. In the local community, the Spiritual Life Office coordinates several projects. 
Through a project called the "Christian Center Rescue Mission" students minister to the 
homeless in the local Anderson Area. Anderson also coordinates a program called 
Neighbors in which students share the Gospel message in neighborhoods close to the 
campus. Students can also participate in a local prison ministry and nursing home 
ministry as well. A full discussion of the various ministries open to students can be found 
on the Campus Ministry section of Anderson's website 
(http://www.anderson.edu/carnpus/ministry/index.html). 
Study, Serve, Share (Tri 4) Program. One of Anderson's most unique and 
enduring institutional programs for service has been its "Tri-S" (Study, Serve, Share) 
cross-cultural volunteer service program. Started in 1964 under President Reardon's 
leadership, the Tri-S program sends students to various countries throughout the world 
for the purposes of cross-cultural exchange and service Tri-S participants engage in a 
host of activities in the cross-cultural experience. The university website enumerates 
many of these experiences commenting: 
TRI-S programs for learning and serving include constructing schools and 
church buildings, teaching in elementary schools, caring for orphaned 
children, and helping to alleviate the suffering of humankind. Students 
serve in distant places such as the jungles of Peru, villages of the 
Caribbean, rural communities of Uganda, and the great urban centers of 
the world. Participants care for the sick in clinics and hospitals in Hong 
Kong, Korea, and Honduras. In India, students assist the Missionaries of 
Charity in caring for the destitute and dying in Calcutta. Educators tutor 
and teach in England, Taiwan, and Egypt. Volunteers support community 
development projects in Belize, Egypt, Brazil, and with Native Americans 
in the USA. Prospective ministers lead youth camps, vacation church 
schools, and evangelistic services in Finland, Australia, Germany, and 
England. Musicians and dramatists tour with music and plays throughout 
Europe, Asia, Africa, and Latin America. ("Anderson University, Tri-S, 
History and Purpose," n.d., para. 2) 
Since its inception in 1964, the Tri-s program has been one of the most unique 
and dynamic programs of the university. In 1964 "Tri-S began its legacy with a modest 
34 students participating in 16 service projects in the United States and six foreign 
countries" (Warfield, 2004, para. 10). Forty years later, the university's website notes: 
Since its beginning, over 16,000 students, faculty and staff have 
participated in this program. Each year over 400 persons participate in the 
TRI-S program. TRI-S groups have traveled to Africa, Europe, Asia, Latin 
America, the Caribbean, the Middle East, and have worked with Native 
Americans and other ethnic groups in the United States and Canada. 
("Anderson University, Tri-S, History and Purpose," n.d., para. 1) 
To this Warfield (2004) notes that over its history Tri-S has provided cross cultural 
experience in over 100 countries (Warfield, 2004, para. IS). Administrators and faculty 
are quick to point out that Tri-S is a powerful program that impacts the lives of many 
students at Anderson. In the words of members of the Anderson community: 
Students come back from that [Tri-S] different people. They see 
themselves useful, resourceful --they see themselves as persons who can 
make a difference for a kid. They come back with tears in their eyes from 
talking with children they've held. -- that's priceless -- and we have to find 
ways to continue those kinds of experiences. (Anderson Administrator, 
July 19,2007) 
We have a very strong program in international studies or 
international service called Tri-S -- you'll probably run across that -- we 
encourage students to participate in that -- to go and be of service in other 
countries, and helping, helping people in a variety of. .. -- whether its our 
nursing students, or whatever ways that they can provide service, and help 
the people, so ... -We would think that that would be something that very 
quickly a new student or someone wandering through here would engaged 
in talking with someone -- that service and discovery would kind of be 
hand-in-hand. (Anderson Administrator, Personal communication, July 19, 
2007) 
In the way of participant perspectives, Warfield (2004) documents several testimonials of 
Tri-S participants who felt that the Tri-S program had great impact on their lives, as well 
as on their worldview. In the simplest, but most profound of the testimonials, one student 
simply stated: "I do not feel I have done something significant nearly as much as I feel 
something significant has been done to me" (Warfield, 2004, para. 11). 
Planning for thefuture. In planning for the years ahead, Anderson is seriously 
committed to the Christian identity that has been instilled in the institution over its 90 
year history. In 2004 Anderson University implemented a new strategic plan that outlined 
the initiatives the institution would take up over the course of a 5 year period into 2009. 
Looking at the plan's initiatives, a serious commitment to faith-informed mission and 
identity is clearly evident. Setting forth a vision statement for the future Anderson 
administrators clearly asserted: 
Our vision is for Anderson University to become the university of choice 
among students seeking a quality education from a Christian faith 
perspective within a Christian environment. We will strive to be faithful to 
the foundations of the church, and to the integrity of academic and 
Christian discovery. Our goal is to educate persons who are growing in 
devotion to God's call upon their lives, and to support their development 
as exceptional servant leaders in the church and society. ("Anderson 
University 2004-2008," 2004, p. 1) 
In order to bring further clarity to this vision statement, the plan also outlined 10 
commitments institutional leadership would maintain in putting forth new institutional 
initiatives. The commitments are: 
1. We [Trustees and Executive Officers] are committed to the 
development of the whole person, mind, body, and spirit, within a 
community of a distinctly Christian lifestyle, values, and 
relationships. 
2. We will be students of the Scriptures and will seek to be mentored 
in a growing and learning environment of accountability, respect, 
and integrity. The hard requirements of love, forgiveness, and 
reconciliation seen in the life and teachings of Jesus will be our 
example. 
3. We will carry the expectation and the burden that all the academic 
disciplines provide opportunity to learn about faith and a Christian 
world view. 
4. We will stretch those who are tied to unexamined faith traditions, 
and offer an anchor of faith to those who seek a foundation for life. 
5. We will commit ourselves to excellence that will stand the test of 
the academy in the disciplines of learning, and in the measure of 
. grace that judges our relationships. 
6 .  We will commit ourselves to a courageous vision that moves us to 
change beyond our comforts for the sake of the mission that guides 
and measures all our strategic decisions. 
7. We will trust one another in a leadership context that inspires 
loyalty and supports personal development for all-teachers, 
students, administrators and staff, trustees, alumni, supporters, 
parents and colleagues in the world we share. We respectfdly 
include in our world of mutual concerns the local and global 
community, the church, academia and the broader society. 
8. We will know we are strengthening our effectiveness when we 
improve graduation rates; attract greater numbers of gifted and 
highly committed students from our supporting church and the 
wider faith community; strengthen our financial resources and 
foundations; and add to available resources for better salaries, 
funded scholarships, improved facilities and technologies, and the 
flexibility to add or remove programs based on issues of need. 
quality, and mission. 
9. We will develop a broader scope and leadership of governance 
through continued strengthening and diversifying of our Board of 
Trustees to reflect our constituency among students and donors, 
and outreach goals. 
10. We will manage leadership transitions across the faculty and staff 
with thoughthl and timely planning, and with the view that with 
each change, we will strengthen both the opportunities and the 
effectiveness of this mission. ("Anderson University 2004-2008," 
2004, pp. 1-2) 
Looking at the 10 commitments reveals the serious concern of the university community 
to affirm the faith identity of the institution in carrying out initiatives. In the first place, 
the first four specifically commit institutional policy makers to maintaining a Christian 
worldview and identity in planning for the future. Furthermore Number 6 and Number 10 
commit trustees and administrators to make institutional decisions in the light of the 
university's faith-informed mission. 
Following these 10 commitments the strategic plan puts forth 8 initiatives to be 
carried out between 2004 and 2008. The initiatives are: 
1. To develop a nationally recognized academic program centered in 
faith and learning that excels in teaching and learning both at the 
undergraduate and graduate levels. 
2. To continue a course of managed enrollment growth across all 
undergraduate and graduate programs; defined by the raising of the 
academic profile, strengthening of student representation from our 
sponsoring church, expanding diversity, and improving student 
retention. 
3. To strengthen the financial base of the university to enable support of 
the educational mission, students, and the strategic plan. 
4. To attract, retain, develop, and reward competent faculty and staff who 
are gifted, committed, and able to advance with the mission of the 
university. 
5. To provide and maintain quality facilities and equipment for an 
effective living and learning environment. 
6 .  To enhance our student life program to create a sense of belonging, 
develop leadership skills, enrich students spiritually and culturally, and 
promote student success. 
7. To enhance and strengthen relationships with all university 
constituencies - students, faculty and staff, trustees, alumni, 
sponsoring church, City of Anderson, donors, etc. 
8. To develop an institutional image and marketing program which 
strengthens awareness and understanding by all constituents of the 
institution's commitment to Academic and Christian discovery 
("Anderson University 2004-2008," 2004, pp. 2-21). 
As with the commitments, the initiatives also reflect Anderson's desire to remain focused 
on the mission of the institution as a place of "Christian Discovery" in higher education. 
Through these commitments and initiatives Anderson strives to remain true to its faith- 
informed mission, while dealing with the challenges it faces as it heads into the future. 
CHAPTER V 
EMERGENT PATTERNS FROM INSTITUTIONAL PROFILES 
Introduction 
In the course of compiling profiles for Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson several 
major thematic patterns emerged across archival documents and promotional literature. 
In this chapter these converging and diverging patterns will be discussed. While these 
institutions are unique in their own ways, several patterns emerged across the profiles 
which have considerable bearing on this study's primary and subsidiary research 
questions. A presentation of the convergent patterns discovered will be followed by the 
major divergent patterns encountered across the profiles. 
Convergent Patterns 
While many themes emerged from the profiles, several major convergent patterns 
were identified throughout coding passes. Looking across the profiles we can see that 
over the past two decades these institutions have sought to strengthen faith-informed 
identity by: (a) Possessing visionary presidential leaders who were committed to 
maintaining faith-informed identity while putting forth strong and expansive institutional 
initiatives; (b) building broader bases of institutional support; (c) maintaining lasting 
commitments to the spiritual formation of students; (d) requiring institutional members to 
agree to clear lifestyle commitments; (e) committing to educational philosophies that link 
faith to learning within the classroom; (0 framing strategic planning goals in light of 
faith-informed mission; and (g) cultivating compelling institutional stories or legends 
within the collective conscience of their institutional communities. Having enumerated 
these themes briefly, a discussion of each of these themes follows below. 
Strong Presidential Leadership 
The first major theme emerging from the profiles is that the aMirmation of faith- 
informed identity at all three institutions has been bolstered over the past 20 years 
through the leadership of strong presidents. At Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson the 
early 1990s saw the advent of presidents strongly committed to the faith-informed 
identities of their institutions. These presidents were also committed to progressive 
initiatives that would strengthen their position in the faith-based higher education market. 
David Schroeder (Nycak) and G. Blair Dowden (Huntington) came to their institutions at 
a time when these colleges were suffering from low enrollments and possessed 
significant challenges in the area of institutional support. James Edwards came to the 
presidency of a growing Anderson nurtured by three charismatic predecessors, but facing 
the challenge of preparing for coming decades. While each of these leaders faced 
different circumstances, they each possessed a set of leadership priorities that were 
strikingly similar. Table 28 compares the major presidential priorities of David 
Schroeder, G. Blair Dowden, and James Edwards that emerged in the course compiling 
the profiles. 
Table 28 
Comparison ofLeadership Priorities of Institutional Presidents 
David Schroeder G. Blair Dowden James Edwards 
( N Y ~ c ~ )  (Huntington) (Anderson) 
Admin. Affirm Christian Emphasize Christ- Clarify Mission of 
Priorities 
Mission and Identity. centered Mission. Institution and 
Increase Enrollments Increase donor Strengthen 
through Institutional support and financial relationship with 
and program stability. sponsoring church 
expansion. Increase Enrollments. body. 
Move Institution to Expand academic Increase financial 
University Status. offerings. stability. 
BuildExpand Expand academic 
Facilities. programs and grow 
enrollment. 
Build facilities 
Foster enduring saga 
While these priorities can not be ranked in importance, given that they were many times 
intermingled in making policy decisions, Table 28 reveals that these presidents shared a 
similar mixture of priorities in heading their institutions. In all three cases these 
presidents held the affirmation of the faith-informed identity as a major institutional 
priority during the course of their tenure. In addition, each president sought to increase 
enrollment through the expansion of academic programs. All three presidents also valued 
the need to build or expand campus facilities. In the case of Huntington and Nyack, 
Presidents Schroeder and Dowden aimed to raise their institutigns to university status. 
Looking at the priorities of Presidents Dowden (Huntington) and Edwards (Anderson) we 
also see a common aim to grow the institution's financial base. Through the mixture of 
these priorities Presidents Schroeder, Dowden, and Edwards each had a vision of not only 
affirming the institutional mission and identity, but also of building the resources 
necessary to support that mission and identity into the foreseeable future . 
In addition to putting forth similar priorities, the profiles also reveal that each of 
these presidents put forth a mixture of successful policy initiatives that clearly connected 
to their priorities. Tables 29,30, and 3 1 provide a breakdown of the administrative 
priorities, associated policy initiatives, and resulting initiative outcomes for each 
president. 
Table 29 
Administrative Priorities, Associated Initiatives, and Outcomes under President David 
Schroeder, Nyack College 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 
Affirm Christian 1. Development of "Core 
mission and identity. Values" document to 
articulate institutional 
values. 
Increase enrollments 1. Launching of satellite 
by institutional location in lower 
expansion. Manhattan in 1996. 
2. Opening of subsequent 
satellite locations in U.S. 
and abroad from 2000- 
1. "Core Values" completed 
and adopted by Board of 
Trustees in 2004. 
1. Increase in student 
enrollment from under 
1,000 to over 3,000 during 
tenure. 
2. New York City Campus 
enrolled 1,500 students by 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 
Move institution to 1. Movement of ATS into 1. Several graduate / 
university status. college's governance professional programs 
structure. launched and accredited 
2. Organization of college from 1999-2007. 
into academic 2. ATS curriculum revision 
/administrative divisions. completed and reported to 
3. Development of new Middle States in 2005. 
graduate/ professional 3. 1,000 graduate students 
programs beyond theology enrolled in 2006; one-third 
and pastoral ministry. of the student body. 
4. ATS restructured to meet 4. College in development 
changing needs of phase of programs leading 
theological studies 1 to university status. 
pastoral preparation. 
Table 30 
Administrative Priorities, Associated Initiatives, and Outcomes under President G. Blair 
Dowden, Huntington Universiw 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 
Emphasize 1. More intense focus on Christ- 
Christ-centered centered identity in 
mission. statements to institutional 
community and to alumni. 
2. Elevation office of campus 
pastor to executive cabinet 
level position. 
3. Revision of institutional 
mission statement, and 
institutional bylaws to 
emphasize faith commitment. 
Increase 1. Restructuring of enrollment 
enrollments services staff and 
appointment of new Dean of 
Enrollment in 1993. 
2. Refocusing of enrollment 
strategies to emphasize 
Huntington's Christian 
identity. 
3. Development and 
1. New mission statement 
approved by Board of 
Trustees in 1993. 
2. Bylaws of the institution 
amended adding statements 
of Christian faith 
commitments. 
1. Institutional enrollment 
increased from under 600 in 
1993 to 1,153 in Fall 2007. 
2. Two new residence halls 
opened to accommodate 
growing student enrollments. 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 




relations campaign to 
emphasize Christian identity. 
1. Development of 
undergraduate EXCEL 
program for adult learners in 
1993. 
2. Development of new graduate 
programs and undergraduate 
majors in the professions. 
Build larger base 1. Launching of $37 Million 
of financial "Fund or Excellence" capital 
support. campaign in 2000. 
1. Several graduate and 
undergraduate professional 
programs launched and 
accredited from 1993 to 
2000. 
2. Steady enrollment increases in 
professional programs 
experienced in past decade. 
1. "Fund for Excellence" raised 
$50 million by 2004. 
2. New additions made to 
Huntington's physical plant 
through donor contributions. 
Updatelexpand 1. Launching of building 1. Two new dormitories and new 
facilities. projects for new dormitory Science Hall completed on 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 
space, and new science campus since 2000. 
building. 2. Remolding of several campus 
2. Launching of projects to building planned for next five 
update existing facilities. years. 
Move institution 1. Formation of committee in 1. Institution moved to 
to university 1993 to investigate move to university status, September 
status. university status. 2005. 
2. Formation of second 
investigative committee in 
2004 to research move to 
university status. 
Table 3 1 
Matrix of Administrative Priorities, Associated Initiatives, and Results under President 
and James Edwards, Anderson University 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 
Strengthen 1. Publishing of A Covenant 1. New Mission Statement 
relationships Relationship to build greater adopted by Board of Trustees 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 
with Church of understandings of university in 1993. 
God. within the Church. 2. Present administrators and 
2. Drafting of new presidential faculty describe present 
vision statement in 1998 relationship with Church of 
reaffirming Anderson's God as cordial. 
relationship to Church. 
3. Dmfting of 2004-2008 
strategic plan to include 
commitments to increasing 
enrollments of Church of 
God students. 
Build larger base 1. Launching of $75 million 1. $83.5 million raised by 1999 
of financial "Anderson Challenge" capital through "Anderson 
support. campaign in 1992. Challenge". 
2. Launching of $1 10 million 2. $72 million in pledges 
"Dreams, Discovery, collected by second year of 
Direction" campaign in 2006. "Dreams, Discovery, 
Direction." 
3. Academic and dormitory 
buildings constructed over 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 
2000- 2007 from monies 
Increase 1.  Development of a School of 
academic Business from university's 
program economics department. 
offerings. 2. Development of masters 
programs and doctoral 
program in professions 
outside of theology and 
pastoral ministry. 
3.  Addition of masters and 
doctoral programs to School 
of Theology. 
4. Development of 
undergraduate degree 
completion program, honors 
program and new 
undergraduate majors. 
given by fund donors. 
1. Falls School of Business 
developed and launched 
D.B.A. and M.BA from 
1993-2001.; 
2. FSB Ranked #I Christian 
Business School in 2004and 
2005 by Business Reform. 
3. Doctorate and masters 
programs in theology and the 
professions launched and 
accredited by national 
agencies from 1992-1 996. 
4. Undergraduate enrollment 
increased from 2,099 in 1994 
to 2,199 in Fall 2006. 
4. Graduate enrollment increased 
from 94 in 1994 to 53 1 in 
Fall 2006. 
Administrative Associated Institutional Initiative Outcomes 
Priority Initiatives 
(Articulation) (Action) 









projects for new academic 
and dormitory space. 
2. Purchasing of 30 acre parcel 
of land from Church of God 
1. Publication of official 
institutional history in 1992. 
2. Publication of Reardon 
biography and Nicholson 
memoirs. 
3. Production of Three DVD 
videos of Robert Reardon. 
York Seminary Village, 
Anderson Flagship Enterprise 
Center completed since 2002. 
2. Construction of new Student 
Center, Musical Recital Hall, 
and Center for 
Communications and Visual 
Arts in planning stages. 
1. Biographies and histories gave 
institution lasting historical 
record. 
2. DVDs preserved Reardon's 
endearing stories for 
posterity; DVD widely 
distributed to institutional 
community. 
In contrast to examples provided by Burtchaell (1998) of institutions obscuring their faith 
identity through mission statements and other foundational documents, leadership at 
Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson has done much in the way of strengthening or 
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clarifying their faith identities in formal articulations. Tables 29,30, and 3 1 document 
that throughout the 1990s and 2000s a concern for clearly articulating faith-identity led 
institutional leaders to either draft new documents dealing with mission or revise existing 
ones. During the 1990s Anderson and Huntington adopted new mission statements 
focused on reaffirming their Christian identity. In the case of Nyack College, a "Core 
Values" document was drafted which formally articulated the guiding values that the 
college community possessed and would focus on heading into the future. At Anderson, 
James Edwards undertook several initiatives to foster a stronger relationship with the 
Church of God. These initiatives included the publication of A Covenant Relationship, as 
well as the drafting of a new presidential vision statement, asserting a commitment to 
building a stronger relationship between the university and the church. 
Tables 29,30, and 3 1 also reveal that all three presidents coupled their concern 
with mission and identity with initiatives focused on growing their institutions. All 
three presidents sought to increase enrollments through an expansion of graduate and 
undergraduate programs in the professions. Through their presidential leadership, all 
three schools launched either graduate or undergraduate nursing programs. New 
professional programs in education, business, and music were also opened. 
Undergraduate degree completion programs were started, and national accreditations 
were obtained for newly created programs. In the case of Nyack College, an entire New 
York City campus came to fruition under President Schroeder's leadership. At Anderson, 
through program expansion the Flagship Enterprise Institute was built in Anderson's 
downtown district as an extension site of the university, and the Falls School of Business 
came into being. 
The third column of Tables 29, 30, and 3 1 document that in most cases the 
mixture of institutional initiatives met with a considerable amount of success over the last 
two decades. All three institutions experienced significant enrollment increases through 
leadership initiatives. Numerous master degree programs were launched at each 
institution. Anderson launched two doctoral programs during this time as well. With 
expanding programs, Huntington and Anderson have seen the completion of several 
major building projects as well. 
Archival and promotional literature of these institutions document that the 
successes of institutional presidents have been due in part to the mixture of the priorities 
and associated initiatives discussed above. In responding to the works of Riesman (1956) 
and Burtchaell(1988) among others, one can clearly see from these profiles that 
leadership at these institutions has in no way abandoned faith identity along the path to 
program expansion or in building institutional resources. On the contrary, institutional 
literature clearly points out that maintaining faith identity has been a clear priority in 
institutional decision making at these institutions. It is also clear that the concern to 
maintain a clear Christian identity informed decisions regarding program expansion and 
institutional growth. It is important to note that in all three cases the successes of 
institutional presidents were enhanced by the focus on faith-informed mission and 
identity. In the case of Nyack, we see current administrators and faculty alike asserting 
the "Core Values" statement as one of the greatest contributions of President Schroeder's 
tenure. At Huntington, administrators and faculty alike point to President Dowden's 
message of Huntington's Christ-centeredness as the most enduring theme of his 
presidency. And at Anderson we see the concern for a better relationship with the 
Church of God as a theme that runs through James Edwards' presidency. 
The preceding findings are more striking when the varying contexts of these 
institutions are taken into consideration. Nyack has a 3,000 member student body in the 
New York area. Anderson and Huntington are schools of 2,000 students and 1,000 
respectively, which are both located in a more rural mid-western setting. Despite these 
differences, leadership at all three schools has experienced a great deal of success 
utilizing a similar mixture of institutional priorities and associated initiatives. While it 
is unforeseen how Michael Scales will shape Nyack over the course of his tenure (being 
inaugurated in April, 2007) all evidence suggests that Dr. Scales possesses a vibrant 
leadership style comparable to that of Drs. Schroeder, Dowden, and Edwards. An 
investigation of Scales' tenure would be a suitable focus for future researchers. 
Building Institutional Support 
Comparing Anderson's profile to Huntington's also revealed a similar effort on 
behalf of both these universities to build larger bases of support for institutional 
initiatives. Cardozier (1993) and Kliewer (1999) focusing on secular institutions 
identified several schools which possessed distinctive identities, but failed to sustain them 
due to a lack of financial support in sustaining institutional programs. Furthermore 
Clark (1970) asserts that a distinctive saga is sustained when "a social base of external 
believers provides resources, including moral support, and interests a certain type of 
student in the college" (p.246). Avoiding the pitfalls described by Cardozier (1993) and 
Kliewar (1999), and embodying the assertion of Clark (1970), leadership at Huntington 
and Anderson has coupled the clarification of mission with building the necessary 
resources needed to keep the institution and its mission vibrant. While already 
mentioned above, during the 1990s and 2000s G. Blair Dowden (Huntington) and James 
Edwards (Anderson) inaugurated several successful capital campaigns which gathered 
large amounts of support for their institutions. While Schroeder's presidency at Nyack 
was not marked by a large capital campaign, the strategic initiatives to be undertaken by 
Scales' administration point to the development of a significant campaign within the next 
5 years. At Huntington and Anderson, successful campaigns supported the expansion of 
endowments and programs, as well as the building of facilities on campus. Table 32 
documents the capital campaign initiatives, campaign goals and final total of campaign 
contributions of campaigns undertaken at Huntington and Anderson from 1992-2006. 
Table 32 
Capital Campaign Initiatives, Goals, and Total Contributions, Huntington and Anderson 
1992-2006 
President Campaign Initiative(s) Campaign Total 
Goal Contributions 
Dowden "Fund for Excellence" (2000) $37 million $50 million 
Edwards "The Anderson Challenge"(1992) $75 million $ 83.5 million 
- "Dreams, Discovery, Direction" (2006) $1 10 million $72 million* 
Note: ' Campaign only in its second year of collecting contributions "Dreams, Discovery, Direction" 
campaign will close in May 2010. 
In contrast to several examples provided by O'Brien (2002) and Gleason (1992) 
of institutions adopting more secular identities in order to gain greater financial support, 
the cases of Huntington and Anderson tell a different story. In both cases profiles show 
that successful capital campaigns were conducted within schools in which leaders were 
clearly reaffirming institutional faith commitments. At Anderson, capital campaigns were 
launched during periods in which university leaders were clarifying its mission statement 
and reaffirming its relationship with the Church of God. In the case of Huntington, the 
"Fund for Excellence" was undertaken during the same period in which public relations 
efforts began to focus more intently on emphasizing Huntington's Christ-centered 
mission and identity. In both cases, these campaigns exceeded their projected goals 
during these periods of mission reaffirmation. The $37 million "Fund for Excellence" 
raised $50 million dollars. "The Anderson Challenge" and "Dreams, Discovery, 
Direction" have raised a total $152.5 million for the university, with the "Anderson 
Challenge" exceeding its goal by $8.5 million. Therefore, at Huntington and Anderson, 
leadership has seen the strengthening of Christian mission and the building of a greater 
base of support as courses of action which are parallel and complimentary, rather than 
juxtaposed and contradictory. These examples stand in contrast to a description 
provided by Benne (2001) which describes a "playing down" of specific faith 
commitments at certain institutions in an effort to gain broader support. At Anderson and 
Huntington, we see that a greater focus on institutional mission coincided with the 
improvement of endowments and the launching of building projects aimed at expansion. 
Spiritual Formation of Students 
A third pattern found across the profiles is the foundational emphasis Nyack, . 
Huntington, and Anderson places on the spiritual formation of its students. As seen in 
the work of Benne (2001), each of these institutions utilizes worship and ritual as a means 
of maintaining a strong Christian identity and providing a strong Christian atmosphere on 
campus. As a starting point to spiritual formation, each institution requires their students 
to attend a communal chapel on a weekly basis. All of these institutions assert that 
chapel is a foundational part of college life. Not only has communal chapel has been a 
life-long tradition at Nyack, Huntington and Anderson, but the primary importance of 
required chapel has been reaffirmed in recent decades. Table 33 provides a comparison 
of the articulated commitments each institution has regarding community chapel to the 
worship programs offered to students. 
Table 33 
Comparison ofArticulated Community Chapel Commitments to Programs Offered at 
Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson 
Institution Articulated Commitment Programs Offered 
Nyack Required chapel; "Chapel is a required 
piece of every student's education because 
of the value we place on coming together as 
a community to worship. Our distinctive as 
a Christian college requires that we have 
special times together where God is lifted 
up among us" ("Chapel, Nyack Campus", 
n.d., para. 1 ). 
Huntington Required chapel; Core of the community 
chapel "offer[s] the student a place to 
participate with the entire campus 
community -- enhancing the spiritual, 
Community Chapel 
held Monday, 
Wednesday, and Friday 
mornings. 
Smaller chapel service 
held on Sunday 
evenings. 
Community Chapel 
Tuesday and Thursday 
Mornings. 
Student run worship 
social, and academic life of the individual service "EMtlesia" 
("The Core of Our Life Together, 2007, Friday morning 
para. 1). community bible study 
Anderson Required chapel; Community chapel is "a Community Chapel/ 
sign of our devotion to be a learning, Convocation held 
worshipping community, dedicated to the Tuesday and Thursday 
integration of faith and learning" ("Student mornings. 
Handbook 2006-2007, Anderson 
University," n.d., p. 36). 
A reading of this table shows that Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson clearly articulate the 
primary role chapel plays in community life. In addition, all three institutions back up 
their commitments by providing a selection of worship opportunities for students to take 
advantage of during the year. In many cases chapel services are led by students and are 
coordinated by campus ministry staff. 
In addition to required chapel, spiritual formation on campus also includes 
providing opportunities for ministry and volunteer service. Each of these three 
institutions run ministrylservice organizations that provide volunteer opportunities to 
students in their local communities and abroad. Table 34 provides a listing of the 
ministry organizations offered at each institution as well as the types of programs offered 
through those organizations. 
Table 34 
Ministry Organizations and Ministry/Service Projects and Programs Offered at Nyack, 
Huntington, and Anderson 
- - - -  
Institution Ministry Organizations Programs Offered 
Nyack Voluntary ministry groups coordinated 
by students and campus pastoral 
ministry staff. 
0 Watchmen ministry organizations 
organize ministry efforts in NYC. 
Huntington Joe Mertz Center for Volunteer Service 
coordinates ministry and service 
opportunities in local area. 
Several independent service projects 
run by students. 
Anderson Spiritual Life Office coordinates 
ministry and service opportunities in 
local area. 
Christian Center Rescue Mission co- 
ordinates homeless ministries. 
Worship Ministry 
Gospel Choir 
Free Medical Clinic NYC 
Inner-city ministry in NY. 
Local Neighborhood 
Ministry 










Institution Ministry Organizations Programs Offered 
Tri-S Program offers cross-cultural Prison Ministry 
service opportunities in U.S. and Nursing Home Ministry 
abroad. Cross cultural volunteer 
service in over 100 
countries. 
Table 34 shows that student organizations focused on ministry or voluntary service are 
abundant at each institution and are focused on many different activities. Nyack, 
Huntington, and Anderson all sponsor some form of cross-cultural volunteer service both 
within the United States and abroad. Local ministrylservice groups are also run by each 
institution. As all institutions seek to provide experiences in the inner-city, these 
institutions provide opportunities to address the needs of the poor in urban settings. 
Groups from Nyack take part in opportunities in New York City. Anderson students 
travel to Indianapolis, and Huntington volunteers lend their time to the needy of Fort 
Wayne, Indiana. Of the most successful programs, Anderson's Tri-S cross-cultural 
service program has sponsored over 16,000 students to take part in service opportunities 
in over 100 countries. 
Lifestyle Agreements 
Leadership at each institution also possesses a clear commitment to fostering a 
Christian lifestyle on campus. All three schools give support to their faith identity by 
requiring students and employees to adhere to certain Christian lifestyle commitments 
while residing at the institution. Comparing the lifestyle commitments of all three 
institutions we can see that these agreements are strikingly similar. Table 35 provides a 
comparison of Institutional lifestyle expectations to the particulars of the institution's 
lifestyle agreement. 
Table 35 
Comparison ofArticulated Commitments for and Particulars of Lifestyle Agreements at 
Nyack, Huntington, and Anderson 
Institution Articulated Commitment Particulars of Lifestyle Agreement 
Nyack "Nyack College seeks to cultivate a Refrain from alcoholic 
positive, constructive approach to beverages, use of tobacco, and 
Christian living and behavior, and illegal drugs . 
students are encouraged to develop . Refrain from social dancing. 
Biblical standards of conduct by Personal appearance reflect good 
which they will be equipped to taste and lifestyle. 
contribute responsibly to their 
church, the community, and the 
family" ("Application for 
Admission, Nyack College", n.d., 
P 4). 
Huntington Huntington University strives to Adhere to community standards 
create and promote an atmosphere which include, but are not limited 
consistent with the Christian faith, to: 
which encourages the student to Prohibition of alcohol, tobacoo, 
Institution Articulated Commitment 
develop histher fullest potential, 
both in and out of the classroom"; 
Students "distinguished by their 
commitment to each other and to 
Jesus Christ as Lord and Savior" 
("Nyack College Community 
Lifestyle Agreement", 2007, para 
1-7). 
Anderson Institution's "mission, programs, 
and campus life are all informed by 
three basic traditions: biblical, 
church, and liberal arts"; Students 
"agree to conduct themselves as 
responsible citizens and actively 
contribute to the quality of social, 
spiritual, and intellectual life". 
Particulars of Lifestyle Agreement 
drugs, and use of profanity. 
Abstinence from sexual activity 
and inappropriate sexual 
behavior. 
Following academic standards of 
honesty and integrity 
Prohibition of Use of alcohol, 
tobacco, drugs, and gambling. 
Refraining from sexual activity 
Adhere to guidelines for dating 
behavior. 
("Student Handbook 2006-2007, 
Anderson University," 2006, p. 30) 
A reading of Table 35 reveals that all three schools make clear that standards of Christian 
behavior will be upheld within the institution. In addition it is expected that these 
standards will be respected by all members of the community. In addition students and 
employees must sign a lifestyle agreement in order to become a part of the community. 
These policies embody another dynamic of Clark's (1970) model in sustaining a 
distinctive and lasting identity in which "students develop a strong subculture that 
significantly incorporates the central idea of the college" (p. 246). At all three 
institutions the use of alcohol, tobacco and drugs is prohibited, as well as engaging in 
sexual activity. Other policies are also enforced which institutional officials believe 
support an upright Christian lifestyle. In all three cases, lifestyle agreements provide a 
common code of conduct that is well known throughout the community. The agreements 
also provide standards for disciplining individuals who violate policies of conduct. 
Educational Philosophies 
In terms of their academic programs, the profiles reveal that these institutions 
seek to connect their Christian identity to their educational philosophies. While we have 
already seen that these institutions make Christian commitments clear in various aspects 
of extra-curricular life, a look at their educational philosophies reveals that administrators 
and faculty are seriously committed to connecting faith to learning inside the classroom. 
Nyack College's philosophy of education stresses the need to provide a sound 
liberal arts education rooted in a strong Christian faith perspective. The college's official 
educational philosophy states: 
Nyack College is committed to providing its students a broad education 
based upon the liberal arts and rooted in the historic Christian faith. Thus 
Nyack College is a Christian liberal arts college dedicated to pursuing, 
integrating, communicating, and applying truth.. .Nyack College is 
committed to the PURSUIT of truth in God's Word and God's world" 
(Nyack Undergraduate Catalogue", n.d., p. 5). 
In pursuit of academic truth, Nyack curriculum seeks to integrate perspectives of 
faith that arise from God's revelation. In this sense Nyack sees both processes as 
going side by side for a student at Nyack College. 
Turning to Huntington and Anderson's educational philosophies, we can 
see that strong emphasis is placed on the integration of faith and learning as well. 
Huntington's education philosophy states: 
Through a curriculum of demonstrated academic excellence, students are 
educated in the liberal arts and their chosen disciplines, always seeking to 
examine the relationship between the disciplines and God's revelation in 
Jesus Christ. ("Huntington's Mission", n.d., para. 2-7) 
With similar themes, Anderson's educational philosophy reads: 
As a Christian liberal arts institution, Anderson University is committed to 
the goals and ideals of liberal education. .. As an institution committed to 
Christian service, Anderson University strives through its curricula and 
informal activities to achieve student development in these areas, 
providing the breadth and depth necessary for the fullest preparation for 
life." ("Anderson University Undergraduate Catalogue," (n.d.), pp.5-6). 
In both of these cases we can see that these schools build connections between their 
liberal arts curriculum and their Christian commitments as an institution. 
Comparing these philosophies, we see that each institution provides a philosophy 
of education focused on a broad liberal arts curriculum informed by Christian faith 
perspectives. In each case a "Christian world-view" is brought to bear on the academic 
program of the institution in a fashion that embodies the theoretical assertions put forth 
by Marsden (1997,2002). This embodiment of mission also hearkens to Clark (1970) 
who identified "the features of the curriculum" being imbued with the school's mission 
as one of the pillars of an enduring institutional saga (p. 246). Of these three 
institutions, Huntington's articulation of a Christian worldview is the most precise with an 
educational aim of examining "the relationship between the disciplines and God's 
revelation in Jesus Christ" ("Huntington's Mission", n.d., para. 2-7). At all three 
institutions, however, we see the intentional connection of a liberal arts perspective to the 
Christian commitments of the institution. 
Commitments in Strategic Planning 
A sixth pattern that cut across profiles is an institutional concern for maintaining 
Christian identity in planning for the future. While the study primarily focuses on how 
institutions have dealt with issues in the past, it is very telling how institutions articulate 
their commitments in planning for the years to come. Turning back to the literature, 
Burtchaell(1998) Cuninggim (1 994), Marsden (1 994), Marsden and Longfield (1 992), 
and Veysey (1965) all show that the process of secularization happens within institutions 
cumulatively over the course of time. In all of these works examples are given of 
institutions which were primarily oriented by their faith commitments and over time 
altered those commitments and priorities, thus becoming more secular. A reading of an 
institution's strategic priorities gives a clear indication of where it stands in regards to its 
past. Present priorities also give a clear indication of how an institution wants change or 
remain the same as it faces its future. Looking at Anderson and Huntington on this level, 
we see that in the past five years institutional leaders have put forth strategic 
commitments which are clearly directed towards maintaining Christian mission and 
identity. As available institutional documentation for Nyack did not provide a list of 
strategic priorities or commitments, analysis on this level could not be made. Table 36 
provides a comparison of Anderson's strategic priorities to Huntington's strategic 
commitments. 
Table 36 
Comparison of Huntington 's Strategic Priorities to Anderson S Strategic Commitments 
Huntington's Strategic Priorities* Anderson's Strategic Commitments** 
1. Pursue academic excellence to 1. Develop whole person, mind, body, 
develop thinking Christians. 
2. Nurture growing Christians who 
understand and live their faith. 
3. Promote culture of creativity, 
collegiality, and informed change. 
4. Ensure long-term growth and vitality 
of University. 
5. Increase opportunities for 
underserved and nontraditional 
students to attend University. 
6. Strengthen positive work 
environment and organizational 
and spirit, within community of 
distinctly Christian lifestyle, values, 
and relationships. 
2. Be students of Scriptures; seek to be 
mentored in growing and learning 
environment of accountability, respect, 
and integrity. 
3. Requirements of love, forgiveness, 
and reconciliation seen in life and 
teachings of Jesus be our example. 
4. Carry expectation that all the 
academic disciplines provide 
Huntington's Strategic Priorities* Anderson's Strategic Commitments** 
health. opportunity to learn about faith and 
7. Emphasize our strength by enhancing Christian world view. 
Christian university experience for 5. Stretch those who are tied to 
students, faculty, and staff. unexamined faith traditions. 
6. Commit to excellence that will stand 
the test of academy in the disciplines 
of learning. 
7. Commit to courageous vision that 
moves to change beyond comforts; 
mission guide and measure all strategic 
decisions. 
8. Build leadership context that inspires 
loyalty and supports personal 
development. 
9. Strengthening effectiveness when 
improving graduation rates. 
10. Strengthening and diversifying Board 
of Trustees. 
Note: *Priorities condensed fFom "Anderson University 2004-2008," 2004, pp. 1-2; **commitments 
condensed 60m "Huntington University 2006 Strategic Plan," 2006, p.3 
Comparing these strategic priorities/commitments, several similarities are evident in 
Table 36. In the first place, there is a concern at both schools for maintaining Christian 
mission and promoting a Christian ethos on campus (Huntington Priority 1 and 7; 
Anderson Commitments 1 and 7). In addition, a continued commitment to spiritual 
formation is also evident in the priorities (Huntington Priority 2; Anderson Commitment 
2 and 3). Table 36 also reveals a commitment to linking Christian faith to the academic 
disciplines (Huntington Priority 1; Anderson Commitment 4). Finally, as in the past, 
priorities focused on faith commitments are intermingled with efforts to build support for 
the institution and enhance campus facilities. From these commitments it can be seen 
that faith identity remains an essential part of institutional planning. Commitments to 
Christian mission and identity continue to permeate institutional priorities and inform 
policy initiatives that arise from those priorities. 
Compelling Sagas 
Clark (1970) and Butler (1977) described three institutions which possessed a 
distinctive character by projecting an abiding story or saga which was commonly shared 
by institutional constituencies. Clark (1 970) notes that distinctive institutions must 
possess a story which "itself as ideology, self image, and public image -has forceful 
momentum" (p.246). Looking especially at Nyack and Anderson we see that these 
institutions have sustained a continuity of identity through purposefully cultivating such 
an enduring legend or story. The institutional literature and archival documents of these 
institutions are filled with moving accounts of the institution's founding. Stories abound 
of the challenges and struggles faced during the early years of each institution, and 
touching accounts are given of major figures who have had profound impact on these 
institutions. At Nyack College, institutional documents and web pages provided accounts 
of the life of the college under founder A.B. Simpson. In many places institutional 
literature described Simpson's philosophy of education, and overall vision for the 
institution. As late as April 2007 we find President Michael Scales in his inaugural 
address hearkening back to Simpson's vision for Nyack. The college's magazine 
Signatures on many occasions focused on Simpson's vision. Administrators and faculty 
alike spoke of Simpson as if he had been institutional president only a short time ago. In 
addition, many policy decisions of the institution have been made with Simpson's vision 
clearly in mind. One of the most striking features of these policy decisions was when 
David Schroeder opened a New York City campus in 1996 by hearkening back to 
Nyack's founding days. The institutional literature was also filled with stories and 
perspectives of David Schroeder himself. 
Anderson University provides another example of an institution which possesses a 
strong and compelling story. Anderson's institutional literature is filled with works 
documenting the lifelong history of the institution and the four presidents that have led it 
throughout its 90 year history. The university has undertaken painstaking efforts to 
document the lives of its past presidents. Biographies have been made of presidents John 
Morrison and Robert Reardon, and the university published the memoirs of President 
Robert Nicholson. But beyond these more formal works, Anderson is a place that is filled 
with institutional stories. Exemplary of these stories, Anderson produced three DVD 
videos harnessing the communicative powers of President Robert Reardon. Through 
these touching videos Robert Reardon shares stories of the institution's life, and touching 
anecdotes of many individuals connected to Anderson. Reardon, welling up with tears at 
times, tells stories of the school surviving hard times, building a campus, as well as 
memories of people big and small that were a part of Anderson's life. One can not help 
but shed a tear when Reardon relates an account of his father walking with John Morrison 
at dusk on Anderson's campus at the height of the Depression, pointing to the lit up "Old 
Main" and declaring: "I tell you John Morrison those lights will never go out!" (Covenant 
Productions, 2006a, Those Light Will Not Go Out). In Holy Places (Covenant 
Productions 2006a) Reardon truly imparts to the viewer an understanding of the holiness 
of places on campus. 
Nyack and Anderson both put forth a compelling institutional story, and share 
accounts of individuals who have made the life of the institution possible. In the both 
cases, common stories, such as those described above, bring the institution to a point that 
Clark (2000) described in which a formal place is turned "into a beloved institution, to 
which participants may be passionately devoted" (Clark, 2000, p. 153).While covered in 
greater detail in proceeding chapters, throughout the course of interviews current 
administrators and faculty members shared many common institutional stories and 
anecdotes. Administrators and faculty look to these stories in developing policies that 
will affect the future of the institution, and in many cases seek continuity with the 
institutional saga that has already unfolded. 
Divergent Patterns 
While the profiles present several thematic patterns which converge, some 
divergent patterns also emerged. While all institutions differ in the particular ways they 
carry out policy, some major differences can be seen across the profiles. Through the 
process of coding, three major themes stood out in particular. Looking across the 
profiles we find that: 
1. The three schools differ in their policies regarding faith commitments students 
must possess to enroll and faculty and staff must possess in order to be hired at the 
institution. 
2. Institutional expansion at Nyack took on a different character from the 
expansion experienced at Huntington and Anderson. 
3. Huntington experienced a time of challenge with its sponsoring faith body in 
the past decade which was not paralleled in the literature of either Nyack or Anderson. 
Faith Requirements for Enrollment and Hiring 
The three institutions in this study converge in many ways in terms of how they 
impart Christian commitments throughout various aspects of institutional life. Some 
differences, however, can be noted in the faith requirements each institution possesses in 
determining student enrollment and in making decisions of hiring and employment. 
Table 37 provides a comparison of the faith requirements for enrollment to the faith 
requirements for hiring across the three institutions. 
Table 37 
Comparison of Faith Requirements for Enrollment to Requirements for Hiring at Nyack, 
Huntington, and Anderson 
Institution Requirements for Enrollment Requirements for Hiring 
Nyack Undergraduate students must sign Employees sign statement of faith 
statement of faith and lifestyle and lifestyle agreement as 
agreement as enrollment requirement. 
requirement. 
Institution Requirements for Enrollment Requirements for Hiring 
Anderson No formal doctrinal Statement; No formal doctrinal statement; 
Students need not be Christian to Employees must agree to lifestyle 
enroll; Must agree to lifestyle statement as requirement. 
commitment. 
Huntington Students not asked to sign statement Employees sign statement of faith 
of faith; Student need not be and lifestyle agreement as 
Christian to enroll; Must agree to requirement. 
lifestyle commitment. 
As the literature review describes the commitments of faculty and students as essential to 
either the sustenance or diminishment of faith-informed identity, the findings across these 
three institutions are very telling. In terms of student enrollment, only Nyack requires 
that all students sign a statement of faith. Anderson and Huntington have a slightly 
broader policy which requires students to sign a Christian lifestyle agreement. As 
described in the profiles of Anderson and Huntington, there is an emphasis at these 
universities to provide room for non-Christians to enroll in an effort to expose them to a 
Christian lifestyle and worldview. Through this exposure institutional officials hope 
these students will either accept the Christian faith or come to possess a greater 
appreciation of a Christian worldview. The Nyack profile reveals that the institution has 
remained committed to making an accepted Christian faith one of the requirements for 
enrollment in order to foster the college's faith identity. As already discussed, all three 
institutions have clear lifestyle agreements that foster a Christian cultural environment on 
campus. 
In terms of faith requirements for faculty and staff, these institutions are less 
broad in their ohtlook when it comes to hiring policies. In this, these institutions seem to 
be in agreement with Clark's (1970) assertions that in order to sustain a distinctive saga 
"believers collect in the faculty and gain the power to protect their cherished ideals and 
practices" (p. 246). In the cases of Nyack and Huntington, administrators, trustees, 
faculty and staff must sign a statement of faith in order to work at the institution. While 
Anderson does not possess such a policy, this seems to be due to its roots in the Church 
of God rather than a movement away from its faith identity. The Church of God 
describes itself as an inter-denominational movement, and as such does not possess a 
particular doctrinal statement. As a later discussion of interview findings will bear out, 
Anderson officials have a serious concern for the Christian faith of potential faculty and 
staff. Questions regarding a person's faith perspectives are part of the interview process 
in hiring individuals. 
Instiiuiional Expansion at Nyack 
While all three institutions have experienced a considerable growth in enrollment 
over the past 20 years, Nyack College's growth stands out from Huntington and 
Anderson in two respects. In the first place, growth at Nyack has been substantially larger 
than the other two institutions. Under President Schroeder the institution grew from 
under 1,000 students to an institution ofjust over 3,000 students. In addition, while all 
three institutions expanded graduate and undergraduate programs, Schroeder's policy of 
expanding Nyack was unique. Instead of building on Nyack's Rockland Campus, the 
college opened several satellite locations and established a second major campus in New 
York City. This observation in no way seeks to diminish the successes of Huntington or 
Anderson, but sheds light on the dynamics of maintaining mission and identity in a more 
cosmopolitan setting. Having reached full capacity at the Rockland campus, Schroeder 
tapped into a market for inner city studepts by launching a Manhattan campus for the 
only CCCU affiliated institution in the metropolitan New York area. The expansion is 
also exemplary because its genesis relates very clearly to Nyack's mission. David 
Schroeder started the New York City campus with the stated intention of connecting to 
A.B. Simpson's vision for educating students in the inner city. This connection to the 
vision of the College's founder brought about a significant expansion for the college. In 
2005, the city campus accounted for 113 of the entire enrollment of Nyack ("Middle 
States Periodic Review", 2005, p. 16). As seen in the case of the capital campaigns at 
Huntington and Anderson, Nyack's expansion stands in contrast to the examples of 
secularization provided by Burtchaell(1998). In this case we can see that expansive 
growth Nyack came in part due to a reaffirmation of the institution's founding mission 
rather than a disassociation from it. 
In addition to these findings, Nyack's example gives food for thought to those 
institutions in a similar position. Nyack significantly increased its enrollments by 
focusing some attention away from its suburban campus to an inner city student 
population in New York. Suburban CCCU institutions in proximity to urban areas might 
benefit from a similar expansion into untapped urban populations looking for a distinctly 
evangelical protestant college or university. This idea, however, would be the subject of 
another study altogether. 
Huntington and the United Brethren 
A third divergent theme that emerged was the clear challenges described by 
Huntington's literature regarding its relationship to United Brethren. While Nyack and 
Anderson's literature document tensions throughout their history with their sponsoring 
faith body, recent institutional documents describe nothing in the way of serious 
challenges with their sponsoring faith bodies. Looking at Huntington's situation, 
however, reveals that the institution has dealt with two major issues with United Brethren 
(UB) since 2000. Through those tensions, Huntington has maintained its relationship to 
United Brethren. How Huntington has dealt with these challenges is telling in light of 
previous literature on the subject of secularization. 
Looking at the works O'Brien (2002), Gleason (1992), Hellwig (2002), Herlihey 
(2002) we see that these authors document the tense relationship between an institution 
and its sponsoring faith body as a underlying cause of secularization at several Catholic 
institutions. At Huntington the years 2004-2005 brought a time of tension between the 
university and its sponsoring denomination. Debates between university and UB officials 
over the viewpoints of the popular professor John Sanders ended in his termination. 
Following this, the possible merger of the United Brethren with the Missionary Church 
intensified tensions between the university and the church. However, in looking at the 
situation that transpired at Huntington, special emphasis can be placed on the institution's 
continued commitment to its Christ-centered mission throughout these challenging years. 
The situations brought about in 2004-2005 only brought the relationship between the 
university and denomination into question. At no time did the situation warrant 
institutional officials to consider taking on a more secular identity. On the contrary, 
despite tensions with the United Brethren, Huntington administrators and faculty 
remained committed to the institution's Christ-centered mission and curriculum, spiritual 
formation programs, and extra-curricular activities that spring from that mission. The 
case of Huntington suggests that the commitment of an institution to its faith-informed 
mission is not solely dependant on its relationship to its respective faith body. This 
notion seems to be supported by Benne (2001) who describes similar dynamics at Baylor 
in which the university maintained a very distinctive Christian mission through periods of 
tension with its sponsoring denomination. 




































































































































































































































































































































































































































